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Official Journal of the European Communities No C 209/89 The studies on vocational training are a 
new branch in a  sector situated at the 
intersection  of  several  traditional 
disciplines  such as  sociology,  the work 
sciences and the educational sciences. At 
the same time they are closely linked to 
technological developments and the laws 
governing  the  supply  and  demand 
markets for goods and services, and they 
are intimately related to the history and 
the culture of each country if not of each 
region. 
In view of all  these factors,  the Com-
munity is confronted with the challenge 
of trying to harmonize and approximate 
all  these  components  with the  aim  of 
establishing  a  common training  policy 
and taking the important step of creating 
the single  market on 1 January  1993. 
Since its inception CEDEFOP has been 
active  in  this  field,  trying  to improve 
knowledge of  the functioning of  the voca-
tional training systems in each Member 
State and their permanent evolution due 
to the influence of new technology on 
employment and the content of jobs - a 
goal  which  is  also  a  reflection  of the 
legitimate aspirations of the workers who 
wish to improve their living conditions 
and their  quality  of life  in  a  modern 
Europe. 
The Council of Ministers took a major 
step in this direction with its Decision of 
16  July  1985  on the comparability of 
vocational  training  qualifications  be-
tween the Member States,  particularly 
when it referred to the Council Resolu-
tion of 2 April1963 on the establishment 
of  the  general  principles  for  the  im-
plementation of a  common vocational 
training policy in the Member States. 
The goal envisaged in this Decision still 
holds, namely, to enable workers to make 
better use of their attested qualifications 
in order to find a  job adapted to their 
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training. Thanks to the work undertaken 
by CEDEFOP, under the political aegis 
of the European Commission, the first 
results  have been published in the Of-
ficial Journal in 1989 (OJ C  168 and C 
166) and an information sheet has been 
published (OJ C 209) in the 'Communica-
tions' series (see Documentation). 
It is  now up to the Member States to 
name the relevant agencies which will be 
responsible for dissemination. It is plan-
ned to extend this measure to cover all 
occupations  at  skilled  worker  level 
(the  Commission,  with  CEDEFOP's 
technical and scientific assistance, will do 
everything in its power to achieve this ob-
jective before 1993). 
This question may appear to be simple, 
but in reality it is one which involves ex-
tremely complex aspects because avoca-
tional qualification is made up of several 
components:  life  skills  and know-how, 
training, qualification, work experience, 
certificates, etc. There are already many 
studies on this subject. But the level at 
which  these  qualifications  are  applied 
also  consists  of  several  variables  in-
cluding that of vocational training. 
A brief explanation may help! 
One may say that, in the  12  Member 
States, the same raw materials are used to 
produce a product or a service. Further-
more, the manufacturing processes are 
similar and the combination of tools and 
machines is virtually identical. (Is it not 
true  that  some  manufacturers  of 
machine-tools or office machines more or 
less have a world monopoly?) 
From the design stage of a product or a 
service  up  to  its  availability  on  the 
market, it is necessary to make use of a 
sum total of qualifications which is prac-
tically the same in all the countries. It is 
in the  distribution of skills  among in-
dividuals  that  the  differences  in  each 
country, each region or even each firm 
become apparent. One may draw the con-
clusion that tasks are divided according 
to a work organization established by the 
firm  on the basis  of the qualifications 
available on the labour market. In the last 
few years we have been witnessing a very 
interesting development which we may 
call the beginning of a 'post-Taylorism' 
era. Obviously, this process is accelerated 
by the introduction of new technologies 
which  produce  new  forms  of  work 
organization.  We  can  observe  new 
strategies  for  the  products  and  the 
market and the emergence of new oc-
cupations which, contrary to what hap-
pened in the past, are not necessarily a 
rearrangement of existing qualifications, 
but are  new qualifications,  new  skills, 
possessed by a new type of worker. The 
training systems differ in each Member 
State  and  we  are  witnessing  the 
emergence of a whole range of new train-
ing paths running parallel to the tradi-
tional training channels; this shows that 
the world of training is undergoing a pro-
cess of radical change and that the oc-
cupations covered by training are being 
totally restructured. 
In this issue we have tried to give an ob-
jective  presentation  of the framework 
within which CEDEFOP is  charting a 
course in this important field  with the 
aim of supporting the Commission and 
political decision-makers faced with the 
difficult  problem  of training  men and 
women for the Europe of tomorrow. 
The last article in this issue has been writ-
ten by our colleague,  William McDer-
ment,  who was  the first  editor of the 
CEDEFOP  bulletin and who is now leav-
ing us. We would like to wish him luck 
and success in his new sphere of  work and 
thank him for the great contribution he 
made as the first  man in charge of the 
vocational training bulletin. 
Ernst Piehl 
Director, 
CEDEFOP Information on qualifications 
An iiDportant variable for vocational training at 
CoiDIDunity level 
I 
tis becoming more and more difficult 
to quantify the forecast of trends on 
vocational qualification markets. On 
the other hand, a worker in his daily life 
is inundated with a mass of information 
which  profoundly  influences  his  vo-
cational orientation. 
The contents of work are now subject to 
the great influence of the overwhelming 
presence  of  information  elements, 
whereas traditionally, they were govern-
ed by mechanical operations; the process-
ing  and  transmission  of  information, 
together with the necessity of product in-
novation, are the essential features which 
determine  the  requirements  of  vo-
cational qualification today. 
In terms of  employment, the new capital/ 
labour  ratio  keeps  large  numbers  of 
workers out of the game. The paradigm 
of one worker for one job is now a thing 
of the past. 
If,  in addition to the decline in the volume 
of employment and the growing intellec-
tual curiosity of citizens who are being  ~ 
bombarded  with  information,  we  ex- 0  mllil'.iiii~ii~illllilllli• 
amine the accumulation of all these fac-
tors, the following assumption emerges: 
if the worker is  to maintain a coherent 
relationship between his personal world 
(which affects his skills) and his profes-
sional know-how (which changes in keep-
ing  with  technological  demands  and 
work organization), there must be a flexi-
ble response from the mechanisms pro-
viding qualification- or, if one prefers, 
the education  and  vocational  training 
systems. 
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If  this is not the case, the result is a grow-
ing discrepancy between a variety of con-
ceptions of vocational skill requirements 
and  a relatively rigid supply of  knowledge 
and know-how. 
Thus, for each worker the gap between 
the personal world and the professional 
world, or the world of work, will widen 
more rapidly the less his ability to adapt 
to his working environment. 
This assumption is still valid today if we 
take a look at the erratic wanderings of 
the worker through the subsystems of 
technical education and vocational train-
ing, and relate them to the demands of 
employers for occupational profiles with 
a  broad educational basis  and a  wide 
range  of vocational know-how  (or  ex-
perience). Long-term unemployment and 
the precarious employment situation of 
young people with inadequate technical 
training are two dramatic and common 
manifestations of both these facts. 
If  we continue with a linear development 
of these assumptions we see that there is 
a necessity in vocational training to in-
troduce  programmes  which  consist  of 
knowledge and know-how covering the 
marginal areas or complete phases of  pro-
ductive processes but not just fragments 
of them. These programmes will have to 
be combined with the individual (social) 
need  for  broader-based  or more  wide-
ranging knowledge and skills; a combina-
tion which will,  however, be extremely 
difficult if one considers how arbitrary 
and  rigid  the  provision  of vocational 
training is  in many of the Community 
territories. 
But, as technical bodies like CEDEFOP 
have the task of presenting proposals to 
improve the existing situation, we  can 
start by excluding what is  inadequate. 
The appropriate  responses  to the new 
demands  of  qualification  cannot  be 
found either in the paradigm of reproduc-
ing  the  place  of work  in  the  training 
course or by getting the social partners to 
agree on specific programmes which are 
tailored to their respective needs. 
Given  the  demands  on  the  present 
employment  markets  originating  from 
the new situations in the execution of  the 
job, where the rotation of the workers, 
their creativity, the capacity to interpret 
data and take decisions, are starting to 
play an increasingly important role, the 
references to the codes and classifications 
of  traditional  jobs  are  losing  their 
relevance (even if we admit that they con-
tinue  to  produce  high  employment 
figures).  On  the  contrary,  it  is  now 
necessary to think in terms of transversal 
vocational skills and information blocks 
which can be applied over a  relatively 
wide and varied range of work processes. 
Summing up, the line of analysis follow-
ed leads us to a configuration containing 
the following dominant factors: product 
as against production process, processing 
of information as against mechanical or 
repetitive skills, and an urgent demand 
for qualifications which will facilitate an 
understanding of the global  system  in 
which each job is embedded. 
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training, a  new approach taken by the 
planners of  training (in the firm and in the 
public services) tries to place the worker 
as a qualified professional with a specific 
level of specialization within an occupa-
tional group dealing with work processes 
viewed horizontally in their totality. The 
previous model divided each part of the 
process vertically in a rising sequence of 
complexity.  This technical system pro-
vided the foundation for a hierarchiza-
tion  which  in  turn  maintained  the 
system. 
In this approach which is  a part of the 
reform of vocational qualifications, the 
skills or abilities are attached in blocks to 
autonomous phases of the whole work 
process, and they thus lead to multifunc-
tional occupational profiles. 
This type of analysis makes it possible to 
define the qualification of  a worker not so 
much in terms of  specific tasks but in rela-
tion  to  the  whole  (or  a  part)  of  his 
knowledge (defined in blocks), practical 
experience and attitudes which make up 
his professional background and which 
can  be  adapted  on  the  basis  of 
specific models of organization to 
certain  functions  in  different  pro-
duction processes. 
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What approach should the Community 
follow so that qualifications - those of 
the  past  and  those  in  the  process  of 
change - become comprehensible and 
comparable when workers stand on an 
equal footing? What action can one take 
so that equality of treatment at the place 
of work results from the description (if 
not the 'proof) of the qualification of a 
worker? 
CEDEFOP has focused two of its study 
projects on the establishment of  common 
denominators which will  help to make 
the  competence  or  vocational  skill 
demanded by an employer correspond to 
the abilities or the qualification held by a 
worker seeking employment. 
This is an arduous technical undertaking 
which  relates  groups  of tasks  to each 
vocational  training  certificate.  An  ar-
duous task because the activities involv-
ed in the occupation differ depending on 
the country, the type of enterprise and 
pre-existing agreements, and because the 
levels  which  are  attested  by  the  cer-
tificates will vary in direct relation to the 
dimension (duration, content ... ) of the 
training which is being certified. 
There is  another study which  is  more 
scientific in nature, more abstract, which 
deals with perspectives with the aim of 
identifying in this diverse and dispersed 
reality  those  blocks  of  skills  and 
knowledge  in  which  a  demand  for 
qualification and the supply of qualifica-
tion 'converge with and correspond to 
one another'. 
Details of these studies will be presented 
in several articles  in this  issue.  In our 
analysis  we  would  like  to  stress  the 
following: 
(a)  The  comparison  of  training  cer-
tificates on the basis of  the activities to be 
undertaken by the worker holding them 
is useful when it is necessary to compare 
existing  situations  which  affect  large 
numbers of workers who wish to get in-
formation on the corresponding situation 
at their levels of qualification (attested by 
these certificates) in the other countries. 
(b) The mutual adaptation of commonly 
accepted job profiles (in 12 countries) and 
the profiles of  occupational groups which 
are either undergoing radical change or 
are not sufficiently covered by existing 
agreements,  can  serve  as  a  point  of 
reference for the skills demanded in the 
different countries. 
(c)  Furthermore, the approximation be-
tween the workshop and the job, the in-
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troduction  of  information  techniques 
(creation, processing and transmission of 
data)  in  production ·and  the intangible 
factors which are exerting a growing in-
fluence on the assessment of a qualifica-
tion, make it necessary to treat the con-
tents of this qualification in more ways 
than just a  description of activities;  in 
other words,  define  them  in  terms  of 
functional  areas  and  successively 
translate them into knowledge  and at-
titudes. 
(d)  Both the comparability of titles and 
certificates, and the establishment of the 
knowledge, know-how and attitudes re-
quired  for  the  different  occupational 
categories, will have to be worked out by 
the agents and actors of vocational train-
ing  (workers,  employers  and  the  pro-
viders  of  training).  If  the  levels  of 
qualification  and  the  certificates  are 
already governed by legal provisions or 
agreements, this task will more or less be 
an administrative one; if no such regula-
tions exist, the agreements on qualifica-
tion  levels  will  necessarily  have  to be 
based on a detailed identification of the 
skills required for each occupational pro-
file and will be the second step in the pro-
cess (the agreement on levels cannot pre-
cede the agreement on contents). 
(e)  However,  the  guarantee  of  the 
recognition  of a  qualification  in  each 
Member State cannot be ensured by the 
results derived from individual studies; 
what  is  really  needed  by  employers, 
workers and the organizers of training is 
a reference framework for comparison 
(and  perhaps  harmonization  in  the 
course of time) of  what each qualifica-
tion means in terms of the skills re-
quired for the exercise of  an occupa-
tion or a part of it. 
This is the goal envisaged by CEDEFOP 
in its technical work and this is the sub-
ject of this issue of the bulletin. 
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comparability of 
non-university vocational 
training qualifications in 
the Member States of the 
European Communities 
Interim report 
January 1989 
Coordinator  for 
CEDEFOP 
project 
'Comparability  of 
vocational  train-
ing qualifications' 
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I  - Objectives of the interim 
report 
I 
t is the aim of this paper to examine 
the inherent possibilities and there-
quirements  of a  Community-wide 
general regulation on the mutual recogni-
tion of non-university vocational train-
ing qualifications and related questions. 
Fallowing  the  directive  on  a  general 
system  for  the  recognition  of higher-
education diplomas which was adopted 
by the Council in December  1988, the 
question arises whether and under what 
conditions a  similar general regulation 
can be proposed for the other vocational 
training qualifications (see  Directive in 
the Annex). 
The next issue to be examined in this con-
text is the possibility or desirability of  fur-
ther developing the procedure and the 
results of the work  undertaken by the 
European Commission and CEDEFOP 
in the field of  comparability of  vocational 
training qualifications (see 'Information 
sources' for Council Decision of 16 July 
1985). 
In  addition  to  these  two  approaches 
which have the aim of improving, direct-
ly  or indirectly, conditions for the free 
movement  of  persons,  the  right  of 
establishment and a free services market, 
another question arises with regard to the 
possibility of: 
•  establishing Community-wide defini-
tions of occupational profiles, i.e. know-
how,  abilities  and skills,  as  a  common 
reference  framework  for  the  develop-
ment  and  approximation  of  training 
structures  and  content,  for  example, 
along  the lines  of the results  obtained 
from the work on comparability of voca-
tional training qualifications; 
•  following  this,  establishing  a 
nomenclature  of  vocational  qualifica-
tions  and  designations  recognized 
throughout Europe, with due considera-
tion of the experience gained with the 
Sedoc classification system and with the 
aim  of making  a  contribution  to  the 
development of  a European employment 
market. 
II - Analysis of past work 
and its potential for 
extension 
1. Development  potential  of  the 
'general directive' approach 
The general directive mentioned in Sec-
tion I has the advantage of  being general-
ly applicable; it is a legally binding docu-
ment which has to become national law 
within two years. It tackles the problem 
primarily from  the legal angle and can 
therefore  give  the  employees  and 
employers or services concerned in the 
Member States little concrete informa-
tion for the purpose of implementation 
on: 
•  comparable  occupations  and/or 
disciplines in the other Member States; 
5 •  the  designations  of comparable  cer-
tificates or training centres. 
In practice persons seeking employment 
will still have difficulties in getting their 
certificates and training qualifications ac-
cepted, and the responsible  authorities 
will continue to reserve the right of ex-
amining each individual case,  irrespec-
tive of the exception clauses in the direc-
tive on aptitude tests and/or periods of 
professional experience which may be re-
quested  as  additional  requirements. 
Without wishing  to cast doubt on the 
prospects of success, it is  apparent that 
further steps will have to be envisaged if 
the expectations aroused are not to be 
disappointed: 
(a)  The general  directive  on the voca-
tional training qualifications of higher-
education institutions only deals with the 
so-called 'regulated occupations', i.e. the 
occupations for which legal or publicly 
proclaimed conditions of  access exist, e.g. 
lawyers,  teachers,  structural  engineers 
(civil  engineers),  etc.  For all  other oc-
cupational  activities  in  the  private  or 
semi-public sector this approach provides 
no  yardsticks  for  comparison,  even 
though in these sectors there are often 
conditions for recruitment which corres-
pond to access requirements laid down by 
the State or which have been  derived 
from them. 
(b)  It will be necessary to draw up com-
parative tables on the disciplines and/or 
existing occupational specialization plus 
a Community-wide definition of occupa-
tions; national vocational specialization 
could  then  be  classified  within  these 
tables. 
(c)  Based  on this,  occupational group-
specific  directives  could  then  be 
developed or concrete references could 
be made to corresponding certificates or 
vocational training qualifications as an 
extension  of  the  general  directive. 
Parallel to this, the recognition of study 
periods and the eligibility to study fur-
ther, i.e. with the inclusion of academic 
equivalence,  which  is  not  guaranteed 
through the abovementioned directive, 
could be regulated.  1 
(d)  Educational  and  occupational 
research in several Member States has 
repeatedly  shown  that  there  is  an  in-
terdependence  between  the  type  and 
structure of the educational or training 
systems and the design and structure of 
the employment systems: the existence of 
formal training routes has an influence 
on the patterns of recruitment behaviour 
of companies and public services and this 
6 
provides feedback on the contents and 
organization of training. Even if there is 
no formal dependence between the two 
subsystems, there are important informal 
forms of dependence which have an im-
pact on the effective assessment of  educa-
tional certificates and are manifested in 
the staffing policy of the companies and 
in the status assessment of persons who 
have completed certain training courses. 
These  interrelations  are  generally  not 
publicly  sanctioned  (through  regula-
tions), but a semi-public sanction is given 
through professional associations, trade 
unions, guilds and/or chambers. Some of 
them - although not all and not in all 
Member States - have a legal mandate 
to sanction these relationships. Express-
ed in figures,  the number of such non-
regulated occupations will  probably be 
much  greater  than  the  number  of 
regulated  occupations  in  the  Member 
States. 
2.  A  'general directive' for 
non-university  vocational  training 
qualifications 
With respect to the eventual extension of 
the 'higher-education directive' to cover 
non-university  vocational  training 
qualifications (see  Levels  1,  2,  3 and 4, 
Annex of Council Decision of 16  July 
1985), the following observations may be 
made: 
(a)  The  number  of 'regulated  occupa-
tions' is much smaller and the number of 
non-regulated occupations much greater 
than at university level. The regulation 
generally deals only with individual parts 
of the qualification such as: 
•  eligibility requirement; 
•  the requirements for establishment as 
a  self-employed person or setting up a 
business; 
•  the  authorization  to  undertake 
specific welding or electrical tasks, or to 
operate  specific  vehicles  or  machines, 
etc.; 
•  certain  health,  sex  or  physical  at-
tributes (e.g. in building trades, in educa-
tional or paramedical occupations). 
An entire occupation is regulated only in 
exceptional  cases,  e.g.  teacher,  social 
worker, etc. 
This means that a directive which only or 
primarily covers the so-called 'regulated 
occupations' would have a limited impact 
on non-university occupations. 
(b) If  the Member States do not introduce 
formal recognition of these occupations 
at national level, then the chances of im-
plementing this at EC level  are scant. 
However, this situation differs in the case 
of  'academic' recognition of  certain train-
ing courses and certificates through State 
or public bodies. This type of recognition 
can be granted in different ways: 
•  through direct recognition of training 
institutions; 
•  through recognition of the curricula of 
these institutions; 
•  through recognition  of the final  ex-
aminations of certain providers of train-
ing, either by the responsible administra-
tions or by guilds, chambers, professional 
associations and trade unions which have 
a legal mandate to grant this recognition. 
Such  recognition  can  be  given  at dif-
ferent levels of State intervention- na-
tional, regional or local, depending on the 
degree of  independence of  the regional or 
local authority-or through specific sec-
tors or occupational groups. 
However, this type of recognition which 
is  mainly academic and/or professional, 
only has a limited effect on the staffing or 
recruitment policy of the companies in 
the private or non-public sector (see Sec-
tion II, paragraph 1 (d)), at least, as long 
as there are no sectoral or occupational 
group-specific  or  individual-company 
collective  agreements,  i.e.  collective 
wage  agreements  or  company 
agreements  between  employee  and 
employer organizations which specifical-
ly include these certificates. 
(c)  For  the  reasons  mentioned  above, 
such a regulation, whether it is a directive 
or an EC resolution or decision, will have 
to give due consideration to the rights of 
the employers and employees and their 
organizations  which  are  mostly 
autonomous  in  their  decisions  on the 
assessment of qualification in their com-
panies of sectors. Pure State regulations 
which have been passed without the par-
ticipation - or inclusion of the rights -
of the  social  partners,  hardly  have  a 
chance  of  being  applied  if  the  State 
refrains from intervening in the labour 
relations and the staff policy of the com-
panies. Most non-university workers are 
I  The judgments pronounced by the European 
Court of Justice- Case 293/83 (Gravier) and 
Case 152/82 (Forcheri)- show that the EC is 
entitled  to  include  aspects  of  academic 
equivalence in its regulatory mechanisms. 
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ment  and  are  classified  - not  com-
pulsorily but often - according to their 
qualification.  So  the  important  thing 
here  is  to  enable  employees  and 
employers and their organizations to ac-
cept or apply comparable qualifications 
in a possibly equal manner in all Member 
States by improving their knowledge of 
existing  vocational training certificates 
on the EC employment market and the 
training systems underlying them. This 
can be done only if the Member States 
have confidence in the comparable train-
ing  certificates  issued  by  the  other 
Member States, and the training levels 
gradually  approximate  one  another 
despite different institutional conditions 
and structures. It  is only on this basis that 
discrimination  which may continue to 
exist can be removed. 
3.  Development  potential  of  the 
'comparability' approach 
This approach which is  included in the 
Council Decision of July 1985 has been 
profoundly influenced by the participa-
tion of the social partners, as seen in Sec-
tion II, paragraph 2 (a), through the 
•  inclusion of the Advisory Committee 
for Vocational Training of the European 
Commission; and 
•  preliminary  technical  work  and 
methodical surveys to be undertaken by 
CEDEFOP, 
in the pre-Decision phase. 
Both bodies mentioned above are institu-
tions  in which  the social  partners are 
represented along with the governments. 
In the implementation of decisions too, 
they are aided by sector-specific or oc-
cupational group-specific expert groups 
whose composition is normally tripartite 
and whose members are appointed by the 
Member  States,  the  Commission  and 
CEDEFOP. It is  the intention of the 
Decision to establish the comparability of 
vocational training qualifications  'with 
the aim of enabling workers to make bet-
ter  use  of their  qualifications,  in  par-
ticular  for  the  purposes  of  obtaining 
suitable employment in another Member 
State' (see  Article  1).  In doing this the 
Council has veiled its intentions in very 
reserved legal terms and has stressed that 
it only intends to expedite 'common ac-
tion by the Member States and the Com-
mission to establish the comparability of 
vocational training qualifications in the 
Community and improved information 
on the subject'.  At the same time  the 
scope has been limited to Level 2 of the 
Structure of training levels given in the 
Vocational training 3/1989 
Annex of the Decision, i.e.  the level of 
skilled workers and skilled employees. 
Thus, the Decision only intends to pro-
vide the Member States, the workers and 
the employers with information - not 
legally  binding - on comparability of 
qualifications;  it  excludes  formal  and 
legally  applicable  recognition.  This, 
however, does not mean that this effect 
will  not be obtained through the com-
parative  lists  of  vocational  training 
qualifications  and  the  tables  of  job 
descriptions  and  occupational  re-
quirements,  which  have  in  the  mean-
while been drawn up by the European 
Commission  and CEDEFOP with the 
help of experts from the Member States 
for some 100 occupations in accordance 
with Article 3 of the Decision. On the 
contrary,  it  is  quite  possible  that  this 
makes it easier for a  worker to get his 
qualifications accepted-provided there 
are no other contradictory regulations in 
the Member States on authorization to 
exercise a profession - than through a 
legally  binding  provision  such  as  the 
directive on higher-education diplomas. 
The information on each occupation and 
each occupational group and the mutual-
ly  agreed  practical  job  requirements 
create  a  Community-wide  reference 
framework  into  which  classifications 
from  all  Member States  can be  incor-
porated. 
Despite differences in the definition of 
the occupations  and in  training struc-
tures, this method makes it possible to 
assign all certificates and training courses 
existing at national level to the described 
and mutually agreed characteristics of 
the occupation,  provided  they contain 
these  characteristics.  Implicitly  this 
means  that  individual  Member  States 
who cannot give this guarantee at pre-
sent can adapt their training courses cor-
respondingly  without  having  to  har-
monize  the training  routes  which  will 
continue to be different. It  is still possible 
for individual training courses to cover 
several occupations simultaneously or be 
classified in this sense. This information 
system offers the possibility of approx-
imating training contents step  by  step 
without,  however,  exerting  direct 
pressure on the Member States to do so. 
In  some  Member  States  there  are  a 
number of occupations with no formally 
recognized certificates; in this case the 
comparability will be confined to those 
countries  which  already  have  these 
recognized training certificates. 
The 'general directive' approach means 
there  is  a  foundation  of mutual trust 
when the comparability procedures are 
being applied, because neither the train-
ing  content  and  the  examination  re-
quirements  nor the training structures 
have to be scrutinized or subjected to an 
intensive  analysis  by  the EC or other 
Member States. It is  assumed that the 
Member States will only list certificates 
and  training  institutions  which 
guarantee the proper preconditions for 
exercise  of  the  occupation.  Another 
reason  why  no  problems  arise  is  that 
every single employer in all the Member 
States can ascertain in the course of  a pro-
bation period, established and covered by 
labour legislation,  whether the worker 
concerned really comes up to his expec-
tations. 
In the present situation the worker very 
often  does  not get  a  chance of being 
recruited even for the probation period 
because  the  employer  does  not  know 
about the comparable qualifications in 
other Member States and has no basis for 
comparison. 
Whether and to what extent this  pro-
cedure will have an impact on what ac-
tually happens, is a factor which cannot 
be definitively assessed yet. There are a 
number  of  positive  cases  which  have 
already  profited  from  CEDEFOP's 
preliminary studies. But, only after the 
first  results  have  been  globally  im-
plemented in the Member States, will it 
be  possible  to  judge  whether  this  ap-
proach  has  proved  its  value  or  not. 
However, numerous questions addressed 
to CEDEFOP show that there is much 
interest, especially on the part of  multina-
tional companies and individuals. 
A  number  of  disadvantages  of  this 
method still remain: 
(a)  Despite  the  Member  States'  fun-
damental willingness to cooperate - of 
which there is no reason to doubt-there 
is no evidence in practice whether the in-
formation has really been made accessi-
ble to interested or involved workers and 
employers. 
(b)  It is  true  that  access  to  jobs  will 
become easier, and it will also be possible 
to obtain the correct classification in the 
work organization concerned, but the in-
creasingly important question of access 
to continuing and further training within 
the  framework  of  career-promoting 
training  facilities  has  not  yet  been 
clarified.  This is  particularly important 
because  comparability  does  not 
automatically  imply  academic 
equivalence of training content and cer-
7 tificates or equivalent legal status. In this 
connection a more legally binding regula-
tion would be desirable. 
(c)  The comparability procedure, i.e. the 
job  descriptions  and  the  comparative 
tables of vocational training certificates, 
have to be reyised periodically in order to 
update the information and make it keep 
pace with developments in the occupa-
tions or the training systems. It  is planned 
to update the tables every five years. This 
implies  more time and effort than the 
'general directive' method. 
4.  Possibility of extending the 
'comparability' approach to other 
training levels 
As already stated, the Decision of 16 July 
1985 only covers the skilled worker/skill-
ed employee level. An extension to cover 
other non-university vocational training 
qualifications at Levels 3 and 4 will  re-
quire a Council Decision based, as usual, 
on a proposal submitted by the European 
Commission.  The  Decision  could  be 
drawn up along the lines  of the  1985 
Decision. The procedure at these levels 
would be less input-intensive than Level 
2 if the work was limited to a  specific 
number  of  leading  occupational 
categories  and if Levels  3 and 4  were 
taken together. 
For instance, expert groups could be set 
up initially for the following employment 
sectors: 
•  technical/industrial sectors (electrical, 
metalworking, chemical, building, etc.); 
•  commercial,  banking  and  insurance 
sectors  and clerical  and administrative 
occupations; 
•  social,  educational  and  paramedical 
occupations; 
•  occupations in the arts and recreation 
sectors, e.g. handicrafts, tourism, music 
teachers, etc. 
The measures enumerated in Article 3 of 
the Decision can also be applied for these 
training levels. 
As the Decision leaves the nomination of 
experts  to  the  Member  States,  their 
governments can decide  whether they 
wish to involve.the social partners to the 
same extent as in Level 2. If the political 
will exists, the legal basis to extend this 
work to Levels  3 and 4 could soon be 
created and it would be possible to com-
plete the work for the occupational sec-
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tors  mentioned  above  by  1992  (see 
CEDEFOP guidelines 1989-92, p.  11). 
5.  Approaches and possibilities for 
the  development  of  occupational 
profiles at European level 
Given the swift  pace of tecpnological, 
work  organizational  and  economic 
change,  some  rigidly  delineated mono-
occupations  run  the  risk  of becoming 
obsolete if they do not succeed in incor-
porating new skills, abilities and know-
how at an early stage. At the same time 
the  basic  characteristics  of  many  in-
dividual  occupations  are  becoming 
similar. At first this leads to new struc-
tures  and  training  certificates  in  the 
organization  of initial  and  continuing 
vocational training and to a new relation-
ship  between  the  two.  However, 
developments in the practical exercise of 
the occupation are even more contradic-
tory.  Broad-based  fundamental  or key 
qualifications  are  considered  to  be  a 
necessity, but if no additional technical 
specialization  is  given,  they  are  often 
nothing  more  than a  torso.  The con-
troversy between experts evolves around 
the question whether it is still the task of 
the education and training systems to re-
tain such specialization courses as part of 
their vocational training qualifications, 
or  whether  this  task  should  now  be 
delegated to companies and public ser-
vices and included in the further and con-
tinuing  training  courses  linked  to  the 
work organization. This controversy has 
not yet been resolved. Depending on the 
sector or occupational group or Member 
State, both models still exist side by side 
and there are no indications which model 
will finally prevail. 
The purpose of developing occupational 
profiles at EC level is to create a reference 
framework  to which  both models  can 
relate. On the basis of past work and the 
results obtained from the work on com-
parability, and parallel to it, an attempt 
will be made to develop multidisciplinary 
and/or  occupational  group-specific  job 
descriptions  or profiles  which will  not 
only  enumerate  the  occupational  re-
quirements,  but  also  the  main  com-
ponents  of  the  necessary  skills  and 
know-how. 
Such occupational profiles will be defin-
ed in all four non-university levels and 
will  provide a  means of promoting the 
training systems and training content of 
the Member States and their  develop-
ment, especially in those Member States 
which wish to build up or extend their 
systems. CEDEFOP carried out the first 
case-studies for this purpose in the field of 
information  processing.  Others  will 
follow and be undertaken by CEDEFOP 
parallel to the work being done on com-
parability  in  the  'metalworking', 
'chemical and process industry', and 'of-
fice and administration including banks 
and insurance companies' sectors. 
III  - Summary evaluation 
of past work in view of the 
1992 perspectives and the 
implementation of 
Community-wide recognition 
of vocational training 
qualifications below 
university level 
The three different approaches: 
(a)  'general directive' or legally binding 
provisions for the so-called 'regulated oc-
cupations'; 
(b)  'comparability procedure', i.e.  infor-
ming  the  responsible  bodies  and  in-
terested workers and companies or public 
services  of the comparability of voca-
tional training qualifications; and 
(c)  development of common definitions 
for European 'occupational profiles', 
are not interchangeable and do not com-
pete  with  one another;  they are  com-
plementary! 
They  all  serve  to  attain  the  goal  of 
recognition  of  vocational  training 
qualifications on the basis of  mutual trust 
and more information, because mutual 
recognition not only requires the approx-
imation  of  legal  provisions  but  also 
mutual 'acquaintance', which is brought 
about by the 'comparability' and 'occupa-
tional profile' approaches. 
However, a  legal approximation of ac-
cess restrictions through a directive also 
appears to be an additional necessity in 
order to remove all types of discrimina-
tion in access to further and continuing 
training and to certain training program-
mes and courses for specific supplemen-
tary  qualifications  (see  Section  II, 
paragraph  2  (a)),  and  discrimination 
related to nationality or the attendance at 
certain  national  (educational)  institu-
tions. This regulation could refer to the 
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9 occupations and training courses defined 
through  the  comparability  procedure 
and listed  in comparative  tables.  This 
would also be a sound foundation for the 
elimination of  eventual legal barriers and 
access restrictions. 
As for the university level, in addition to 
the  elimination  of  legal  restrictions 
through the directive,  it will  probably 
need factual comparative tables on oc-
cupations and disciplines which will have 
to be defined jointly throughout the EC. 
In other words, what was done a priori 
for the non-university occupations will 
now have to be done a posteriori for the 
university level.  Without effective and 
mutually agreed bases for  comparison, 
the general directive will be a mere torso. 
The necessity of extending it will soon 
become  evident  when  it  is  being  im-
plemented, irrespective of the differentia-
tion options it contains such as aptitude 
tests or a  mandatory period of job ex-
perience.  Practical  problems  will  pro-
bably arise in the implementation of the 
directive if there is a lack of Community-
wide, mutually agreed comparability or 
comparative  tables  on  disciplines  and 
professional specialization. 
Therefore, comparative studies should be 
commenced before the end of the two-
year  period  for· the application  of the 
directive as national law, in order to get 
mutual agreement on the disciplines and 
occupational sectors at university level. 
This is a very labour-intensive undertak-
ing but it appears to be indispensable if 
there  is  to be  effective  recognition  of 
vocational training qualifications in the 
daily  life  of the Member States and if 
there is to be effective development of a 
Community-wide labour market and in-
itial and continuing training market. 
These approaches, which are aimed at 
removing  the  formal  and  informal 
obstacles  to  the  free  movement  of 
10 
workers, will have to be supplemented by 
the progressive establishment of a Euro-
pean register of recognized occupational 
profiles  (see  CEDEFOP  guidelines, 
Chapter A  (b))  to which a list of recog-
nized training institutions could also be 
gradually added.  This recognition does 
not mean that it is granted or sanctioned 
by the EC. This should definitely remain 
within  the  competence  of  regional 
authorities or the national governments 
with the appropriate participation of the 
relevant social agents,  because only at 
this level is it possible to update and con-
tinuously adapt the content of training 
and examinations to rapidly changing re-
quirements. 
The studies undertaken within the con-
text of the three method approaches at 
EC level have the task of setting the ab-
solutely  imperative  framework  condi-
tions  within which the other levels  of 
political intervention - local, regional, 
national- will retain the highest degree 
of autonomy. The principle of subsidiari-
ty and partnership between the levels is 
particularly relevant in the case of  educa-
tion  and  training  and  labour  market 
issues. However, certain framework con-
ditions are a prerequisite for effective and 
mutual  coordination  between  the  dif-
ferent levels. 
IV  - Recommendations 
1.  The European Commission should-
on the basis of  a study of  legal discrimina-
tion in access to certain non-university 
occupations and further and continuing 
training facilities - prepare a directive 
for  the  elimination  of  legal  obstacles 
along the lines of the directive on higher-
education diplomas. 
2.  The European Commission should-
together  with the  Erasmus  bureau  -
make a proposal requesting the Internal 
Market Committee of the Council to ap-
point an expert group consisting of ex-
perts from all the Member States, in order 
to draw up comparative tables of  existing 
occupational  sectors  and disciplines  at 
university level; this would facilitate the 
implementation of the directive (see Sec-
tion II, paragraph 1). 
3.  The  work  on the  comparability  of 
vocational training qualifications should 
be  disseminated to the relevant bodies 
and organizations and employees in the 
form of  publications and should continue 
as planned. The Commission should with 
priority see whether this work can be ex-
tended to cover the other levels (3 and 4), 
independent of,  but complementary to 
the 'general directive' recommended in 
Section  II,  paragraph  1.  With  close 
cooperation between CEDEFOP and the 
Commission it should be possible to com-
plete this work for the leading occupa-
tional categories by 1993. 
4.  The efforts to develop 'European oc-
cupational profiles' linked to approach (c) 
in Section III could, in addition to pro-
gress  in  legal  and factual  recognition, 
make a useful contribution towards im-
proving the transparency of training and 
employment  systems  and  above  all, 
towards developing these systems with 
the aim of their gradual approximation 
(see Council Regulation on the establish-
ment of CEDEFOP 1975). 
5.  All three steps will enable CEDEFOP 
and the Commission to develop concrete 
proposals for the introduction of a Euro-
pean  Vocational  Training  Pass  (see 
Adonnino report of 1985 on a people's 
Europe). 
All this calls for united and purposeful ac-
tion, i.e. a joint effort is required if we are 
to approach the goal of  free movement of 
persons and services by 1993. 
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Problems in analysing and 
classifying 'new' technical 
jobs in metalworking 
T 
he work on comparability of  voca-
tional  training  qualifications  at 
CEDEFOP is  supported  by  na-
tional  studies  on  the  state  of  and 
developments in occupational structures. 
These studies have first been undertaken 
for  the  metal  industry.  A  provisional 
comparative  analysis  of  the  national 
reports has considerably helped the work 
of the national experts in deciding on 
common  occupational  definitions  for 
skilled metalworking occupations, the so-
called  Level  2  occupations  in  the  EC 
classification scheme (see Annex). At the 
same  time,  however,  this  analysis  has 
brought to the fore the problems that do 
exist  with  classifying  occupations  in 
terms  of this  scheme  due  to  ongoing 
technological  and  work-organizational 
changes that are taking place in the sec-
tor. These may also increase difficulties 
in terms of  comparability due to different 
training routes that exist in the Member 
States for similar occupations. Such com-
parability problems become even more 
apparent when dealing with occupations 
at Levels 3 and 4. The very principles on 
which  traditional  hierarchical  distinc-
tions  between  occupational  levels  are 
based, and which have also been applied 
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for  the EEC scheme,  increasingly lose 
their validity. 
At the same time however, the question 
of comparability of occupational  titles 
becomes ever more relevant in view of 
the freer movement of workers aimed at 
after the further integration of the EEC 
in  1993.  For  this  reason  CEDEFOP, 
parallel to its work in the execution of  the 
1985  Decision  of  the  Council  of 
Ministers on the comparability of voca-
tional training qualifications for Level 2 
occupations, is also seeking to establish a 
methodology  and  analysis  of occupa-
tional  qualifications,  which  will  over-
come some of  the shortcomings in the ex-
isting five-level EC vocational qualifica-
tion scheme and prepare an outline Euro-
pean directory of occupational profiles. 
The first aim of this new approach was a 
'pilot'  analysis  of the  interrelationship 
between functions,  tasks,  competences 
and corresponding qualifications in the 
main metalworking occupations. Our ap-
proach  was  directed  at  resolving  two 
principal  problems  in  the  present 
scheme's range and methods: 
•  national variations in the methods of 
training, and task and skill contents of 
comparable occupational categories; 
•  technological  and  organizational 
changes in the last decade which have 
undermined  some  of the  assumptions 
that underlie the existing scheme of dif-
ferentiated vocational levels. 
This article reflects the present stage of 
our work which has by no means resulted 
yet in a fully elaborated conception for a 
European directory of occupational pro-
files. We therefore would welcome com-
ments from our readers which could help 
us in our further considerations. 
Section 2,  the first  part of this article, 
focuses on the logic of the five-level EC 
classification scheme and, in particular, 
on the  criteria  used  to  determine  the 
character of  jobs at Level3. The next sec-
tion outlines the components of a fresh 
approach  to  vocational  qualification 
structures based on a multi-dimensional 
view  of task skills  and responsibilities. 
The following  Section 4 illustrates this 
methodology  in  relation  to  the 
metalworking sectors which have been 
studied in the current CEDEFOP com-
parability project. 
Finally, in Section 5, we outline the ex-
isting ambiguities in applying Level2 and 
Level 3 categories to metalworking jobs. 
This analysis includes a discussion of the 
additional blurring of  the skill boundaries 
between  these  levels  arising  from  the 
computerization of design, planning and 
machining.  It concludes  with  a  com-
parison of the application of the EC's 
five-level  qualification hierarchy and a 
tentative  multi-dimensional  framework 
to selected 'technician' jobs.  However, 
we begin our analysis, in Section 2, with 
an examination of what is meant to con-
stitute a Level 3 job, and the ambiguities 
in this definition. 
The concept of occupational 
levels and the content of 
Levell 
The EC's  vocational  structure defines 
Level 3 jobs, as with the other levels, in 
terms  of  an  assumed  relationship 
between: 
•  vocational training: its level, depth 
and duration; 
•  skills: the complexity and abstraction 
of these that are needed for the relevant 
tasks; 
11 •  responsibility:  the  degree  of 
autonomy and discretion allowed, or re-
quired, for the execution of a particular 
set of tasks. 
In  some  respects  the  relationship  be-
tween  these  three  factors  is  unam-
biguous.  Engineering  design  work  re-
quires considerable technical education 
in  science-based  studies,  in  applied 
mathematics  and  engineering  theory. 
Possession of this knowledge is  the in-
dispensable basis for actual design prac-
tices,  calculations  of  load,  tolerances, 
pressures,  etc.  These  combinations  of 
practical  skills  and  theoretical 
knowledge, in turn, make it possible for 
managers and chief engineers to allow 
such  workers  to perform  the relevant 
tasks autonomously. 
Yet, in other ways, there is no straightfor-
ward correspondence between training, 
skills and responsibility. The same task, 
say detail  design  work,  can be  under-
taken as part of the work role of techni-
cians  with academic engineering train-
ing,  or  promoted  ex-apprentices  with 
enhanced  workplace  training.  In  the 
former case it may be an element of a 
broad autonomous work role, or it may 
be  made  into  a  specialized  task  for 
repetitive execution. It may be left to the 
discretion of the trained professional, or 
closely prescribed and supervised by the 
latter leaving little scope for discretion. It 
may, finally, have its skill requirements 
further  narrowed  by  computerized 
draughting systems. 
Bearing  these  complications  in  mind, 
consider  the definition  of Level  3  oc-
cupations: 
'Training providing access to this level: 
compulsory education and/or vocational 
training and additional technical training 
or technical educational training or other 
secondary  -level training. 
This form of training involves a greater 
fund of  theoretical knowledge than Level 
2.  Activity  involves  chiefly  technical 
work  which  can  be  performed  in-
dependently and/or entail executive and 
coordination duties'. 
CEDEFOP [1987] p.  8. 
This definition acknowledges that there 
is  a  variety of possible  training routes 
and  thus  identifies  the  defining 
characteristics of Level 3 as: 
•  theoretical knowledge, 
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•  independent performance of technical 
work, 
•  the possibility of managing the work of 
others  ('executive  or  coordination 
duties'). 
Theoretical knowledge is defined only in 
relation to Level2 jobs and the perform-
ance ofthe technical work is also implicit-
ly  compared with the former  level.  In 
Level3 technical work is unreservedly in-
dependent rather than 'within the limits 
of  the  relevant  techniques'  (Level  2 
description). 
How easily can this formula be applied to 
jobs in metalworking? In some cases it is 
straightforward, but in others it gives am-
biguous results. As discussed in the exam-
ple  above,  drafting  occupations  some-
times  clearly  involve  independent task 
execution  and  a  degree  of theoretical 
knowledge that is  greater than that of, 
say, the operator of a machine tool. But 
it is not possible to say, unreservedly, that 
all  those  in  draughtsmen  occupations 
have as  much practical knowledge for, 
and  independence  in,  the  choice  of 
techniques  in  their  tasks  as,  to  take 
another  example,  a  qualified  machine 
tool  setter  ('insteller',  'opstiller', 
'Einrichter', 'ajustador', 'regleur', 'attrez-
zatore'). (This point is illustrated further 
in Figure 1, p.  16.) 
The latter bases his/her judgements on a 
body of theoretical and practical exper-
tise, some of which may even have been 
gained by the same kind of training as the 
draughtsman.  The setter-operator may 
also have to coordinate some of the work 
of  machine  operators,  while  the 
draughtsman will probably have no such 
responsibilities,  and  may  have  his/her 
own work closely prescribed. Yet on the 
current classification a machine tool set-
ter would most likely be considered to be 
a Level 2 occupation. 
Occupations  directly  involving  work 
with  computer  technologies  show  up 
even more complications in the demarca-
tion of Level 2 from Level 3. On the one 
hand the automation of draughting tasks 
has  led  to  a  greater  simplification  of 
some, but by no means all, draughting 
and design jobs. On the other hand some 
CNC machining now requires more plan-
ning  tasks,  and  therefore  associated 
discretion  and  theoretical  knowledge, 
from those operators who complete the 
'part-programs' at the machine tool. 
Even more striking are some of the new 
posts for monitoring, adjusting and con-
trolling flexible manufacturing cells and 
flexible manufacturing systems. Those in 
charge of the day-to-day running of  these 
installations are invariably ex-setters and 
machinists.  They  may  be  required  to 
have: 
•  knowledge of  different systems-soft-
ware, mechanical and even electronic, 
•  the  decision-making  capacity  to  in-
tervene without instructions from more 
senior engineers and managers. 
Possible examples of the latter may be 
the  'Strafienfiihrer'  in  German  FMSs 
(d'Allessio  and  Wittke,  1988),  and 
perhaps the transfer-line 'conduttore' in 
Italian car plants. 
All  of these examples,  both with con-
ventional  and  microprocessor-based 
technology  suggest  the  need  for  a 
recasting, or at least a fuller explication of 
the existing scheme of occupational and 
qualification  levels.  The  next  section 
outlines  the basic features  of a  multi-
dimensional classification model as this 
might apply to Level 2 and Level 3 oc-
cupations  in  metalworking.  These  ar-
rangements are not necessarily a replace-
ment classification system but they could 
form the basis of a complementary, and 
more  fluid,  directory  of  occupational 
profiles. 
Multi-dimensional 
occupational profiles 
One of  the main complications of  the cur-
rent EC vocational qualifications scheme 
is its understandable need to define jobs 
in relation to the level and extent of voca-
tional training. However, as the previous 
section explained, there are a number of 
training and educational routes into the 
overlapping  work  roles  that  cluster 
around  the  planning,  draughting  and 
setting up of metalworking processes. 
Our first  comparative  report  also  em-
phasized the variety of different voca-
tional routes into the same categories of 
occupation as between one EC country 
and another.  Differences  between  'ap-
prenticeship'-based  and  college-based 
schemes meant that: 
•  some  emphasize  theoretical  in-
struction, 
•  others emphasize practical learning. 
That report also observed that workers' 
training  could  lead  to  certified  com-
petence at  one level and yet these workers 
could be employed in jobs which were 
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qualifications (Jones and Scott, 1989, p. 
31  et seq). 
Other  occupational  classification 
schemes, such as the British Standard Oc-
cupational Classification, include voca-
tional training and education in their oc-
cupational orders. Others, however, such 
as the ILO's ISCO scheme, give priority 
to skills  to the exclusion of vocational 
training aspects  (Hoffmann  and Scott, 
1989, p.  4). 
The ISCO analysis however draws atten-
tion to two issues which are important to 
the  question  of  occupational  com-
parability in metalworking: 
•  the ambiguity of the term 'skills', 
•  the dispersion of  specific jobs and skills 
across a range of different industrial sec-
tors (Hoffmann and Scott, p.  5). 
Skills  are  a  problem  because  of their 
multi-dimensionality. 
•  Even low-grade jobs may depend upon 
quite developed, but socially unrecogniz-
ed inter-personal,  intellectual  and sen-
sori-motor  skills  (see  Kusterer,  1978; 
Jones and Wood, 1984; Libetta, 1988). 
•  Some skills  are intellectual and con-
ceptual in character, e.g. in design, plan-
ning·  and administration. 
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•  But they may also be infused with, and 
sometimes  inseparable  from  technical 
skills, e.g.  the ability to handle measur-
ing,  calculating  and  drawing  in-
struments. 
More  fundamental  is  the  problem  of 
ranking skills,  which is  endemic in oc-
cupational classification methodologies. 
Can we say that the conceptual skills of, 
say, a clerical administrator rank higher 
then the technical skills of  a machine tool 
setter? Let us return to these problems in 
a moment and deal first with the other 
problem of occupational location. 
The Sedoc and ISCO 68 schemes grouped 
occupations according to their location 
in industrial sectors. The problem here is 
of overlap between sectors and, more im-
portantly,  the  trans-sectoral  nature of 
some occupations (Grootings, 1989). 
•  For  example,  several  key  jobs  in 
metalworking, such as  draughtsman or 
machine tool setter-operator, can also be 
found in other sectors. 
•  Indeed, it has been argued that metal-
machining constitutes a universal 'labour 
process',  like  accounting,  or  design, 
which can be found in diverse industrial 
and service sectors (Kelley, 1984). 
An alternative methodology for identify-
ing and relating occupational groups is 
that  suggested  by  ISFOL  and  the 
Government  of  Quebec  (Grootings, 
1989) and also outlined by CEREQ. In a 
similar manner to Kelley's 'labour pro-
cesses',  these  approaches  isolate  func-
tional areas of work such as: 
•  'metal  production',  'mechanical 
maintenance', or, more pertinently, 
•  metal  production,  primary  transfor-
mation  of  metal,  metal-machining, 
assembly  and  finishing  ('finitions') 
(CEREQ, p.  13). 
These kinds of scheme then tend to pro-
ceed  from  the functional,  or subfunc-
tional, activity areas to occupations or 
occupational families,  such as  machine 
tool operators; but this next step may be 
premature: 
•  the  occupational  differentiations 
made may be too general to relate to the 
qualifications aspects; 
•  it may entail all the problems of im-
plicit,  but over-simplified,  skill  ranking 
and specification. 
We  have  suggested  (Grootings,  1989) 
that to descend  to a  level  of analysis 
which  identifies  specific  task  'bundles' 
would be too demanding. Instead we pro-
pose that the level of analysis should: 
•  be  between that of occupations and 
discrete task activites; 
13 •  consist of groupings or 'modules' of 
task activites; 
•  these modules  should be  capable of 
translation  into  types  of competences 
such  as  theoretical  and  practical 
knowledge,  social  and  attitudinal  re-
quirements. 
Using this proposal as a starting point we 
can sketch out an initial framework that 
relates  occupational  divisions,  respon-
sibilities and skill types (the current EC 
framework) to the newer suggestions of 
industrial functions,  task modules  and 
occupational competences. 
A skill-based model 
of occupational types 
Industrial processes 
The central metalworking processes in 
the industries with which we are concern-
ed  are  the  machining  of  metals,  the 
related metal-forming processes, and the 
fitting and assembly of  the resulting com-
ponents. However, if these two processes 
are  treated  as  the  essence  of  the 
metalworking trades there is a danger of 
overlooking or marginalizing functions 
which are of central or growing impor-
tance in these sectors. 
•  The increasing importance of detailed 
design, coordination and planning, let us 
say, information processing functions. 
•  Adjacent to the metalworking process 
proper are electronic maintenance and 
assembly. 
Information processing has its own pro-
per sectoral domains, in education, office 
administration,  accounting,  etc.  Elec-
tronics is a field whose specific activities 
make up the electronic engineering, com-
puters  and  related  sectors.  However, 
both these fields of expertise are becom-
ing increasingly integral to the making of 
metal-mechanical products. 
Paper-based  communications  of infor-
mation on sales, stocks, and work-in-pro-
gress  meant  more  clerical  and  quasi-
technical  jobs  in  metalworking  in  the 
earlier part of this century but now: 
•  the automation of these processes by 
computer technologies is  checking and 
even diminishing the numbers in these 
jobs,  and  eliminating  routine  clerical 
positions; 
•  these developments are being combin-
ed  with  the  spread  of  information-
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dependent  'just-in-time'  production 
systems; 
•  the net effect is to increase the need for 
information-processing  skills,  such  as 
basic statistical techniques, in technical, 
supervisory and even some shopfloor oc-
cupations. 
The chief impact of electronics is in the 
control  mechanisms  of  metalworking 
machine tools and in many of the final 
products assembled. The main effects, so 
far, for the field of occupational respon-
sibilities are as follows: 
•  the  'downward'  extension  from  the 
planning  and  process  definition  func-
tions (see 'Task groupings', p.  15) to in-
clude machine controls over operating 
and setting activities in the parts-produc-
tion functions; 
•  the 'upward' movement of operating 
and setting responsibilities to include in-
formation-processing  tasks  associated 
with machine programs; 
•  microprocessors  and  computerized 
controls  require  electronic  skills  in 
maintenance tasks; 
•  maintenance work is  beginning to be 
incorporated  into  operators'  jobs  as 
employers  seek  greater  task  flexibility 
from existing occupations; 
•  as microprocessors and electronic con-
trols  replace  mechanical  devices  in 
machinery products the nature of fitting 
and assembly jobs is modified, especially 
amongst  those  responsible  for  testing, 
and  an  appreciation  of  elec-
tronic/mechanical interfaces is  required 
of planners and designers. 
Thus metal-machining/forming and  com-
ponent assembly are the dominant func-
tions  in  metalworking  enterprises. 
However,  consideration  of  electronics 
and information  processing  establishes 
that particular occupations in these sec-
~ 
~ 
~----------------~----~~ 
tors  may  also  include  tasks  and skills 
needed for such ancillary products and 
processes. 
Occupational 'families' 
Occupational  classifications  conven-
tionally group jobs together into clusters 
on the basis of shared tasks, functions 
and skills. The problem with existing ap-
proaches is that they normally do so, as 
with the EC's five-level scheme, within a 
hierarchical  framework.  The  result  is 
that occupational families  are grouped 
only  on  a  horizontal  basis,  e.g.  all 
machine  tool  operating,  or  set-
ting/operating posts.  As was argued in 
the previous section this often arbitrarily 
privileged one occupational trait or skill 
type over others. It may also now be a 
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ization of the new hybrid occupations 
that  technological  and  organizational 
changes are promoting across the Level 
2/Level 3 border. 
These considerations  therefore  suggest 
that a new analysis should not take oc-
cupational families as given but should 
only make such groupings after a prior 
analysis of tasks and competences. 
Task groupings 
This step in the analysis is, perhaps, the 
most difficult to accomplish. It  raises fun-
damental problems. 
•  What selection criteria can be applied 
to group the often diverse range of tasks 
that make up specific occupations? 
•  How can this be done in a way which 
allows comparability between different 
occupational  groups,  and at the same 
time  permits  the establishment  of the 
distinctiveness  of  borderline  oc-
cupations? 
A  review  of existing metalworking oc-
cupational descriptions suggests that the 
many  different  task  distinctions  first 
need grouping into the following activity 
functions: 
(a)  definition of parts, products and pro-
cesses, 
(b)  production support and preparation, 
(c)  parts production, 
(d)  fitting and assembly, 
(e)  control,  coordination,  monitoring 
and maintenance.  1 
Each of these is distinguished by a mix of 
tasks and task skills which are unevenly 
distributed amongst the occupations that 
undertake the stock of  task requirements. 
However,  the  dominant  occupational 
characteristic will vary, so that: 
•  in one task area, such as definition of 
products and processes, conceptive tasks 
and skills  will  be central to most jobs, 
while 
•  in another area, e.g. parts production, 
technical-practical  tasks  will  pre-
dominate. 
Section 5 provides an illustrative group-
ing of the 'task modules' within the ap-
propriate activity functions closest to EC 
Level 3 occupations. As an example of 
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the relationship  between task modules 
and functional activity areas see the sug-
gested contents for 'Definition of parts, 
products and processes' in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Task groups for functional area: Defini-
tion of parts, products and processes 
translation of design specifications into 
general drawings 
assessment  of design  for  construction 
feasibility 
calculation  of  dimensions,  weights, 
tolerances, bores, threads 
selection of materials, methods, parts to 
be used 
estimation of costs of materials, methods 
and parts 
detailed drawing of the dimensions  of 
components and their reference points, 
dimensions and tolerances 
planning availability, procurement, and 
sequencing  of  materials,  parts,  tools, 
human resources and operating and in-
spection techniques for overall produc-
tion processes 
Skill structures 
Volker  Wittke  has  pointed  out  the 
uneven combinations of theoretical or 
abstract  knowledge  and  'Technik'  re-
quired  in  many  metalworking  jobs. 
These two forms of knowledge are the 
basis for correspondingly different kinds 
of skills.  However, on the assumption 
that 'Technik' corresponds to 'practical 
know-how' in English, it seems difficult 
to describe jobs as  being characterized 
solely in terms of just one of these skill 
dimensions. Logically therefore: 
•  some occupations will have the bulk of 
their task skills rooted in 'Technik' and 
others in abstract forms of knowledge; 
•  but in each case there is more likely to 
be a difference of  degree in their composi-
tion rather than the complete exclusion 
of the other type; 
•  it ought then to be possible to map oc-
cupations  according  to  the  extent  to 
which the different types of skill prevail 
in each occupation; 
•  Figure  1,  overleaf,  illustrates  this 
possibility  for  some  representative 
metalworking occupations. 
In the UK, the Standard Occupational 
Classification is  based upon the notion 
that  the  level  of skill  or  competence 
results  from  the  greater  complexity 
rather than predictability of jobs,  and 
discretion rather than supervision. 
Complexity can be interpreted within 
the  two-dimensional  skill  model  (see 
Figure  1)  to mean that complexity in-
creases in a job the closer theory-based 
skills and 'Technik' type skills approach 
equality.  Conversely,  the  more 
homogeneous that a  job is  in terms of 
theory or 'Technik' the less complex and 
therefore less skilled it is. The example of 
a  surgeon comes to mind, as a  profes-
sional occupation in which tasks based 
on theory and 'Technik' are equally im-
portant. Such reasoning is also consistent 
with the idea of polyvalence as a paragon 
of skill. 
Applying this logic would break with the 
ranking in the EC's five-level hierarchy. 
Instead there would be something like an 
inverted U -shaped curve: the jobs in the 
middle bands of  the current EC hierarchy 
(see Figure 2), would be the most 'skilled' 
(in terms of a mix of theory/'Technik'). 
However the 'mapping' of  skill structures 
on to particular occupations would also 
have to take account of  the task organiza-
tion within which different skills are ex-
ercised. 
•  The  extent  to  which  job  tasks  are 
either discretionary or supervised; 
•  correlatively, the degree of self-plan-
ning of tasks that is allowed. 
A priori we would assume that the more 
unpredictable  that  job  tasks  are,  and 
therefore the higher the mix of theory 
and 'Technik', then the more likely it is 
that the job will involve high levels of 
I  These categories supersede our earlier attempt 
to categorize metalworking functions into pro-
duction  support,  component  manufacturing 
and fitting and assembly (Jones and Scott, 1989, 
p. 8). Also they do not necessarily correspond to 
the departmental divisions of larger firms.  In-
deed  in  smaller  firms  they  may  not  even  be 
separated out into different occupations! 
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Task/skill complexity as a mixture of theory and 'Technik' 
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EC qualification levels 
discretion and low levels of supervision. 
However, this may not necessarily be the 
case. It may depend on other social and 
material factors: 
•  management/organizational style, 
•  industrial relations considerations, 
•  the  cost  and  dangerousness  of 
machines, products and processes, etc. 
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Summary 
As is often done in this kind of analysis 
we have not attempted to deal with the 
coordination and supervisory skills and 
tasks  of  categories  such  as  the  'In-
dustriemeister'. It  may be that these roles 
are not compatible with the framework 
just developed. This is an important pro-
blem because under the EC scheme the 
'Industriemeister' is clearly a Level 3 job. 
Yet the qualifications of similar super-
visory roles in other countries, of British 
workshop 'foreman' for example, would 
not seem to be comparable. The broader 
question is whether the two-dimensional 
model  is  adequate  to  deal  with 
managerial skills (coordination, planning 
and supervision) or whether these con-
stitute an additional dimension  . 
The new development of 'self-managing' 
work  groups  extends  the relevance  of 
such skills beyond specialist supervision 
roles into a much needed conceptualiza-
tion of the qualities for  collective and 
cooperative  working.  If,  for  example, 
more work with automated systems in-
volves  autonomous work groups,  then 
coordinatory and co-management skills 
will be important; and these skills may be 
different  again  from  planning/coor-
dinating one's own work,  or planning/ 
coordinating  the work of one's  subor-
dinates  . 
However,  we  now  have  the  elements 
for  a  multi-dimensional  approach  to 
metalworking occupations at Level 3: 
•  a functional area, 
•  task groupings or modules, 
•  skill dimensions and task organization. 
This framework can now be compared 
with the existing EC criteria- of voca-
tional training levels, skills, and respon-
sibility - by analysing occupations ap-
proximating  to  Level  3  in  the  latter 
model, which are also affected by techno-
organizational change. 
Technological change 
and new perspectives 
on 'Level 3' jobs 
In the report on the vocational structure 
of metalworking in the UK it was argued 
that EC Level3 translated most easily in-
to the British category of 'technicians'. 
As in the Federal Republic of Germany 
(with  the  'Techniker'  and  'technische 
Sonderkrafte')  there  are two grades  of 
technician: the technician engineer and 
the  engineering  technician.  They  are 
distinguished by the breadth of their task 
area and the length and level  of their 
vocational training. Whereas technician 
engineers  will  do  design  draughting, 
engineering  technicians  will  occupy 
detail draughting jobs. 
This final section focuses on the lower 
grade;  i.e.  engineering  technician  in 
draughting and planning, for the follow-
ing reasons. 
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cian engineers tends to increase; if only 
along the vertical axis of  Figure 2 as tasks 
are computerized. 
•  This phenomenon is well documented 
for  the introduction of computer-aided 
design  (CAD)  systems  in  which  the 
routine calculational and manual draw-
ing tasks of design and draughting jobs 
tend  to  be  eliminated  (Baldry,  1986; 
Libetta, 1988; McLoughlin, 1989). 
•  It  is  likely  that  related  forms  of 
automation  of information  processing 
have similar effects on similar technical 
jobs at this level. 
These  technician jobs  need  to be  con-
sidered in relation to occupations that the 
existing  EC  classification  would  pro-
bably rank as  skilled Level 2 jobs; but 
which many believe are developing Level 
3  characteristics.  On  the  other  hand, 
'shopfloor' metal machining and metal 
forming jobs provide a convenient com-
parison and contrast because: 
•  there are sufficient research studies on 
the computerization of metal machining 
to provide illustrative evidence on these 
jobs; 
•  some of their tasks overlap between 
technician and machinist work roles; 
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•  trade  union  and  some  employer 
policies  are  seeking  to  regrade  CN  C 
machining jobs to technician (i.e. Level3) 
status. 
The computer-aided draughtsman 
Draughting is the most common techni-
cian-type job in Britain. The job descrip-
tion of the British engineering technician 
using conventional draughting methods 
includes the following tasks and duties: 
(a)  To  examine  overall  drawings  and 
other  data  provided  by  design 
draughtsmen  (sic)  to  ascertain  re-
quirements; 
(b)  To  prepare  detailed  drawings,  to 
scale, of individual components, parts or 
sections of mechanical engineering items 
(hand  and  machine  tools,  plant, 
machinery, engines, aircraft and vehicle 
structures); 
(c)  To  insert  on  drawings  production 
guidance and information such as datum 
points and centre holes, dimensions and 
tolerances, materials to be used, type of 
surface finish  required,  heat treatment 
required  and  location  of  lubrication 
points; 
(d)  To arrange for completed drawings 
to be reproduced for use as working draw-
ings by production departments; 
(e)  To prepare part lists as required. 
He may also: 
(f)  Calculate dimensions, weights, etc.; 
(g)  Produce  detailed  drawings  from 
rough sketches or from existing items. 
(Adapted from Department of Employ-
ment (UK)  1972, p.  236.) 
There is as yet no comparable, officially 
recognized UK job description of det~il 
draughting work with CAD. However, 
there  is  information  from  mechanical 
and electrical engineering firms  on the 
task effects of CAD. These can be sum-
marized as follows: 
•  drawing,  labelling  and dimensioning 
are produced in standard formats by the 
CAD systems; 
•  CAD provides 'libraries' of standard 
parts and components, which can be call-
ed up and automatically inserted in 'new' 
drawings in different ways; 
•  most  of  the  work  of  CAD 
draughtsmen consists  of enlarging and 
incorporating  new  details  in  predeter-
mined designs. 
(Baldry,  1986, p. 64.) 
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elements, described above, of  the conven-
tional detail draughtsman in the follow-
ing ways: 
(a)  Assessing required content of draw-
ing- probably unchanged. 
(b)  Detailed scale drawings of parts and 
components-supplied by CAD system. 
(c)  Inserting  details  of  production  re-
quirements - partly supplied by CAD 
system. 
(d)  Reproducing as working drawings -
probably supplied by CAD system. 
(e)  Calculating weights, dimensions, etc. 
- can be automatically requested from 
CAD system. 
(0  Detailed  drawings  from  sketches, 
items  - partly  unchanged/partly  sup-
plied from CAD system. 
Assessing the CAD draughtsman's work 
in relation to the EC scheme's criteria 
gives the following inferences: 
•  The fund of theoretical knowledge is 
diminished (changes in (b), (c), (d) and (e) 
above; but conceptualizing or 'envisag-
ing' tasks (a) and (0 remain). 
•  Complexity  and  abstraction  are 
reduced. 
•  Autonomy and discretion are reduced 
by  dependence  on  the  CAD system's 
supply  of standard configurations  and 
dimensions. 
Other work organizational changes aris-
ing from the introduction of CAD may 
reinforce the last tendency, namely: 
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•  CAD  draughtsmen's  inputs  can  be 
timed to increase productivity and effi-
cient use of the systems. 
•  A 'F  ordist' division of labour can be 
imposed,  with  different  draughtsmen 
working  on various  parts of the same 
drawing simultaneously,  as  with serial 
production on assembly lines. 
Thus  there  is  the potential for  detail 
draughtsmen's work roles to be standard-
ized to a Level 2 degree of  proficiency; i.e. 
'independent within the limits of the rele-
vant techniques' (CEDEFOP 1987, p. 8). 
However, there does not seem to be a way 
of deciding whether these draughtsmen's 
jobs remain within, or below the Level 3 
category on these criteria. For the impor-
tance of the theoretic and technical skills 
still required can only be assessed in rela-
tion  to those  of the  levels  above  and 
below them, yet these are also in the pro-
cess of change. 
However, if we apply the multi-dimen-
sional framework outlined in pp. 12 - 14 
above, the outcomes are more complex. 
The primary industrial process of CAD 
draughtsmen  can  be  regarded  as  a 
specific form of information processing, 
rather  than  the  production  of an  in-
termediate product:  the detailed draw-
ing.  They are of course still concerned 
with the metalworking function of the 
'definition  of parts,  products  and pro-
cesses'  (p.  15,  'Task  groupings').  The 
range of skills  can be regarded as  only 
slightly changed, in terms of the distribu-
tion  illustrated  by  Figure  2,  and  the 
possibility  has been created for  greater 
application of conceptive skills. 
•  The proportion of the draughtsman's 
task  repertoire  that  requires  practical 
technical  execution  - calculations, 
drawing to scale, etc.- has been made 
routine  by  the  CAD  systems;  conse-
quently  the  more  theoretically  based 
tasks, such as  'envisaging' and concep-
tualizing  basic  designs  are  relatively 
greater. 
•  Operating  the  CAD  work  station, 
memorizing  keyboard  functions;  soft-
ware routines,  accessing rules are new 
practical-technical skills whose apparent 
triviality  and  'routineness'  should  not 
detract  from  their  necessity  and  the 
necessity of learning them. 
The way that these new skill distributions 
are organized in specific work roles will 
depend, of  course, on several managerial, 
organizational  and  industrial  relations 
factors. For example, a 'Fordist' arrange-
ment would  mean standardizing prod-
ucts and therefore designs and recruiting 
and specializing  draughtsmen into the 
routine practical-technical tasks.  Alter-
natively,  as  some studies have already 
found, (e.g. Libetta, 1988) more use could 
be made of draughtsmen's tacit and con-
ceptive skills to improve the scope and 
sophistication  of a  greater  number  of 
designs on a commercial strategy of  'flexi-
ble  specialization'  (Piore  and  Sabel, 
1984).  For  classificatory  purposes  it 
might then be desirable to distinguish bet-
ween 'detail draughtsmen of standard-
ized products' and 'detail draughtsmen of 
diverse products'. 
The CNC part-programmer 
The British  Codot classification  has  a 
general  category  of  numerical-control 
planner, with the following description of 
tasks and duties: 
To plan in detail, and to express in form 
suitable for numerical control, all steps 
necessary for the operation of machine 
tools to achieve specific results, i.e. 
(a)  examining  working  drawings, 
specifications  or other design  informa-
tion  and determining  the  sequence  of 
operations  involved  in  machining  the 
designated component; 
(b)  analysing tooling requirements and 
preparing  a  tooling  plan  embracing 
specifications for standard and new types 
of tools and the sequence in which they 
are  to  be  used,  together  with  speeds, 
feeds, depth of  cut and other tooling data; 
(c)  preparing instructions for basic posi-
tioning  of workpiece  on machine and 
methods of securing; 
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zero point of  machine for positioning and 
repositioning of workpiece in relation to 
tool for each machining operation to be 
performed; 
(e)  collating all data and preparing pro-
gram sheets detailing sequences of opera-
tions, coordinates, tool changes, speeds, 
feeds and other information, and arrang-
ing for some or all of these data, depend-
ing  on  the  sophistication  of  the  NC 
system, to be encoded on tape in a form 
suitable for the NC unit. 
He may also: 
(f)  set up and run a preliminary program 
to  determine  practicability  before 
finalization; 
(g)  organize  and  control  the  work  of 
other NC planners. 
These generic duties changed over the 
past 1  0 years with the advent and spread 
of CNC machine tools. The latter con-
tain more sophisticated software affect-
ing several of the above tasks, especially: 
(a)  standard tooling and cutting data, 
(b)  sub-routines and direct entry into the 
memory of the mini or microcomputer 
using more 'conversational' languages or 
simplified codes. 
Equally important has been the reloca-
tion of the computer controls to small 
cabinets, or microcomputers attached to 
the machine tool itself,  rather than in 
central  computers  in  office  locations. 
These make it more convenient to per-
form at least some of the programming 
tasks at the machine where the operator 
or  setter-operator  has  general  respon-
sibility. 
The  net  effect  of these  technological 
changes on programmers' skills has been 
similar to that of CAD draughtsmen: 
•  standardizing and automating many 
routine calculating tasks; 
•  leaving envisaging  tasks and related 
tacit  skills  - the  more  conceptual 
qualities in this context- intact. 
However, the skill mix is shifted towards 
a  greater preponderance of conceptual 
elements than  was the case with the CAD 
draughtsmen because many refinements 
and  corrections to speeds, feeds, depths of 
cut, and sometimes coordinates can be 
made by the skilled (Level 2) machinist, 
tool-setter,  or  setter-operator.  This 
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are small and varied,  and because the 
Level2 worker can respond more quickly 
and has more local knowledge of  machin-
ing problems and peculiarities. 
Under these  circumstances the role  of 
programmers can be expanded, 'horizon-
tally', to deal with a wider range of pro-
grams, or 'upwards' to include part of the 
draughtsman's  tasks  (a  possibility,  of 
course,  with  CAD/CAM).  However, 
unless this happens, in those cases where 
management  and  unions  agree  on 
'shopfloor' programming and editing, the 
skill range of  the part  -programmer will be 
compressed and that of  operators and set-
ters of machine tools increased. 
Machinists as technicians? 
We are then faced with a different prob-
lem.  Within the five-level  scheme it  is 
clear that the original task range of NC 
planners/part-programmers was so great 
"that  even  after  a  contraction of their 
tasks, as a result of CNC, it remains a 
Level 3 or, in English, a 'technician' oc-
cupation. 
But  machinists,  setters,  or  setter-
operators of CNC may retain their con-
ventional machining know-how and also 
add: 
•  some programming or program editing 
skills, 
•  understanding  of specific  computer-
control processes. 
So the 'downwards' transfer of the tasks 
of programmers also increases their task 
range (Francis and Grootings, 1989). Has 
it been increased enough to qualify these 
workers as Level 3? 
In small workshops this will probably oc-
cur in many cases, as they adopt a wide 
range of such CNC tasks because there 
are insufficient workers to divide up the 
tasks into technical and machining work 
roles. 
Even in  larger  establishments  there  is 
evidence  that  managements  are 
prepared,  for  diverse  reasons,  to  link 
machinists into the technician staff. One 
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such  British  case  involved  grades  of 
'technicians' on CNC work even though 
their responsibilities were for quality in-
spection, tooling, and program checking 
rather  than  any  determination  of the 
main features of the initial part  -programs 
(Wilkins,  University  of  Bath  mimeo, 
1988). 
Conclusion 
The  existing  EC  five-level  scheme 
amounts  to a  hierarchical  ordering  of 
skills.  The  newer  types  of occupation 
cannot be  placed within this classifica-
tion without both further evaluation of 
the significance of  different kinds of  skills 
and of  the effects of technological change 
on adjacent work roles.  Because of the 
different ways in which the new potential 
skill configurations can be used in prac-
tice, any general placing at, say, Level 3 
entails  arbitrary  decisions.  It  seems 
probable that many traditional occupa-
tions are also difficult to allocate unam-
biguously  to  one  of  the  five  levels. 
Moreover, a  different analysis of skills 
and competences, as indicated on pp.  14 
-16 above, would lead to a quite different 
ranking outcome. 
It has also been pointed out elsewhere 
that the five-level scheme depends upon 
assumptions that a Tayloristic system of 
occupational  specialization  prevails, 
whereas, in reality, this may only be true 
for  certain  larger  firms  in  northern 
Europe and may also be changing as even 
these kinds of firms experiment with less 
rigid  occupational divisions  (Jones  and 
Scott, 1989). 
The application of the dimensional ap-
proach has,'however, been able to iden-
tify  a  broader  range  of task  skills  in 
occupations  such  as  the  CAD 
draughtsman. This may form the basis 
for any future classification of occupa-
tional profiles because it avoids the over-
simplification and arbitrary fitting of oc-
cupations into stratified hierarchies. In-
stead jobs could simply be identified in 
terms of their possession of a number of 
different  skill  dimensions,  without 
necessarily having to compress their skill 
and task configurations into an overall 
rank order. 
On the other hand, if such an ordering 
was necessary, for administrative or data-
collection  purposes,  then  we  would 
recommend that 'task complexity' be the 
criterion since this is the nearest possible 
guide to other relevant criteria such as in-
dependent planning of work. Task com-
plexity should be interpreted in terms of 
a  balance  between  skills  grounded  in 
theoretical knowledge and those based 
on 'Technik'. From this perspective the 
'ideal type' of multi-skilled job would be 
technical-practical skills. 
However, the foregoing analysis also pro-
vides a more radical methodological con-
clusion. It suggests that for purposes of 
comparative assessment in a  period of 
changing technology and work organiza-
tion, national occupational titles should 
cease to be the main point of reference. 
Problems of arbitrariness, comparability 
and the validity of ranking, all of which 
have been made more complex by recent 
technological  and  organizational 
changes,  could  be  lessened,  perhaps 
removed, if a multi-dimensional skill and 
competence model  were  adopted.  This 
would  mean  designating  the  essential 
functions  of an industrial process,  and 
identifying and then describing the tasks 
and skills  necessary to carry out these 
functions  into  sets  of  'families'.  A 
classification  of  occupations,  perhaps 
taking the form of a directory of Euro-
pean occupations, would then consist of 
two parts. Firstly, there would be a 'map' 
of the  relevant  tasks,  skills  and  com-
petences necessary in a given trade or in-
dustry. In the second part the appropriate 
subsets of these features would then be 
correlated  with  the occupational  titles 
used in specific countries and types of 
enterprise in those countries. 
As an illustration of the utility of such a 
cross-national directory try to envisage 
the  situation  of  labour  mobility  in  a 
post-1992 Europe. In any particular in-
stance,  employers,  unions  or  other 
authorities in a given country could use a 
guide such as this in the following man-
ner. They could identify the appropriate 
family of  task  -skills with which they were 
concerned,  and then  the classification 
would indicate the subset of these com-
petences practised by the particular oc-
cupation(s)  of the country/countries in 
question.  Hopefully,  this  approach 
would bring judgements closer to the real 
world of work and away from that of 
occupational labels. 
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occupational profiles 
SoiDe notes about concepts, IDethodology and 
organization 
I
n accordance with the four-year pro-
gramme  and  the  plan  for  1989 
CEDEFOP has started to work on 
the development of  a European directory 
of  occupational  profiles  (Repertoire). 
This  work  is  at  present  also  closely 
related to that on the comparability of 
vocational training qualifications. It in-
volves three major activities: 
•  Research  on  the  structure  and 
development  of  occupations  and 
qualifications  in a  number of employ-
ment  sectors  in  various  EC  Member 
States. These studies cover Levels 2 to 4 
of the EC classification system and are 
partly  designed  to  support  the  com-
parability project. 
•  Analyses  of concepts,  methods  and 
organizational procedures  used for  ex-
isting  national  directories.  Studies  are 
undertaken in all EC Member States and 
in addition,  contacts  have  been  made 
with  other  countries  and  institutions 
where  similar  work  has  been  done 
(Canada, Sweden, ILO). CEDEFOP has 
taken up direct contacts with a number of 
EC countries, such as France (CEREQ) 
Italy (ISFOL), the United Kingdom (Na-
tional Council of Vocational Qualifica-
tions)  and  the  Netherlands  (Stichting 
Opleiding Metaalindustrie). 
•  Development of  a dual pilot project for 
establishing a  methodology and a  pro-
cedure to elaborate the European direc-
tory of occupational profiles. This pilot 
project will first of all  be based on the 
results of the studies undertaken in the 
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metal industry and using a first analysis 
of national directories. (Later the results 
of the studies from the office sector will 
also be included.) Secondly, this concerns 
the analysis of the contents of occupa-
tions  in  the  electronics  sector  which 
focuses especially on the know-how re-
quired by these occupations (see annex to 
this chapter). 
The main problems for 
developing the directory are 
at present: 
•  To develop a sound conceptual basis 
which will allow the directory to realize 
its principal aim: to provide for an infor-
mation instrument for  all  parties  con-
cerned on the European labour market 
with respect to competences acquired by 
job seekers, on the one hand, and com-
petences asked for by employers, on the 
other, and which can also  be  used  by 
vocational training authorities  in  each 
country. 
•  To develop a methodology for collect-
ing substantive information on occupa-
tional  profiles  from  the  EC  member 
countries and for updating this informa-
tion on a regular basis. 
•  To develop a format for presentation 
and actual use of the directory by the 
social partners in all member countries. 
With respect to the concept of a Euro-
pean directory of occupational profiles 
we are faced with the situation that in 
principle the usefulness of  such an instru-
ment is  widely acknowledged both na-
tionally  and  internationally.  Several 
Member States have started similar ac-
tivities  or have already established na-
tional directories. A first analysis of ex-
isting  national  directories  shows  that 
they differ considerably with respect to 
their conceptual design. 
At the EC level we have the experiences 
with  Sedoc,  and  with  the  procedures 
established  for  comparability  of voca-
tional training qualifications, including 
the  classification  into  five  levels  of 
qualifications (1985  Council Decision ). 
The ILO is working on the renovation of 
its International Standard Classification 
of Occupations  (ISCO  1988)  implying 
amongst  others  a  new  structure  of 
classification based on a combination of 
sectoral and hierarchical distinctions. 
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directory this implies that we have to take 
account of the past experiences (negative 
and  positive  ones)  of  all  similar  ap-
proaches  (including  Sedoc  and  com-
parability procedure), and, in addition, to 
stay as close as  possible to the concep-
tional characteristics of existing national 
and international directories. 
There are a  number of questions  that 
have to be answered here. 
These concern: 
The system of classification 
Should we use traditional sector distinc-
tions (such as done by Sedoc and ISCO 
68)? 
The problem here is that the distinctions 
between  employment  sectors  become 
blurred (for example logistics and trans-
port) and that the number of  occupations 
are truly transversal, that is they can be 
found in a  number of different sectors 
(such as various administrative occupa-
tions or those in maintenance). 
Should  we  follow  the  logic  of  cor-
respondence in distinguishing five levels 
of qualifications? 
The problem is that similar occupations 
are given different levels in EC countries 
as a result of a whole set of societal fac-
tors. In addition, recent developments in 
organization of work have led to occupa-
tional profiles that no longer fit into the 
five levels of qualifications distinguished 
in the 1985 Decision: vertical distinctions 
between Level2 and Level 3 occupations 
become  blurred,  new types  of occupa-
tions occur that are somewhere between 
Levels 2 and 3; and, finally, we think that 
the very logic  behind the five  distinct 
levels is only valid for a particular type of 
production and its related employment 
relations and occupational structure (a 
mixture of craft and mass industrial pro-
duction) which becomes slowly supersed-
ed by another type of production in some 
of  the  most  advanced  industries  and 
countries. 
Should we  use a  combination of tradi-
tional sectors with levels of  qualifications 
(such as developed by ISCO 88)? 
Here, the problem is that while the ISCO 
classification  is  certainly  more  com-
prehensive and up to date compared to 
the Sedoc list,  the distinction made in 
levels of qualifications is too rough and 
the descriptions of distinct occupations 
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too general to be immediately useful as 
an alternative. 
Should we  forget about traditional sec-
toral  distinctions  and  choose  another 
category of analysis as has been done in 
various national directories, such as 'pro-
fessional  areas'  (ISFOL),  'major 
categories of activities' (Government of 
Quebec)? 
The problem here, as  indicated by the 
various examples, is  that each national 
directory seems  to use its own specific 
concept.  What  they  have  in common 
though, and this would be useful to con-
sider in more detail by us,  is  that they 
have chosen a functional area of work as 
the  major classification  unit,  which  is 
characterized  by  the fact  that the  ac-
tivities  and  tasks  to  be  executed  are 
logically related to each other in terms of 
their contents and clearly distinct from 
activities  and tasks  to  be  executed  in 
other functional areas. Such a functional 
area of work is, for example, 'metal pro-
duction'  or  'usage  of  information 
technologies'  or  'mechanical  main-
tenance'. 
Obviously,  such  functional  areas  are 
defined  on  a  rather  general  level  of 
abstraction.  For  this  reason  most  na-
tional directories make a further distinc-
tion as  to 'employment types',  'typical 
functions', 'professional families', etc. In 
metal  production, for  example,  profes-
sional families  cover those of 'machine 
tool operators', 'drawers', etc. 
The level of analysis, 
comparison, presentation 
Should we use the category of 
'occupation'? 
As mentioned above, occupations have a 
very  societal definition,  and their con-
tents also change over time, depending 
on  technological  and  organizational 
changes and developments in industrial 
relations  and  education.  At  the  same 
time,  one  should  realize  that in  each 
country very specific understandings ex-
ist about the definition of occupations. 
The fact that they are not directly com-
parable  (as  we  know  from  our  ex-
periences  with  the  procedure  for  cor-
respondence) does not mean that we can 
neglect their existence. 
Should we use the category of 'task 
activities'? 
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specific combinations of task activities, it 
certainly  makes  sense  to  use  this 
category.  However,  from  a  practical 
point of view this does not seem useful 
because the number of separate task ac-
tivities for each functional area can be 
very large. For this reason it seems ap-
propriate to choose  a  level  of analysis 
somewhere between that of occupations 
and task activities. 
We would therefore suggest  using  the 
category of 'modules of task activities'. 
This concept can be found in several of 
the national  directory  approaches  and 
groups together sets of activities that can 
be conceived as a basic task. The advan-
tage  of the  module-concept  is  that  it 
usually is also translated (or can easily be 
translated)  in  terms  of  'competences' 
(theroretical  and  practical  know-how, 
and social or attitudinal requirements). 
In  fact,  a  number  of  countries  have 
already started to organize their voca-
tional  training  systems  in  terms  of 
modules and we will be able to draw on 
the experience and expertise available in 
these countries. 
In general terms, therefore, the concept 
of a European directory of occupational 
profiles seems more or less clear. 
It will  use  as  its  main  classification 
criterion 'functional areas of work' and 
will further distinguish so-called 'occupa-
tional families'. This is a sufficient level of 
generality to abstract from specific na-
tional occupational titles but at the same 
time makes it possible to 'locate' or 'map' 
national occupations. 
•  The  level  of  analysis/compar-
ison/presentation  will  be  'modules  of 
tasks' with respect to 'modules of com-
petences'. This will  make it possible to 
analyse and compare the basic contents 
of national  occupational  titles  and -
eventually - also the basic contents of 
vocational training certificates (the latter 
assumes  the  possibility  that  national 
training certificates can indeed be broken 
down  in  terms  of  modules  of  com-
petences).  Note  that such  an analysis 
only  concerns  'what'  has  been  taught 
and not 'how' this has taken place (organ-
ization of learning, duration, pedagogi-
cal principles). 
With respect to methodology, that is to 
say the question as to how to collect the 
information necessary to give body to the 
directory,  there are a  number of prin-
ciples that we wish to adapt: 
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•  to make use of available expertise in 
the Member States; 
•  to separate the 'analytical' work with 
respect to the analysis of occupational 
families  from  decisions  as  to where to 
locate  national  occupations  and  cer-
tificates  and from  considerations  with 
respect to their mutual recognition; 
•  to use national experts to 'locate' na-
tional occupational titles and certificates 
within the more general framework of 
functional  areas  of work,  professional 
families and modules of tasks and com-
petences; 
•  to leave the responsibility with respect 
to recognition of available competences 
to  decentralized  institutions  of  social 
partners who may use the directory as a 
help in their decision-making process. 
An  operational  methodology  will  be 
elaborated from June until October 1989, 
on the basis of the results from the na-
tional  and comparative  studies  in  the 
metal industry and the experiences with 
the study  on occupations  in  the elec-
tronics  sector.  Information  from  the 
series of  studies on national classification 
systems will be used as well. In addition, 
in this phase, meetings will be organized 
23 on a bilateral basis with those national in-
stitutions that are most advanced with 
respect to the development of national 
directories. 
The  steps  to  be  undertaken  are  the 
following: 
•  A  final  comparative analysis will  be 
made of the national studies in the metal 
industry.  The  analysis  will  result  in 
distinguishing  the  major  'functional 
areas  of work' in metalworking across 
Levels 2 to 4 of the 1985 Decision. The 
analysis will also result in a preliminary 
model of core tasks and competences, in-
cluding the corresponding occupational 
titles for each country. 
•  A  more  systematic  analysis  will  be 
made  of  a  number  of  national  ap-
proaches. Results of this analysis will be 
combined with the results of the com-
parative analysis mentioned before. 
We shall discuss how to incorporate new 
metal occupations that have not yet been 
included  in  present  occupational 
classification systems. 
•  With  the  assistance  of  a  limited 
number of experts we will next test and 
improve  the  translation  of core  func-
tions/tasks  into  competences.  The  ex-
perts involved here will have to have ex-
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perience  with  the  establishment  of 
modules of competences (October). 
•  National  experts  will  then  have  to 
check the relevant national occupational 
titles for each functional area of work or 
for each occupational family (and even-
tually  the  existing  vocational  training 
certificates) (November). 
•  A  similar exercise  will  be  organized 
with the study on occupations in the elec-
tronics industry. 
•  This will have to result, before the end 
of this year, in a model directory and a 
model methodology. 
•  After appraisal of these models, work-
ing procedures for  all  other functional 
areas of work and their relevant occupa-
tional families will have to be worked out. 
A plan has to be made for work during 
the coming years (the aim is  to finalize 
the work before 1993!). 
•  It is expected that final results for oc-
cupational families  of the metal sector 
will  be  available  by  the  beginning  of 
1990. 
By that time much more can be said also 
with  respect  to  the format  of presen-
tation. 
For the moment, all that is clear is that 
for each 'functional area of work' four 
separate  columns  of  information  will 
have to be presented: 
1.  A listing of the core tasks that can be 
distinguished  for  the  various  occupa-
tional families that together form a func-
tional area of work; 
2.  A translation of these core tasks into 
modules of competences; 
These two parts form the general frame 
of reference for the other parts which are 
country specific. 
3.  The 'location' or 'mapping' of  relevant 
occupational  titles  per  occupational 
family, per country; 
4.  The  presentation  of  national  cer-
tificates or other proofs of competency 
with  respect  to  the  modules  of com-
petences that are covered by them. 
This  information  can  be  provided  in 
various formats, ranging from written in-
formation  sheets  (for  which  various 
graphical  possibilities  exist)  to a  com-
prehensive system of computerized data 
banks (which can be set up on a central-
ized or a decentralized basis). The exact 
implications of specific choices will have 
to be elabor. ated further before the most 
ideal proposal can be made. 
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in the electronics sector 
(Pilot study: Spain) 
Characteristics of the 
occupational profiles in 
electronics 
Development  of  the  typical 
profile 
Until a few years ago occupations in the 
electronics sector almost exclusively in-
volved operations which required a great 
deal of dexterity and manual skill, which 
meant that the qualification required to 
carry out this work did not rise above the 
basic levels. It  was not necessary to know 
anything about electronic systems in ad-
dition  to the concrete  aspects  directly 
related to the activity. 
In  most  cases  the  work  consisted  of 
welding  components,  preparing  circuit 
diagrams for printed circuit boards with 
conventional  drawing  techniques  and 
carrying out tests with machines which 
were very similar to one another. 
The emergence of  integrated circuits con-
siderably increased the complexity of the 
machinery.  Also,  its  integration  in 
systems  with  many  interrelated  func-
tions, both analogue and digital, meant 
that the electronics  technician  had to 
know a great deal about hardware. 
.-------...., Gumersindo 
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Arribas 
Telecommunica-
tions engineer 
Informatics expert 
Coordinator  for 
the  occupational 
category  'Elec-
tronics', IN  EM, Ministry of  Labour 
and  Social Security Coordinator of  a 
section for the computerization of 
the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Security, Spain 
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When  the microprocessor,  the  central 
unit of  a computer integrated in a circuit, 
appeared, the electronics technician had 
to enter the world of software. A world 
which  was  completely  alien  to  his 
habitual work environment and which, 
up to then, had been almost exclusively 
associated  with  administration  and 
management  tasks  - the  traditional 
fields in which computer technology had 
been introduced. 
Software and the massive application of 
digital techniques have transformed the 
work of the electronics technician, mak-
ing it necessary for him to have an oc-
cupational profile with a broad base of 
theoretical and instrumental knowledge, 
with the ability to adapt to the permanent 
changes in technology which has been 
developing  at  a  headlong  pace  with 
respect to quantitative aspects (bits, mips, 
size  of  memory,  clock  rate,  speed  of 
transmission, etc.) but not with respect to 
the basic  configuration of a  'program-
mable  system'  and  the  techniques  re-
quired to apply it. 
To  a  greater  or  lesser  degree  logic, 
algorithms, the step-by-step description 
of a  process  through  instructions,  has 
replaced the installation of isolated elec-
tronic machines for each operation. This 
change has mostly had a decisive impact 
on the skilled  workers  involved in the 
development of products, but it has also 
been felt at all other levels. The general 
spread  of  systems  based  on 
microprocessors has had a galvanizing ef-
fect in many areas such as maintenance, 
production, quality control, etc. where 
the essential requirement is  the global 
understanding of a process, of the inter-
relationship between its elements, of the 
software controlling it. 
This development which tends to concen-
trate the complexity, the specificity and 
the value of a product in the software, 
while the hardware is being simplified (in 
terms  of  a  smaller  number  of  com-
ponents) and standardized, is reflected in 
the relative value assigned to various job 
profiles by the labour market. 
There is a steady growth in the demand, 
the status and the opportunities for skill-
ed workers with a sound basic and voca-
tional training, capable of  adapting to the 
frequent change in products and/or in-
struments, while the demand for specific 
manual skills is declining because of the 
progressive  automation of the conven-
tional operations of assembly,  welding, 
testing, etc. 
The requirements at the levels described 
in the job profile tables are practically en-
tirely covered by technicians with sec-
ond-level  vocational  training  and  fre-
quently by technical engineers who come 
from  the  telecommunications  or  in-
dustrial schools, though logically speak-
ing, the movement of the latter towards 
the higher echelons of responsibility is 
much faster than that of the former. 
This is  the job profile most frequently 
demanded  by  industrial  firms  and the 
public services  in Spain, but the voca-
tional training schools are not training 
sufficient  numbers  of  technicians  to 
cover this demand, which means that the 
mobility between firms of professionals 
with  experience  in  electronics  is  very 
high. 
This mobility is  mostly to be found in 
small  and  medium-sized  enterprises 
where  the technician has  to carry out 
highly  diversified  activities  which give 
him  a  broad  range  of knowledge  and 
make it easier for him to adapt to the new 
environment.  In  the  large  electronics 
firms  the functions in each process are 
more  narrowly  defined  and  the  ex-
perience acquired is  less general, which 
means that the movement of technicians 
to other firms is less pronounced. 
The situation in firms  in the non-elec-
tronics sectors - as far as technicians in 
electronics  and  industrial  information 
processing are concerned- has its own 
25 specific features but is not very different 
as, in the course of carrying out his func-
tions of  maintenance and optimization of 
advanced automatic equipment, the elec-
tronics  technician  acquires  sound 
knowledge  of  the  technology  and 
methods of preventing breakdowns  -
knowledge  which  is  very  much in de-
mand at present in industrial companies 
in all sectors. 
The electronics industry 
The  design  and  manufacture  of  in-
tegrated circuits is beginning to become 
an area of growing and spreading impor-
tance, but the study did  not dwell  on 
these activities as it felt that they still lie 
outside the scope of the immediate goals 
of the majority of the firms in this sector 
in Spain. In the few firms which deal with 
the design of 'custom' or 'semi-custom' 
circuits, this work is  almost exclusively 
done by higher-level engineers, and it has 
therefore been left out of  our study. Also, 
the manufacture of  these microelectronic 
products  is  not  important  enough  in 
quantitative terms to justify its inclusion 
in a global analysis like this one. 
Up to now, the foundation of most ac-
tivities in the Spanish electronics enter-
prises,  large  and  small,  has  been  the 
manufacture  of  equipment  based  on 
printed  circuit  boards  which  assemble 
conventional components, but there is in-
creasingly  frequent  use  of  large-scale 
intregration  components  such  as 
microprocessors,  microcontrollers  and 
associated peripheral circuits. 
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The general design and manufacturing 
cycle of this type of product is  shown 
schematically in Figure 1. Using conven-
tional methods (first column of Figure 1  ), 
after the functional specifications have 
been drawn up (1), a circuit is developed 
on paper (2) and sent to the drawing sec-
tion (3) which produces the standardized 
documentation and designs  the circuit 
board (5). After this it is assembled (6) and 
tested (7); errors, if any, are corrected by 
means of several  process  runs.  In the 
testing phase the technician uses general 
or specific instruments to detect faults or 
errors, e.g. multimeters, oscilloscopes or 
logic analysers, other analysers, etc. 
The central column of  the diagram shows 
the use of an automated method for the 
design and development of a product. 
One may say that even if at present the 
use of these automated methods  (elec-
tronic  CAD/CAE)  is  not  absolutely 
widespread, it is foreseeable that it will be 
in the near future, as its price is now put-
ting it within the reach of  even very small 
firms. The recent emergence of powerful 
electronic  CAD/CAE  devices  for  PC 
equipment, together with the constant 
fall in prices and growing supplies, seems 
to confirm this trend. 
To  a  certain  extent  the  automatic 
methods  repeat  the same  steps  as  the 
manual methods. The diagrams are cap-
tured and used  for  the  production  of 
standardized  documentation,  and  the 
tracing module then prepares the design 
of the printed board. But there is one ad-
ditional feature which is very important, 
i.e. simulation. Today, with some of the 
software available on the market, the ter-
minal or the personal computer can be 
transformed into a complete laboratory. 
The circuit is assembled, the signals are 
applied and the responses are obtained as 
if oscilloscopes and logic analysers had 
been used. It is possible to analyse tran-
sients  and  noise  and  it  is  possible  to 
replace  a  component by  its  equivalent 
equation. A circuit can be subjected to 
the worst operating conditions, and the 
power  supply  and temperature can be 
varied, exposing the parameters of the 
components to minimum, maximum or 
typical situations. In this way it is possi-
ble  to  detect  functional  problems  or 
design  errors  before  the  circuit  is 
manufactured  and,  in  many  cases, 
without the necessity of constructing a 
prototype. 
At the beginning, when the automatic 
devices described above appeared, it was 
common  for  the  senior  development 
engineer to be responsible for practically 
all development phases of  the product, in-
cluding  the capture of diagrams,  even 
though his  'professional'  qualifications 
did not cover this; this was similar to the 
process  which  transformed  financial 
analysts  and  accounting  clerks  into 
BASIC programmers when the first per-
sonal  computers  were  introduced into 
firms some eight years ago. 
The fallacy that the computer is a work-
ing tool only for higher-level technicians 
has been completely dissipated in the last 
few years, and today it is  medium-level 
technicians and skilled workers with a 
certain level of vocational training who 
mainly handle these tools in the develop-
ment departments, leaving tasks such as 
functional definition and some questions 
of simulation and testing which require 
greater conceptual comprehension to the 
higher-level technician. 
The same phenomenon seen in hardware 
is  emerging in the creation of software 
too. In some of the firms visited, skilled 
workers with vocational training in elec-
tronics, working in teams, are responsible 
for much of the development of the soft-
ware which is incorporated in electronic 
products, both in the field of  communica-
tions and  in that of  industrial process con-
trol. One of the necessities stressed by all 
those  in  charge  of these  development 
units is  that the training of these pro-
grammers  should  not  be  confined  to 
knowledge  of  the  languages  and  the 
techniques  of structuring  programmes 
but should cover a broad range of other 
techniques  related  to the physical  en-
vironment  of the developed  electronic 
product: digital and analogue interfaces, 
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sensors and actuators, signal processing, 
process-control techniques, etc.  All the 
managers consulted were in agreement 
that if the worker has a sound training in 
electronics, it is easier to teach him the 
necessary skills in informations process-
ing, whereas the reverse order would lead 
to worse results. 
There is  no doubt, except in companies 
with very large R&D departments, that 
the normal situation is  that there is  no 
clear demarcation between the develop-
ment of hardware and software, and that 
technicians generally have to carry out 
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activities requiring knowledge and skills 
in both fields. 
The technical service 
In the last few years the maintenance of 
electronic  and  data-processing  equip-
ment has had to develop at the same pace 
as  the  profound  technological  change 
which  has occurred in  machinery and 
systems. 
For  instance,  in  the  maintenance  of 
minicomputers, microcomputers and of-
X  ....  ·'c ·  ..  ,,  '  / 
~ 
' 
/ 
/ 
-
fice  machinery, the growing sophistica-
tion of  the equipment with an increasing-
ly  larger share of the software compo-
nent,  has  necessitated  a  permanent 
development of the staff working in the 
technical  service.  The  maintenance 
technician in this field is often confronted 
in his daily work with situations which re-
quire a higher degree of abstraction, of 
knowledge of the machinery as a system 
and  the  handling  of various  software 
tools. 
The maintenance technician today- as 
against the last few years where the nor-
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Positioning/ 
control (electronics) 
Numeric control 
mal situation was to have computers and 
software  developed  by  the  same 
manufacturer  - is  confronted  with 
machines (personal computers in many 
cases) which function through software 
application packages developed by other 
companies for many diverse fields. Fur-
thermore, these computers are, with in-
creasing frequency,  being connected to 
different  communications  systems  in 
public or private networks where they 
function as parts of  a configuration work-
ing with other systems. 
In addition to this, the adoption of  widely 
accepted standards (especially in the field 
of PCs but also increasingly in that of 
medium-sized  computers)  now  enables 
users  to  utilize  peripheral  and  com-
plementary equipment of other makes, 
different  to  that  of  the  computer, 
presuming  their  compatibility  is 
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guaranteed,  thus  producing  configura-
tions of data-processing solutions which 
are tailored to their specific needs. 
For all these reasons; the task of main-
taining electronic data-processing and of-
fice  equipment  has  become  extremely 
complicated. The act of  repairing now in-
volves diagnosis and this can be a very 
complicated process which requires skills 
beyond those of handling basic equip-
ment  and  knowing  about  a  limited 
number of in-house machines. Today the 
firms which sell technical services require 
professional  staff  whose  occupational 
profiles  include  a  balanced  training 
covering  both hardware and software, 
capable of delivering solutions for users 
which will re-establish the operating effi-
ciency of the system, and not just enable 
them to replace cards. 
Programmable control 
The non-electronics industry 
Despite the diversity of the specialized 
skills in the sample examined, there is still 
a definite balance in the job structure of 
the companies manufacturing electronic 
components.  However,  this  cannot be 
said of the electronics occupations out-
. side this specific sector. 
In the non-electronics sectors the diversi-
ty of the size  of the enterprises,  their 
specialties, objectives and concrete fields 
of action, make it difficult to draw up a 
systematic and homogeneous classifica-
tion  of  occupations,  functions  and 
profiles. 
The automation processes in production 
are generating a need for technical staff 
with a sound training in industrial elec-
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robots,  programmable  automatic  and 
numerically controlled machines call for 
specialized  workers  who  cannot  only 
undertake the maintenance and opera-
tion but can optimize the functioning of 
these machines for a concrete situation in 
a  specific  manufacturing  process  and 
who can adapt them to changes or varia-
tions in products. 
The growing integration of design in the 
manufacturing process through the use 
of computers (CAD/CAM) including the 
total control of production through com-
puterized tools (CIM), is giving more im-
portance to the role of electronics and in-
formatics  technicians.  In the concrete 
case of automobile manufacture studied, 
there  is  a  department  called  new 
technologies which deals with all aspects 
of support  for  the  automatic  systems 
employed in the production lines. 
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These electronics technicians have an in-
depth knowledge of the software for the 
machines  originally  supplied  by  the 
manufacturers. Their main activity is to 
develop  programmes  for  extension  or 
modification which will optimize the out-
put of  manufacturing systems in terms of 
time and volume of  components obtained 
at the end of the production line, and for 
adaptation to partial or total changes in 
the  parameters  of  the  product  being 
manufactured. 
One  unit  of this  type  also  deals  with 
preventive  maintenance  which  is  of 
substantial  importance  in  highly 
automated  systems.  One  of the  tasks 
undertaken  by  the  electronics  techni-
cians is the preparation of studies to im-
prove the reliability of the machines, in-
cluding the development of specific soft-
ware for the prevention of breakdowns. 
Their function of technical support also 
includes the task of training the rest of 
the maintenance staff in more traditional 
subjects  such  as  pneumatic,  hydraulic 
and electrical systems, etc. as these fields 
are closely  interrelated  with industrial 
electronics and informatics. 
The  professional  electronics  employee 
responsible for support functions in the 
industrial environment is becoming more 
of a  laboratory employee than a shop-
floor operator, spending a large part of 
his time on self-education - given the 
rapid evolution of technology - and on 
optimization studies and forecasts. 
Figure 2 gives an outline of the specific 
training of electronics technicians in an 
industrial environment such as the one 
covered by this study. 
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Vocational know-how and skills 
Electronics 
industry 
Area: R&D 
Job  profile:  Technical assistant 
for the development of  electronic 
products 
0  General knowledge of electricity 
0  Basic instrumentation 
0  Active and passive components 
0  Analogue and digital circuits 
0  Structure of microprocessors and 
computer architecture 
0  Interfaces 
0  Peripheral equipment 
0  A/D  and  D/A  conversion, 
transducers 
0  Basic  software  for  micro-
processors 
0  Assembler  language,  high-level 
languages 
0  Methodology  of structured pro-
gramming 
0  Hardware/software integration 
0  Development systems for specific 
instrumentation 
0  Emulation 
0  Drawing/projection 
0  Handling  of  software  for  com-
puter-aided  design  of  printed 
circuits 
Area: Production 
Production engineering 
Job  profile:  Production techni-
cian (support functions) 
D  Digital and analogue systems 
0  Microprocessor  hardware/soft-
ware 
0  Electronic standardization 
0  Testing and electronic instrumen-
tation techniques 
D  Analysis of production costs 
Support functions in 
production engineering 
Job  profile:  Organization  tech-
nician 
0  Manufacturing methods 
0  Optimization of time 
0  Programming  of  automatic 
systems  for  insertion  and 
assembly 
0  Manufacturing tools 
Area: Quality 
Job  profile:  Quality  control 
technician (electronics) 
0  Basic electronic technology 
•  Passive components 
•  Active components 
•  Measuring equipment 
D  Analogue circuits 
•  Amplifiers 
•  Filters 
•  Signal generators 
D  Digital systems 
•  Combinatorial and sequential 
circuits 
•  Registers and memory 
•  Microprocessors  and  peri-
pheral circuits 
0  Standardization 
Non-electronics 
industry 
Area: Support of new 
technologies 
Job  profile:  Technician  for  in-
dustrial electronics 
D  Electro-mechanics 
• Manual  and  mechanical  ac-
tuating elements 
• Contactors and relays 
• Tri-phase  asynchronous 
engine 
• Protection and signalling 
•  Alternating current receivers 
•  DC engines 
D  Pneumatic  and  oleo-hydraulic 
(fluid) automatic equipment 
•  Pneuma  tic engines 
•  Regulation of velocity 
•  Regulation of pressure 
•  Electro-pneumatic  (electro-
valve) systems 
•  Hydraulic transmission 
•  Distributors 
•  Flow regulators 
•  Function  and application  of 
modular electrical and electro-
hydraulic elements 
D  Control  and  positioning  (elec-
tronics) 
e  AC/DC, DC/DC and DC/AC 
convertors 
•  Transducers 
•  Equipment  for  control  and 
regulation of output 
•  Linear and angular resolvers 
and positioners 
•  Registration devices 
D  Robots 
•  Architecture and components 
•  Kinematics of the system 
•  Actuators and sensors 
D  Automats 
•  Structure 
•  Industrial programming 
•  Interconnection  with  peri-
pheral devices 
D  Numeric control 
•  Technology of CNC machines 
and tools 
•  Planning of trajectories 
•  Programming of movements, 
speeds and auxiliary functions 
D  Analogue  and  digital  systems/ 
microprocessors 
•  Power supply, amplifiers and 
signal generators 
•  Combinatorial and sequential 
circuits 
•  Registers and memory 
•  Architecture of microproces-
sors and peripheral units 
•  Development systems 
•  High-level languages 
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support 
(data-processing 
equipiDent) 
Area: Technical support 
for products 
Job profile: Product technician 
0  Analogue and digital systems 
0  Structure of microprocessors 
0  Computer architecture 
0  Computer firmware 
0  Peripheral units 
0  Operating systems 
0  Basic  communication  techno-
logies 
0  Teleprocessing 
0  Programming languages 
0  Application packages 
0  Spare parts management 
0  Personnel planning and 
management 
0  Product planning 
Type of enterprise 
Area: User service 
Job profile: Software technician 
0  Hardware of  microcomputers and 
other data-processing systems 
0  Firmware 
0  Operating systems (micros, minis, 
local networks) 
0  Data  structure:  files,  databases, 
other forms of organization 
0  Low-level language (assembler) 
0  High-level programming 
languages 
0  Micro/central computer com-
munication. Protocols 
0  Application packages in the office 
environment 
Job  profile:  Maintenance  tech-
nician 
0  General concepts of electricity 
0  Measuring instruments 
0  Electrical circuits 
0  Active components 
0  Passive components 
0  Power supply 
0  Amplifiers. Generators 
0  Combinatorial  and  sequential 
systems 
0  Registers. Memory. Buffers 
0  Basic circuitry of the microcom-
puters:  CPU,  buses,  clock, 
memory 
0  Basic  circuits  for  periphery and 
110 control 
0  Peripheral units 
0  Operating system 
0  Software tools 
0  Serial  and  parallel  com-
munication 
0  Modems:  modulation  and 
demodulation 
Area: Laboratory/ 
Maintenance workshop 
Job  profile:  Laboratory  tech-
nician 
0  Analogue and digital systems 
0  Power supply 
0  Microprocessors  and  associated 
VLSI circuits 
0  Peripheral units 
0  Debugging techniques 
0  Special debugging programmes 
0  Logic analysers 
0  Machine language/assembler 
0  Basic I/0 programming 
0  Interfaces 
Industrial manufacturing company (Electronics sector) 
Area 
Research/ 
development 
Group functions 
Design of circuit boards, 
documentation and 
specifications 
Software development 
Development and testing of 
prototypes 
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Activities  Occupational titles 
Testing block diagrams  Technical assistant for develop-
ment of electronics products 
Selection of components 
Distribution of components to 
the board 
Mechanical aspects of the board 
Circuit diagrams 
Writing programs 
Interconnection of subroutines 
Debugging 
Emulation 
Assembly/interconnection of 
components 
Maintain software 
Assembly of circuit boards 
Mechanical and electrical 
accessories 
Preparation of instruments and 
devices for board assembly 
Development of software testing 
Idem 
Idem 
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Production 
Quality 
Group functions 
Manufacturing engineering 
Production support engineering 
Inspection of product 
components 
Activities 
Measuring with conventional 
instruments 
Automatic testing 
Analysis of product to be 
manufactured 
Conversion of R&D specifica-
tions into production parameters 
Analysis of the implications of 
repair, spare parts, costs 
Technical support for testing 
devices 
Support for instrumentation 
Assembly of prototypes 
Planning of production means 
for the manufacture of the 
product 
Analysis of automatic assembly 
devices 
Programming machines for 
surface insertion or assembly 
Configuration of testing 
instruments 
Programming of automatic 
equipment for testing of 
components 
Testing of components 
Testing of completed equipment  Service life tests 
Functional tests 
Standardization tests 
Industrial manufacturing firm (Non-electronics sector) 
Support of new 
technologies 
Maintenance 
Adaptation and optimization of 
machinery and equipment 
Repair and adjustment of elec-
tronic and industrial D P 
equipment 
Preventive maintenance of 
machinery 
Study of optimization of 
equipment 
Undertake improvements of 
equipment 
Partial or total modification of 
software 
Collaboration in the start-up of 
new installations 
Technical support undertaking (Data-processing equipment) 
Occupational titles 
Technician for support functions 
Idem 
Technical support assistant 
Idem 
Idem 
Organization technician 
Idem 
Idem 
Quality control technician 
(electronics) 
Idem 
Industrial electronics technician 
Idem 
Technical pro-
duct support 
Promotion and follow-up of 
product line 
Undergo training for the product  Head product technician 
of the parent company 
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Coordinate support functions 
when product is launched on the 
market 
Arrange supply of spare parts 
according to machine 
parameters 
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Give maintenance training to 
shop-floor technicians 
Train maintenance technicians 
and specialized workers 
Prepare documentation on the 
product taking account of 
domestic requirements 
Function as intermediary 
between the clients and the 
manufacturer, informing them 
of typical, exceptional or design 
problems 
Quality control of the product to 
see whether it conforms to 
established parameters 
Service for users  Handle software problems  Talks with the users on the  Software technician 
of data process- reasons for disturbance 
ing equipment  Hot-line service 
Counselling of maintenance 
technicians and specialists in 
questions relating to operating 
systems, firmware, versions, etc. 
Deal with problems of 
interference in soft basic-soft 
applications, discussing this 
with external soft houses 
Maintenance in the field  Install new equipment and  Maintenance technician 
machines for clients 
Investigate and identify the 
cause of disorders 
Remove cause of disorders by 
changing the module or through 
adjustment 
Solve basic software problems 
Solve unusual problems in 
specific devices 
Investigate problems of hard-
ware/software interaction 
Help the user to make efficient 
use of devices and programmes 
Adapt equipment from different 
manufacturers in the client's en-
vironment .and according to his 
needs 
Laboratory/  Repair of equipment sent in by  Program or alter programs for  Laboratory technician 
workshop  maintenance technicians  automatic equipment for the 
identification of disorders 
Repair (or decide not to repair) 
equipment and components for 
the product line 
Carry out measurements and 
observations with the aid of con-
ventional or special instruments 
Carry out small simulation pro-
grams for testing 
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Some reflections on education 
and training 
I 
t is frequently said that the most im-
portant foundation for a successful 
life  is  provided  by  the  education 
system,  but this  poses  the question of 
what education is and what education is 
not. If someone knows the date of the 
Battle of Waterloo, and how many wives 
King  Henry  VIII  had,  is  that  person 
educated or does  he just have a  good 
memory?  If  education  is  about 
regurgitating facts and figures and dates, 
this is  a  good preparation for a  career 
following  established  systems  and 
routine  practices.  But  then,  when  we 
come to consider it, this is how most peo-
ple will spend their working lives. One ad-
vantage of being conditioned to follow-
ing routines is that we can go through life 
more  or  less  on  the  equivalent  of 
automatic pilot, both at work and in our 
private lives. In other words, we only use 
a small proportion of our potential. 
It is  an accepted fact in manufacturing 
that if a job can be standardized, it can be 
automated and if it can be automated, it 
can  be  integrated  into  a  computer-in-
tegrated manufacturing system,  which 
either does  away with the operator or 
changes his function completely, but in 
any case, he is no longer required to carry 
out what may, in many cases, have been 
a fairly boring and repetitive job. In other 
words,  the job is  so  important that a 
machine can do  it;  but what has  this 
meant for the employment of the man's 
full potential capacity in the past, and is 
it possible to restructure work organiza-
tion in such a way that the intellectual 
capacities of  the workers can be challeng-
ed and utilized, instead of  having to carry 
out a standardized, routine, mechanical 
function all day? 
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With  the  increasing  spread  of 
technological change, the value and ad-
visability of breaking manufacturing or 
office  jobs  into  components  easily 
managed  by  people  no  longer  makes 
sense, since the technologies themselves 
give much greater scope for the exercise 
of initiative and reasoning powers than 
previously  possible.  In  some  research 
projects carried out in relation to the in-
troduction  of  new  technologies  in 
manufacturing, it had been found that 
the increased potential provided by the 
technologies has allowed greater scope of 
action to the employees and increased 
their level of responsibility, indeed it is 
often said that much of the managerial 
authority previously vested in a small sec-
tion  of  the  hierarchy  is  increasingly 
pushed further down the line. 
This  type  of  development  has  far-
reaching implications for the way people 
are educated and trained to enable them 
to develop their skills to meet constantly 
changing situations. 
The skills  will  not be seen in the same 
light as the traditional way in which skills 
are thought of, but will need to include a 
range of intellectual and social skills not 
previously  regarded as  preparation for 
most  types  of  work.  The  intellectual 
preparation  of  individuals  to  manage 
their lives  and careers in an extensive 
period of unpredictable change has to be 
laid  in  the basic  education  system,  in 
order to provide a  firm  foundation on 
which to build further educational and 
vocational training activities. The days of 
regarding the vocational training system 
as the dustbin of the education system, 
somehow  expected  to  make  good  the 
sometimes glaring deficiencies  of basic 
education,  must  be  numbered  and  a 
much more integrated approach to the 
preparation of young people for working 
life must become a fact and not merely a 
convenient political statement frequent-
ly heard at conferences. 
It  is often said that our young people are 
our most precious resource, yet, in some 
countries, the teachers who carry such a 
large  measure  of . responsibility  for 
developing  the potential of our young 
people are in many cases overworked and 
undervalued, not only in terms of social 
status, but in the financial rewards of-
fered to them. Investing in the training of 
trainers is a subject which receives much 
attention in  the Member States of the 
European  Community,  but  investing 
well  in highly qualified and competent 
teaching staff in schools is of fundamen-
tal importance to the development of a 
well-educated and trained population. 
Who needs training? 
Vocational  training,  which  is  highly 
organized in some of the Member States, 
has  in  other  Member  States  been 
something of a political football over the 
past 20 years. It has frequently been dif-
ficult  to discern  a  clear,  coherent and 
well-planned  approach  to the develop-
ment and delivery of vocational training 
provision  by  governments,  but during 
that same period,  the subject of voca-
tional  training  has  moved  very  much 
towards the centre of debate on social 
policy and economic issues. 
It is often said nowadays that the barriers 
between vocational training and educa-
tion are gradually disappearing, but this 
statement is very rarely followed by prac-
tical  examples  of what is  meant.  The 
writer has attended national committee 
meetings, where representatives from the 
Ministry of Education and the Ministry 
of  Labour  have  argued  about  which 
Ministry should pay for which part of a 
particular training programme. Similar-
ly, at a recent conference in one of the 
Member States, on the subject of the role 
of education  and  training  in  regional 
development,  representatives  from  the 
Ministry of Education refused to attend 
because the conference had been organiz-
ed by the Ministry of Labour. How long 
the  Member  States  can  afford  this 
wasteful  attitude  to  economic  and 
human resource development is an open 
question.  This  type of experience sug-
gests that it is not only the people coming 
onto the labour market who need train-
ing and educating; one of the major log 
jams to progress in many countries is in 
the higher levels  of the various hierar-
chies that run the countries and the com-
Vocational training 311989 panies. In other words, further training 
and  retraining  of  people  in  various 
management grades,  however they are 
designated,  is  an urgent  priority  since 
their experience can be rapidly enhanced 
by investing in fairly short courses of fur-
ther  training;  this  is  one  of the  most 
valuable investments that the countries 
of the European Community can make, 
since it is  on their skill and experience 
that  the  employment  prospects  of 
millions  of people  in  the  Community 
depend. 
The training conference 
industry 
The training conference industry is  ap-
parently one of  the few growth industries 
on the national and international scene 
and has become an integral part of the 
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educator's and trainer's life in the last few 
years. A merciful cloud of amnesia has 
descended on some of the more pre  ten-
tious ones  attended; you all  know the 
routine- the conference must be open-
ed by a Very Important Person who will 
dash in for  10  minutes on the opening 
morning and say something nice about 
vocational training and its  key  impor-
tance to the future development of the 
nation's  economy,  and  it  is  a  subject 
about which the VIP thinks night and 
day.  The  VIP  will  congratulate  the 
organizers  on this  wonderful initiative 
and conclude by reminding the audience 
that our people are our most precious 
resource.  Everyone  will  applaud  as  if 
they had never heard this before but, if 
people are honest, they will  agree that 
everyone has said very similar versions of 
the same thing that people have been say-
ing for the past 10 or 20 years, and that 
they are now all quoting each other, as if 
by repetition the words would somehow 
acquire the power of holy writ, which is 
not inappropriate,  since  most of these 
training  conferences  consist  of people 
preaching to the converted. The message 
in general is not getting across to the cap-
tains  of industry  who really  have  the 
power to dictate training policy. 
Some of the major conferences have now 
become so expensive that they must be 
beyond the reach of many education and 
training people  who are not fortunate 
enough to have their tickets paid for them 
by  their  organizations.  Similarly,  the 
costs are certainly beyond the resources 
of many small  and medium enterprise 
managers,  just  starting  up  their 
businesses, who could no doubt benefit 
considerably from some of the contribu-
tions made at the conferences. In fairness 
to the organizers, it has to be said that 
most  conferences  offer  options  for 
attendance  on  separate  days,  but this 
places the participant of limited means in 
a situation where he has to choose one of 
the days and hope that the content of the 
conference on that day will be of direct 
benefit to him. Admission to exhibitions 
running  concurrently  with  the  con-
ferences is, however, open free to those 
interested in attending and a great deal of 
useful contacts and information on the 
latest  developments,  particularly  with 
teaching aids, can be obtained from these 
exhibitions. 
A  surprising  feature  of  many  con-
ferences, including very large and well-
organized  conferences,  is  that  many 
speakers still  do not use visual aids  to 
brighten up their presentation and rein-
force the messages they are trying to put 
across. 
There is, however, a kind of inflationary 
trend at many of the conferences, where 
the organizers boast that there will  be 
2  000  delegates.  Even  breaking  into 
smaller  groups  in  workshops  does  not 
alter the fact that it is very difficult to get 
down to any serious business at a two or 
three-day  conference  with  2  000 
delegates.  Indeed, smaller group brain-
storming meetings attempting to throw 
up new ideas about training can be much 
more  profitable from  a  work point of 
view, but one has to be realistic and ac-
cept that even the smallest meetings cost 
money  and  that  the  organizers  must 
cover those costs in order to survive. One 
has  to raise  the question,  however:  is 
there not a growing surplus of training 
conferences  and  are  the  jumbo  con-
35 ferences in danger of reaching a point of 
diminishing return in terms of their prac-
tical value to the participants? 
Training  conferences  have  their  func-
tions, but some attention should be given 
to developing new approaches and new 
techniques  for  putting  the  messages 
across, that investing in ongoing training 
is a matter of enlightened self-interest. 
A Europe of the people? 
The subject of  the social dimension of the 
internal market is receiving ever greater 
attention, both at Community and at na-
tionallevel during the past two years and 
will assume even more importance in the 
lead-up to the target date for the launch-
ing of  the internal market in 1992. One of 
the aims of social policy is to encourage 
mobility  of workers  within  the  Com-
munity Member States, but it is doubtful 
that we shall see a sudden mass move-
ment, like lemmings rushing into the sea. 
The reality is that the well-qualified and 
ambitious people will be seeking employ-
ment where job prospects, salaries, condi-
tions of  employment and the standard of 
living are much more attractive than on 
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their native heath, but then such people 
have always been more likely to work in 
another country than those who have 
lower-level qualifications. 
Much of the talk about the future  of 
employment concerns the need for  in-
creasingly higher qualifications to cope 
with technological change and changes 
in the world economic order.  Govern-
ments create new further education and 
training opportunities in order to help 
people to prepare themselves for higher 
qualifications,  but  experience  in  the 
United States of America, for example, 
indicates that such facilities provided by 
national and local authorities tend to be 
utilized by people who are already well-
qualified.  This means that the gap be-
tween the increasingly well-qualified and 
those with low or no qualifications will 
become  even  wider  and  the  risk  of 
polarization  of  the  labour  force  is 
something which has to be considered. 
In the European Community, for exam-
ple, there are literally millions of people 
who have no formal education or train-
ing  qualifications  whatever.  All  the 
Member States have, to some degree, an 
illiteracy problem and estimates for the 
United Kingdom, for  example, suggest 
that about 10% of the population can be 
considered functionally illiterate. 
In  at  least  one  other  Member  State, 
something like 30 to 40% of populations 
in certain localities are either completely 
illiterate or regarded as being functional-
ly  illiterate.  Such people  are  therefore 
excluded  from  taking  advantage  of 
whatever further education and training 
facilities  are  offered  by  State  or  local 
authorities, and the danger of polariza-
tion of the labour force between an in-
creasingly  highly  qualified  socio-
economic  elite  and the  unqualified  or 
very lowly qualified cannot be ignored. 
If  we are to create a real Europe of the 
people, then the needs of those who have 
no qualifications will have to receive in-
creasing attention for two main reasons: 
the first one being to give those concern-
ed a chance for economic and social pro-
gress through improved opportunities for 
participation in the economic life of the 
nation, and the second reason being that 
without the possession of a recognized 
qualification, the prospect of free move-
ment of labour within the Community 
will remain nothing more than a slogan 
as far as they are concerned. 
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The future prospects for the successful 
development of the internal market de-
pend  entirely  on  the  ingenuity  and 
creative talent of  the citizens of the Euro-
pean  Community,  but  how  are  our 
education and training systems respond-
ing to the potential opportunities begin-
ning  to  appear  on  this  bright  new 
horizon?  Too often,  one sees  very  in-
telligent  and  inventive  pre-school  age 
children entering what, in many cases, 
resembles  little  more  than  a  sausage 
machine called the education system, on-
ly to find them losing their initial inven-
tiveness  and enthusiasm for  discovery. 
First  impressions  of  school  and  the 
education system cause many people to 
develop a negative attitude to learning, 
which lasts throughout their adult work-
ing lives because they have come to the 
conclusion that the education system is 
designed to produce winners and losers. 
The future needs of the European Com-
munity for a well-educated and trained 
labour force, which is motivated towards 
continuing education and training and 
the acquisition of higher qualifications, 
can never be achieved if large sections of 
the population have been conditioned to 
feel  that  they  have  no  chance  of 
benefiting from available educational op-
portunities. 
In most countries, employers complain 
loudly that the schools are not producing 
the kind of people they need, but one has 
to question whether it really is the role of 
the basic education system to train peo-
ple  who  are  readily  employable.  No 
education system can keep up with the 
rapidly  changing  requirements  of 
employers, which themselves are by no 
means uniform. 
It  is frequently said that people will have 
to change their careers up to three times 
during the course of their working lives, 
and will need frequent retraining and fur-
ther education.  This  would demand a 
degree  of flexibility  not previously  re-
quired of individuals and the educational 
foundation  on  which  training  and 
retraining can be built will  become in-
creasingly important in future. 
Flexibility and creativity will be the key 
assets in ensuring chances for a lifetime 
of  employment, and the role of  the educa-
tion system will  be to provide a  broad 
cultural background, a sound command 
of the mother tongue, mathematics, at 
least  one  science-based  subject  and  a 
foreign  language.  In  addition,  there 
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should be  instruction in  problem iden-
tification and solving techniques, project 
work  done  in  teams,  report  writing, 
debating techniques and committee pro-
cedures,  including  preparation  of  the 
agenda, chairing the meeting and writing 
the minutes.  An introduction· to  com-
puter-based  technology  should  also 
feature in the educational programmes 
and the children should be introduced to 
this technology in such a way that it is 
seen only as a tool which can be applied 
in many different situations. 
Education will have to teach people how 
to learn, to encourage creativity and a 
flexible  attitude to changing situations 
during one's career, and awaken a life-
long interest in further educational and 
training  possibilities  in  their  various 
forms. Education and training, however, 
should not be seen merely as a prepara-
tion for a working life, but should con-
tribute to the general cultural develop-
ment of the individual as a means of im-
proving the quality of life and awareness 
of the options open to him or her in the 
working and social spheres. 
Research into the problems experienced 
in  companies  introducing  new 
technologies shows that those employees 
who have poor basic education prepara-
tion are the most difficult to train and 
retrain, and are more likely to be faced 
with  redundancy  than  their  better 
educated  colleagues.  These  research 
results illustrate the vital importance of 
the compulsory education system in pro-
viding a solid foundation on which peo-
ple can build further education and train-
ing, not only to secure their employment 
prospects, but to develop themselves as 
individuals  who  also  have  social  and 
cultural needs. 
In a Europe of the people, the people are 
the most important factor and resource 
and it is on the quality and availability of 
education and training, on a continuing 
basis, that the full potential of the inter-
nal  market and the aspirations  of the 
citizens will be realized. 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 16 July  1985 
on the comparability of vocational training qualifications between the Member 
States of the  European Community 
(85/368/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community, and in  particular Article  128 
thereof, 
Having regard  to  Council  Decision  63/266/EEC of  2 
April  1963  laying down general principles for  imple-
menting a common vocational  training  policy (1),  and 
in  particular  the  eighth  principle  thereof, 
Having regard  to  the proposal  from  the  Commission, 
as  amended  on  17  July  1984, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European  Parl-
iament (2), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee (3), 
Whereas the eighth principle of Decision 63/266/EEC 
is  to  make it possible  to  achieve  the mutual  recogni-
tion  of  certificates  and  other  documents  confirming 
completion  of  vocational  training; 
Whereas the  Council resolution of 6 June 1974 (4)  on 
the· mutual  recognition  of  diplomas,  certificates  and 
.  other evidence of formal qualifications requires lists of 
such  qualifications  recognized  as  being equivalent  to 
be  drawn  up ;  · 
. Whereas the absence of the said mutual recognition is 
; a factor  inhibiting freedom  of  movement for  workers 
within the Community, insofar as  it restricts the possi-
bility for workers seeking employment in one Member 
State  to  rely  on  vocational  qualifications  which  they 
have  obtained  in  another Member  State ; 
· Whereas there is  a very substantial degree of diversity 
in the·  vocational training systems in the Community ; 
whereas  these systems are  constantly requiring adapta-
tion to the new situations brought about by the impact 
of  technological  change  on  employment  and  job 
content; 
Whereas  the  Council  resolution  of  11  July  1983 
concerning  vocational  training  policies  in  the  Euro-
(')  OJ  No  63,  20.  4.  1963,  p.  1338/63. 
(2)  OJ  No  C  77,  19.  3.  1984,  p.  11. 
(l)  OJ  No  C  35,  9.  2.  1984,  p.  12. 
(~)  OJ  No  C  98,  20.  8.  1974,  p.  1. 
pean  Community  in  the  1980s (5)  affirmed  the  need 
for a convergence of policies in the vocational training 
field,  whilst  recognizing  the  diversity  of  training 
systems  in  the  Member  States,  and  the  need · for 
Community action  to  be  flexible ; 
Whereas  it  has  been  possible  for  the Commission  to 
establish  as  a  reference  point,  with  the  help  of  the 
Advisory  Committee for Vocational Training, a struc-
ture of  levels  of  training which  represents· a first  step 
towards the achievement of the aims laid down  in the 
eighth principle of Decision 63/266/EEC, but whereas 
this structure does  not reflect all  the training systems 
being developed  in  the  Member  States ; 
Whereas for  the skilled-worker level within this struc-
ture, and for selected priority groups of occupations, it 
has been possible to arrive at practical job descriptions 
and  to  identify ·the corresponding vocational  training 
qualifications  in  the  various  Member States ; 
Whereas  consultation  with  the  vocational  sectors 
concerned has provided evidence that these results can 
provide  firms,  workers  and  public  authorities  with 
valuable .  information concerning the comparability of 
vocation.al  training  qualifications ; 
Whereas the same basic methodology could be applied 
to  other  occupations  or  groups  of  occupations  on 
advice  from  the  Advisory  Committee  for  Vocational 
Training  and  with  the  collaboration  of  employers, 
workers  and  the  public  authorities  in  the  vocational 
sectors  concerned ; 
Whereas  it  is  therefore  essential  to  make  rapid 
progress  towards  the  comparability  of . vocational 
training  qualifications  for  all  skilled  workers,  and  to 
extend the work  to  other levels  of training as  quickly 
as  possible; 
Whereas  it  is  advisable  to  have  all  the  necessary 
opinions, in particular that of the Advisory Committee 
for Vocational Training, and the technical assistance of 
the  European  Centre  for  the  Development  of  Voca-
tional Training, and to  enable the Member States  and 
the  Commission  to  act  in  accordance  with  existing 
procedures ; 
(5)  OJ  No  C  193,  20.  7.  1983,  p.  2. 
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Whereas  the  Advisory  Committee  for  Vocational 
Training  delivered  an  opinion  at  its  meeting  on  18 
and  19  January  1983; 
Whereas paragraph 21  of the report of the Committee 
on a People's Europe of 29  and 30 March  1985 should 
be  taken  into  account, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION : 
Article  1 
The  aim  of  enabling workers  to  make  better  use  of 
their  qualifications,  in  particular  for  the ·purposes  of 
obtaining  suitable  employment  in  another  Member 
State,  shall  require,  for  features  of  job  descriptions 
mutually  agreed  by  the  Member  States  on  behalf  of 
workers,  within  the  meaning  of  Article  128  of  the 
Treaty,  expedited  common  action  by  the  Member 
States  and the Commission to  establish  the compara-
bility  of  vocational  training  qualifications  in  the 
Community and improved information on the subject. 
Article  2 
1.  The Commission, in  close  cooperation  with  the 
Member States, shall undertake work  to  fulfil  the aims 
set out in Article  1 on the·  comparability of vocational 
training  qualifications  between  the  various  Member 
States,  in  respect of  specific  occupations or groups  of 
occupations. 
2.  The work may use as  a reference the.  structure of 
training levels  drawn  up by  the Commission with the 
help  of  the  Advisory  Committee  for  Vocational 
Training. 
The  text  of  the  said  structure  is  attached  to  this 
Decision  for  information  purposes. 
3.  The work  referred  to  in  paragraph  2  shall  first 
and foremost concentrate on the occupational qualifi-
cations of  skilled workers  in  mutually agreed  occupa-
tions  or groups  of  occupations. 
4.  The scop. e of this  Decision  may subsequently·  be 
extended  to  permit  work  to  be  undertaken,  on  a 
proposal  from  the  Commission,  at  other  levels  of 
training. 
5.  The  SEDOC  register,  used  in  connection  with 
the  European  system  for  the  international clearing of 
- vacancies  and  applications  for  employment,  shall, 
whenever  possible,  be  used  as  the  common frame  of 
reference  for  vocational  classifica6ons. 
Article  3 
The  following  working  procedure  shall  be  employed 
by  the  Commission  in  establishing the comparability 
of  vocational  training  qualifications  in  close  coopera-
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tion with  the Member States  and the organizations of 
workers  and  employers  at  Community  level: 
- selection  of  the  relevant occupations or groups  of 
occupations on a proposal from  the Member States 
or  the  competent  employer  or  worker  organiza-
tions  at  Community level ; 
drawing  up  mutually  agreed  Community  jop 
descriptions for  the occupations or groups of occu-
pations  referred  to  in  the  first  indent ; 
- matching  the  vocational  training  qualifications· 
recognized  in  the various  Member States  with  the 
job descriptions referred to in the second indent ; 
- establishing  tables  incorporating· information  on : 
(a)  the SEDOC and national classification codes ; 
(b)  the  level  of  vocational  training; 
(c)  for  each Member State, the vocational  title and 
corresponding  vocational  training  qualifica-
tions; 
(d)  the  organizations  and  institutions  responsible 
for  dispensing  vocational  training ; 
(e)  the authorities and organizations competent to 
issue  or  to  validate  diplomas,  certificates,  or 
other documents certifying that vocational trai-
ning  has  been .acquired ; 
puplication of the mutually agreed CommunitY job 
descriptions  and  the  comparative  tables  in  the 
Official journal of the  European  Communities; 
establishment, within the meaning of  Article 4 (3), 
of  a standard  information  sheet  for  each  occupa-
tion  or group  of  occupations,  to  be  published  in 
the  Official journal of the  European  Communi-
ties; 
- dissemination  of  information  on  the  established 
comparabilities  to  all  appropriate  bodies  at 
national,  regional  and  local  levels,  as  well  as 
throughout  the  occupational  sectors  concerned. 
This  action  could  be  supported  by  the  creation  of  a 
Community-wide  data  base,  if  experience  shows  the 
need  for  such  a  base. 
Article  4 
1.  Each  Member  State  shall  designate  a  coordina-
tion  body,  based  wherever  possible  on  existing struc-
tures,  which  shall  be  responsible  for  ensuring  - in 
close  collaboration  with  the  social  partners  and  the 
occupational sectors concerned - the proper dissemi-
nation  of  information  to  all  interested  bodies.  The 
Member  States  shall  also  designate  the body  respon-
sible for contacts with the coordination bodies in  other 
Member  States  and  with  the  Commission. 
41 42 
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2.  The  coordination  bodies  of  the  Member  States 
shall  be  competent  to  establish  appropriate  arrange-
ments  with  regard  to  vocational  training  information · 
for  their competent national,  regional  or  lo~al bodies 
as  well  as  for  their own  nationals wishing to  work  in 
other Member States and for workers who are nationals 
of  other  Member  States,  on  established  cases  of 
comparable  vocational  qua"lifications. 
3.  The bodies referred to in paragraph 2 may supply 
on request in all  Member States an  information sheet 
drawn  up in accordance with  the model  provided  for 
in the sixth indent of Article 3, which the worker may 
present  to  the  employer  together  with  his  national 
certificate. 
4.  The  Commission  is  to  continue  studying  the 
introduction of the European vocational  training pass 
advocated by the Committee for  a People's Europe in 
paragraph 21  of its report of 29 and 30 March 1985. 
5.  The Commission shall give the bodies referred to 
in paragraph 2, 9n request, all  necessary assistance and 
advice  concerning  the  preparation  and  setting  up  of 
the  arrangements  provided  for  in  paragraph  2,  inclu-
ding the adaptation and checking of the relevant tech-
nical  documents. 
Article  5 
The  Commission  shall,  in  close  liaison  with  the 
national  coordination  bodies  designated  by  the 
Member  States, 
review and update at appropriate, regular intervals, 
in close  cooperation with the  Member States  and 
the  organizations  of  workers  and  employers  at 
Community level, the mutually agreed Community 
job descriptions and the comparative tables relating 
to  the comparability of  vocational training qualifi-
cations, 
- where  necessary,  formulate  proposals  for  a  more 
efficient  operation  of  the  system  including  other 
measures likely to  improve the situation as  regards 
the comparability of vocational  qualification  certi-
ficates, 
- where  necessary,  assist  in  the  case  of  technical 
difficulties encountered by the national authorities 
or specialized  bodies  concerned. 
Article  6 
Each  Member State  shall  submit to  the  Commission, 
for  the first time two years after adoption of this Deci-
sion,  and therefore  every  four  years,  a national  report 
on  the  implementation  of  this  Decision  and  the 
results  obtained. 
The Commission shall, at appropriate intervals, submit 
a report on its own work and on the application of this 
Decision  in  the  Member  States. 
Article  7" 
This Decision  is  addressed  to  the Member States  and 
the  Commission. 
Done  at  Brussels,  16  July  1985. 
For  the  Council  I 
The  President 
M.  FISCHBACH 
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ANNEX 
Training-level structure  referred  to  in  Article  2  (2) 
LEVEL  1 
Training providing access to this level :  compulsory education and professional initiation 
This  professio~al initiation is  acquired at an educational establishment, in  an out-of-school training 
programme,  or at  the  undertaking. The volume  of  theoretical  knowledge  and  practical  capabilities 
involved  is  very  limited. 
This form of training must primarily enable the holder to perform relatively simple work and may be 
fairly  quickly  acquired. 
LEVEL  2 
Training  providing  access  to  this  level :  compulsory education and vocational  training 
(including, in  particular, apprenticeships) 
This level  corresponds to  a level  where the  holder is  fully  qualified  to  engage  in  a specific activity, 
with  the  capacity  to  use  the  instruments  and  techniques  relating  thereto. 
This activity involves chiefly the performance of work which may be independent within the limits of 
the  relevant  techniques.  · 
LEVEL  3 
Training providing access to this level:  compulsory education and/or vocational training 
and additional technical training or technical educational training or other secondary-level 
training 
This form  of training involves a greater fund of theoretical knowledge than level  2.  Activity involves 
chiefly technical work which can be  performed independently and/or entail executive and coordina-
tion  duties.  · 
LEVEL  4 
Training  providing  access  to  this  level :  secondary trammg (general  or vocational) and 
post-secondary technical training 
This  form  of  trammg  involves  high-level  technical  training  acquired  at  or  outside  educational 
establishments. The resultant qualification covers a  higher level  of  knowledge and of capabilities. It 
does not generally require mastery of the scientific bases of the various areas concerned. Such capabi-
lities and knowledge make it possible in a generally autonomous or in an independent way to assume 
design  and/or  management  and/or administrative  responsibilities. 
LEVEL  5 
Training  providing  access  to  this  level :  secondary trammg (general or vocational) and 
complete higher training 
This  form  of  trammg  generally  leads  to  an  autonomously  pursued  vocational  actlVlty  - as  an 
employee or as  self-employed person - entailing a mastery of the scientific bases of the occupation. 
The qualifications  required  for  engaging in  a vocational  activity  may be  integrated at  these  various 
levels. 
43 List of organizations supplying information in each Member State 
Belgium: 
Ministere de I 'Education nationale 
CAE Arcades- F-6024 
Bd  Pacheco, 19, Bte 0 
B-1  010 Bruxelles 
TeL: 02/210 57 88 
Ministere de I'Emploi et du Travail 
Rue Belliard 51-53 
B-1  040 Bruxelles 
Ministere des Classes moyennes 
World Trade Center- Tour 2 
Bd Em. Jacqmain 162 
B-1000 Bruxelles 
TeL:  2194150 
Office national de I 'Emploi 
Bd de l'Empereur 5 
B-1 000 Bruxelles 
TeL:  5154111 
Ministerie van Onderwijs 
Koningstraat 138 
B-1 000 Brussel 
TeL: 02/21146 40 
Het Ministerie van Tewerkstelling en Arbeid 
Belliardstraat 51-53 
B-1 000 Brussel 
De Rijksdienst voor Arbeidsvoorziening 
Keizerslaan 7 
B-1 000 Brussel 
TeL:5154111 
Ministerie voor de Middenstand 
World Trade Center- Toren 2 
Em. Jacqmainlaan 162 
B-1 000 Brussel 
Tel.: 2194150 
Denmark: 
Undervisningsministeriet 
Direktoratet for Erhvervsuddannelseme 
H0jbro Plads 4 
DK-1200 K0benhavn 
Tel.: 33 92 56 00  Fax: 33 92 55 47 
Federal Republic of Germany: 
Bundesministerium ftir Bildung und Wissenschaft 
StresemannstraBe 2 
D-5300 Bonn 2 
TeL: 02 28/57 21 35  Fax: 0228 57 20 96 
Bundesanstalt ftir Arbeit 
Regensburger Stral3e 104 
D-8500 Niirnberg 30 
TeL:  091111 71  Fax: 0911  17 21 23 
Standige Konferenz der Kultusminister der Lander 
in der BR Deutschland 
Zentralstelle ftir ausliindisches Bildungswesen 
NassestraBe 8 
D-5  300 Bonn 1 
Tel.: 02 28/50 11 
Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB) 
Hans-Bockler-StraBe 39 
D-4000 Dusseldorf 30 
TeL: 02 1114 30 11 
Bundesvereinigung 
der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande (BDA) 
Gustav-Heinemann-Ufer 72 
D-5000 Koln 51 
Tel.: 022113 79 50 
Greece: 
Ministere de I'Education nationale 
Mitropoleos, 15 
GR-10185 Athenes 
Tel.: 301132 37 353  Fax: 32 25 259 
Spain: 
Ministerio de Educacion y Ciencia 
Subdireccion General de Ordenacion Academica 
Calle los Madrazo, 15-17 
E-28040 Madrid 
Tel.: (341) 522 11 00  Fax: 521 37 75 
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Ministerio de Trabajo y Seguridad Social 
lnstituto Nacional de Empleo 
Subdireccion General de Gestion 
de Formacion Profesional 
Calle Condesa de Venadito, 9 
E-28027 Madrid 
TeL:  (341)  585 98 65  Fax: (341) 268 39 81182 
France: 
Delegation a  Ia Formation professionnelle 
50156, rue de Ia Procession 
F-75015 Paris 
Tel.: 33 1 48 56 48 56  Fax: 48 56 49 30 
Centre INFFO 
Tour Europe, Cedex 07 
F-92080 Paris-la-Defense 
TeL: 4778 13 50  Fax: 4773 74 20 
Ireland: 
Department of Labour 
Mespil Road 
Dublin 4 
Ireland 
Tel.:  1-765861  Fax: 603 210 
F AS - Training and Employment Authority 
Upper Baggot Street 27-33 
Dublin 4 
Ireland 
TeL:  1-685777  . Fax: 68 26 91 
Italy: 
Ministerio del lavoro e previdenza sociale 
Via Castelfidardo 43 
1-00183 Roma 
TeL:  6-4040 368  Fax: 4040 368 
ISFOL 
Via Bartolomeo Eustachio 8 
1-00161  Roma 
Tel.: 6-8841351  Fax: 8845 883 
Luxembourg: 
Ministere de I'Education nationale 
Service de Ia Formation professionnelle 
29, rue Aldringen 
L-2926 Luxembourg 
TeL: 46 802 463  Fax: 46 802 573 
Administration de I'Emploi 
38a, rue Philippe II 
L-2340 Luxembourg 
TeL:  Fax: 
Chambre de Commerce 
7, rue Alcide De Gas  peri 
L-1615 Luxembourg 
Tel.:  Fax: 
Chambre des Metiers 
41, rue Glesener 
L-1631  Luxembourg 
TeL:  48 80 51  Fax: 49 23 80 
Chambre d'  Agriculture 
B.P. 1642 
L-1 016 Luxembourg 
Chambre des Employes prives 
13, rue de Bragance 
L-1255 Luxembourg 
Chambre de Travail 
18, rue Auguste Lumiere 
L-1950 Luxembourg 
Chambre des Fonctionnaires et Employes publics 
11, avenue de Ia Porte-Neuve 
L-2227 Luxembourg 
Netherlands: 
COLO - Centraal Orgaan 
van de Landelijke Opleidingsorganen 
Promenade 329 
NL-2701  AG Zoetermeer 
TeL:  79-42 56 99  Fax: 79-42 7155 
Portugal: 
Instituto do Emprego e Forma~ao  Profissional 
Rua de Xabregas 52 
P-1900 Lisboa 
TeL  8584701  Fax: 8585562 
United Kingdom: 
Training Agency 
Qualifications and Standards Branch 
Moorfoot 
Sheffield Sl  4PQ 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  742-594123  Fax: 742-75 8316 
Confederation of British Industry 
Centre Point 
London WC1A  lDU 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  1-3797400 
Trade Union Congress 
Great Russell Street 
London WC1  3LS 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  1-6364030 
Department of Economic Development 
Nether Leigh 
Massey A  venue 
Belfast BT4 2JP 
United Kingdom 
Tel.: 232-63244 
Scottish Education Department 
New St Andrews House 
Edinburgh EHl 3SY 
United Kingdom 
Tel.: 31-2444527 
Association of Metropolitan Authorities 
35  Great Smith Street 
London SWIP 3PJ 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  1-2228100 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities 
Roseberry House 
9 Haymarket Terrace 
Edinburgh EH12 5XZ 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  31-3461222 
Association of County Council 
Eaton House 
66a Eaton Square 
London SWIW 9BH 
United Kingdom 
Tel.:  1-2351200 
National Council for Vocational Qualifications 
222 Euston Road 
London NW I 2BZ 
United Kingdom 
Tel.:  1-3879898 
Business & Technician Education Council 
Tavistock Square 
London WCIH 9LG 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  1-3874141 
Scottish Vocational Education Council 
Hanover House 
24 Douglas Street 
Glasgow G2 7NQ 
United Kingdom 
TeL: 41-2487900 
Royal Society of Arts 
8 John Adams Street 
Adelphi 
London WC2N 6EZ 
United Kingdom 
Tel.:  1-9305115 
City and Guilds of London Institute 
46 Britannia Street 
London WCIX 9RG 
United Kingdom 
TeL:  1-2782468 
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I 
(Communications) 
COMMISSION 
***  *  *  *  *  *  * 
*** 
Ficha de informacion relativa a Ia correspondencia de las calificaciones de formacion profesional 
entre los Estados miembros de las Comunidades Europeas elaborada en aplicacion de Ia 
Decision 85/368/CEE del Consejo, de  16 de julio de  1985 
Informationsark  om  sammenligneligheden  af  de  ved  erhvervsuddannelse  i  De  Europ.eiske 
F.ellesskabers  medlemsstater  opnaede  kvalifikationer  udarbejdet  under  anvendelse  af Radets 
beslutning 85/368/EOF af 16. juli  1985 
Informationsblatt  iiber  die  Entsprechungen  der  beruflichen  Befahigungsnachweise  zwischen 
Mitgliedsstaaten der Europaischen Gemeinschaften in Anwendung der Entscheidung 85/368/EWG 
des Rates vom 16. Juli 1985 
Evruu:prottKO ~EA.  tio yta tTJV UVtlO'tot xia tO>V ti  tA.rov E1tayyEA.J.lattK1)~  EK1tai~EUO'TJ~  J.lEtU~U trov 
Kpat<ov  J.lEA.rov  tTJ~  Eupro1taiK1)~  Kot  v6tTJta~  1tou  Ka9ttpffi9TJKE  yta  tTJV  E<papJioyl)  tTJ~ 
A1tO(j>UO'TJ~ 85/368/EOK tou I:uJ.l~ouA.iou tTJ~ 1611~ louA.iou  1985 
Information sheet on the comparability of vocational training qualifications between the Member 
States of the European Community established in implementing Council Decision 85/368/EEC of 
16 July 1985 
Fiche d'information concernant Ia correspondance des qualifications de formation professionnelle 
entre Etats membres des Communautes europeennes etablie en application de Ia decision 85/368/ 
CEE du Conseil du 16 juillet 1985 
Scheda informativa relativa alia corrispondenza delle qualifiche di formazione professionale tra gli 
Stati membri delle Comunita europee in applicazione della decisione 85/368/CEE del Consiglio del 
16luglio 1985 
Informatieblad over de vergelijkbaarheid van de getuigschriften van vakbekwaamheid tussen Lid-
Staten,  van de Europese Gemeenschap opgesteld in toepassing van het Besluit 85/368/EEG van de 
Raad van 16 juli 1985 
Ficha de informac;ao relativa a correspondencia de qualificac;oes de formac;ao profissional entre 
Estados-membros das Comunidades Europeias estabelecida em aplicac;ao da Decisao 85/368/CEE 
do Conselho, de  16 de Julho de 1985 
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ES 
OBJETIVO DE LA FICHA INFORMA  TIV  A 
Esta  ficha  de  informacion  tiene  por objetivo  facilitar  Ia  libre 
circulacion de trabajadores dentro de Ia  Comunidad. 
A  este  fin,  Ia  ficha  permite  al  titular de  uno de  los  diplomas, 
certificados y/u otros titulos recogidos en  el  cuadro resumen del 
Anexo A hacer valer por lo menos sus capacidades correspondien-
tes a los requisites practices profesionales del oficio descrito en el 
Anexo B,  con el  nivel de un trabajador cualificado. 
FUNDAMENTO JURfDICO 
Esta  ficha  de  informacion  se  ha elaborado en  aplicacion  de  Ia 
Decision 85/368/CEE del Consejo, de 16 de julio de 1985, relativa 
a  Ia  correspondencia  de  las  cualificaciones  de  formacion 
profesional  entre  los  Estados  miembros  de  las  Comunidades 
Europeas. 
TEXTO 
CUADRO COMPARATIVO DE LOS DIPLOMAS (ANEXO A) 
I.  Denominacion comunitaria de Ia  profesi6n en los diferentes 
idiomas de Ia  Comunidad Europea y numero SEDOC (':-)  de 
Ia  profesion (si  incluida en el  repertorio SEDOC) 
II.  Siglas de los Estados miembros: 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
OK: 
0: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgica. 
Comunidad francesa. 
Comunidad germanofona. 
Comunidad flamenca. 
Dinamarca. 
Alemania (RF). 
Grecia. 
Espana. 
Francia. 
Irlanda. 
ltalia. 
Luxemburgo. 
Palses Bajos. 
Portugal. 
Reino Unido. 
C6digo nacional de Ia  profesion (en  caso dado). 
Denominacion nacional de Ia  profesion. 
Nombre  de  los  certificados,  diplomas  u  otros  dtulos  de 
formacion profesional expedidos ·  por el  Estado miembro. 
Instituciones que imparten Ia  formacion profesional. 
VII.  Organismos autorizados para expedir el certificado, diploma 
o titulo. 
DESCRIPCION DE LOS REQUISITOS 
PROFESIONALES PRACTICOS (ANEXO B) 
I.  Denominacion  comunitaria  de  Ia  profesion  y  numero 
SEDOC  de  Ia  profesion  (si  esta  se  halla  incluida  en  el 
repertorio SEDOC). 
II.  Descripcion de las tareas de Ia  profesion correspondiente. 
III.  Actividades detalladas. 
IV.  Observaciones. 
('')  SEDOC  =  Repertorio de  las  actividades  individuates  y  profesiones 
registradas  en  comparacion  internacional,  Oficina  de  Publicaciones 
Oficiales de las Comunidades Europeas, Luxemburgo. 
Los numerus del Iodice SEDOC solo poseen caracter indicativa. 
DA 
FORMALET MED INFORMA  TIONSARKET 
Formalet med  nrervrerende  informationsark er at Jette  den  frie 
bevxgelighed for  arbejdstagere inden for Frellesskabet. 
Med henblik herpa giver det indehaveren af et af de i oversigten i 
bilag A  an feme  eksamensbeviser,  certifikater  og/  eller  andre 
kvalifikationsbeviser mulighed for at henholde sig til, at han/hun 
kan opfylde de i bilag B besktevne krav til praktisk faglig kunnen 
pa faglrert arbejder niveau. 
RETLIGT GRUNDLAG 
Dette informationsark er udarbejdet under anvendelse af Radets 
beslutning 85/368/E0F af 16. juli 1985 om sammenligneligheden 
af  de  ved  erhvervsuddannelse  i  medlemsstaterne  opnaede 
kvalifikationer. 
FORKLARING 
SAMMENLIGNENDE OVERSIGT OVER 
EKSAMENSBEVISER (BILAG  A) 
Forklaring til de forskellige rubrikker 
I.  EF-fagbetegnelse  pa  de  forskellige  frellesskabssprog  og 
SEDOC-nummer ('')  (hvis  faget fremgar af SEDOC-forteg-
nelsen). 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Forkortelser for medlemsstaterne: 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B  (N): 
OK: 
0: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgien. 
Franske frellesskab. 
Tysktalende fxllesskab. 
Flamske frellesskab. 
Danmark. 
(FR)  Tyskland. 
Grrekenland. 
Spanien. 
Frankrig. 
Irland. 
Ita lien. 
Luxembourg. 
Nederlandene. 
Portugal. 
Det Forenede Kongerige. 
National kode for faget (hvis der findes en). 
National fagbetegnelse. 
Betegnelse for de af medlemsstaten udstedte erhvervskvalifi-
kationsbeviser. 
VI.  Uddannelsesinstitutioner. 
VII.  Instanser med bef0jelse til at udstede erhvervskvalifikations-
beviser. 
BESKRIVELSE AF  KRA VENE TIL PRAKTISK F  AGLIG 
KUNNEN (BILAG  B) 
I.  EF-fagbetegnelse og SEDOC-nummer (hvis faget fremgar af 
SEDOC-fortegnelsen). 
II.  Beskrivelse af arbejdsomradet for det pagreldende fag. 
Ill.  De enkelte arbejdsorganer. 
IV.  Bemrerkninger. 
(''-)  SEDOC  =  Fortcgndse  over  beska!ftigelser  og  fag  til  international 
udligning,  Kontorct  for  De  Europxiske  Fxllesskabers  Officielle 
Publikationer, Luxembourg. 
Numrenc fra SEDOC-fortcgnelscn tjcner kun som reference. ~-.-
lr 
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Z\X1ECK  DES  INFORMATIONSHLATTES 
Das  vorliegende  Information~hlatt diem  dcr  Verbesserung  der 
Frei1.i.1gigkcit  dcr Arbeitndi!llLT inncrhalb der Gemeinschaft. 
Es  will  dcm/der  Inhabcr/in .  von  einem  dcr  Diplomc,  Zeugnissc 
und/odcr sonstigen  Hdiihigungsnachweise,  die  in  der  Anlage A 
aufgehihrr sind, die Miiglichkeit geben gel tend zu machen, daG er/ 
sic  mindcstcns  die  in  der  Anlage B  bcschricbenen  praktischcn 
heruflichen  Anfordcrungen  auf  dcr  Ebene  der  Facharbeiter/ 
Fachangestellten erflillen  kann. 
RECHTLICHE CRUNDLAGF. 
Dieses Informationsblatt wurde in  Anwendung der Enrscheidung 
85/368/EWG  von1  16. Juli  1985  iiber  die  Enrsprechungen  der 
bcruflichcn Bcfahigungsnachweise zwischen den Mitgliedsstaaten 
der Europiiischen Gemeinschaften erstellt. 
LEGENDE 
VERGLEICHENDE OBERSICHT UBER  DIE 
BEFAHIGUNGSNACHWEISE (ANLAGE A) 
I. 
II. 
EG-Berufsbezeichnung in  den  verschiedenen Amtssprachen 
der  Europaischen  Gemeinschaften  und  SEDOC-Nr. C) 
(sofern im  SEDOC-Verzeichnis enthalten). 
Kennzeichnung der Mitgliedsstaaten: 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
OK: 
D: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgien. 
Franzosische Gemeinschaft. 
Deutschsprachige Gemeinschaft 
Fliimische Gemeinschaft. 
Danemark. 
BR  Deutschland. 
Griechenland. 
Spanien. 
Frankreich. 
Irland. 
Ita lien. 
Luxemburg. 
Nicderlande. 
Portugal. 
Vereinigtes Konigreich. 
III.  Nationale Berufskennziffer (falls vorhanden). 
IV.  Nationale Berufsbezeichnung. 
V.  Bezeichnung der in den einzelnen Mirgliedstaaten ausgestell-
ten  Berufsbefahigungsnachweise. 
VI.  Einrichtungen, die die Ausbildung vermitteln. 
VII.  Zustandige  Stellen  fiir  die  Ausstellung  der  Befahigungs-
nachweise. 
BESCHREIBUNG DER PRAKTISCHEN BERUFLICHEN 
ANFORDERUNGEN (ANLAGE B) 
I.  EG-Berufsbezeichnung und SEDOC-Nr. (sofern im SEDOC-
Verzeichnis enrhalten). 
II.  Beschreibung  des  allgemeinen  Aufgabenbercichs  fiir  den 
betreffendcn Beruf. 
III.  Tatigkeiten im  einzelnen. 
IV.  Anmerkungen. 
(''.)  SEDOC =  Verzeichnis der Berufstiitigkeiten und Berufe im internatio-
nalen Ausgleich, Amt fur amtliche Veroffentlichungen der Europiiischen 
Gemeinschaftcn, Luxemburg. 
Die SEDOC-Nummern, haben nur Hinweis-Charakter. 
EL 
ITOXOI TOY ENI-IMEPQTIKOY ~EATIOY 
To rcapov EVlWEpontKo 8cA:rio txEt crav crroxo va 8twKoA.6vEt 
Tr]V Ef,EU8Epll KIJKAO<popiu TO)V  Epya~OJ.lEVCOV  CHO EO"COTC:ptKO TTJ<; 
KotVOTllta<;. 
fw TOV  /.oyo  UllTO  TO  EVllJ.lEpCOTLKO  auto  DE). TtO  rcapEXEl  TTJ 
OUVUTOTllW  O"TOV  KUTOXO  Evoc;  DtrcAWJ.lUTO<;,  TnO"TOTCOlTJTLKOU 
Kat/i]  a:Uou  tiTA.ou  rcou  avwp!':pnm  crTOv  avaKE<paA.atronKo 
rcivaKa crTO  aUVTJJ.lJ.lEVo rcapapTllJ.la A, va Erctod~Et nc; KaVOTTJ-
n:c; rcou avncrTOtxouv crnc; rcpaKnK!':c; arcmti]crEtc; TOu  Ercayyf.A.-
J.l<noc; TO orcoio m:ptypa<pEmt crTO rcapapnlJ.la B, Km avi]KEt crTO 
ETCLTCEDO  TOIJ  EtbtKEUJ.lEVOU  EpyasOJ.lEVOU. 
NOMIKEI BAIEII 
Auto  TO  EVllJ.lEpconKo  o£/...rio  8EcrrcicrtTJKE  cruJ.l<pcova  J.lE  TO 
rcpowrco  TCO\l  £YKpi8TJKE  arco  TllV  Ercnporci]  TCOV  EupcorcatKWV 
Kotvori]rrov yw tTJV E<papJ.loyi] r11c; Arco<pacrTJc; 85/368/EOK tou 
IuJ.lPou)jou  TTJc;  l611c;  Iou/...iou  1985  yta TTJV  avncrrmxia tcov 
titACOV  ETCU"fYEAJ.lUTLKi]c;  EK1tat8EUcrTJc;  J.lETa~U  t(t)V  Kpatffiv 
J.lEAWv  rcov  EupcorcatKWV  Kmvoti]tcov. 
AEZANTA 
IY!KPITIKOI OINAKAI TQN ~IOAQMATQN 
(OAPAPTI-IMA A) 
I.  KotvonKi]  ovoJ.lacria  TOu  Ercayy!':A.J.lawc;  crnc;  8ta<pops<; 
y/...rocrcrsc;  tT]c;  Eupcorcai:Ki]c;  KmvOTTJtac;  Km  apt8J.loc; 
SEDOC ("")  wu  Ercayyf.A.J.latoc;  (sav  cruJ.lrcEptA.aJ.lPavstat 
crrov KataA.oyo SEDOC). 
II.  Ta apxtKa rcov  Kparrov  J.lEA.rov 
B:  Bt/...yw. 
B (F):  tctAAO<pcoVTJ  KOtVOtTJTct. 
B (G):  lEpJ.lctVtKi]  KOtVOTTJTa. 
B (N):  $A.aJ.lav86<pcovTJ  KOtVOTTJta. 
DK:  ~avict. 
D:  iEpJ.lctvia  (0~). 
GR:  EA.A.a8a. 
E:  Icrrrctvict. 
F:  ia/...A.ia. 
IRL:  Ip/...av8ict. 
I:  ha/...ia. 
L:  Aou~EJ.lPoupyo. 
NL:  Katco Xwpsc;. 
p:  nopTOyctA.ia. 
UK:  HvcoJ.lf.vo  BacriA.sw. 
III.  E8vtKoc;  Kro8tKct<;  wu srcayyf.A.J.lcttoc;  (sav urcapxst). 
IV.  E8vtKi]  OVOJ.lctcrict wu srcayyf.A.J.laroc;. 
v.  Kct8optO"J.lOc;  TCOV  TnO"TOTCOlTJTlKWV,  8tTCACOJ.lUT(t)V  i]  a/...A.cov 
TlTACOV  tT]<;  £1tct"fYEAJ.lf.tTtKi]c;  KatapncrTJ<;  TOU  KpUTOU<; 
J.l!':A.ouc;. 
VI.  OpyctVlO"J.lOl  TCOU  rcpocr<p!':pouv ETCU"fYEAJ.lUTtKi]  KatapTtO"TJ. 
VII.  OpyavtO"J.lOL ctpJ.168tOt ytct  TT]  xopi]yT]O"TJ  TnO"TOTCOlTJTlKWV, 
8tTCACOJ.lUTCOV  1)  ti  t/,cov. 
OEPI!PA<DH TQN EOA11EAMATIKQN 
AnAITHIEQN EnE3H1HIH TQN ~IA<DOPQN 
TITAQN (nAPAPTHMA B) 
I.  Kot  VOTtKTj  OVOJ.lf.tO"tct  TOU  ETCUYYEAJ.lctTO<;  Kflt  ctpt8J.!O<; 
SEDOC  (Eav  TO  srcayysA.J.la  auJ.lrcsptA.ctJ.lPavswt  crwv 
KU.taA.oyo  SEDOC). 
II.  ncptypct<pi]  TOO  TCE8iou  8pctcrtTJplOTT]tac;  yta TO  EV  /...6yro 
ErcayyEAJ.lct. 
III.  EtcraycoytK6  KEtJ.lEVO  Km  rcpaKnKt<;  srcayysA.~.tanKf.<; 
arcatti]crEtc; rcou Ka8opicrtTJKav J.lE Kmvi]  cruJ.l<provia arc6 ta 
Kpar11  J.ls/...11. 
IV.  napaTT] pijcrEt<;. 
(*)  SEDOC =  KolOtKac; 't(J)Y UtOJllKOlV opucrtT]ptotTJ"C(l)V KUl €1tUYY€AJlU-
tOlV. Ynl]pccriu EnicrT]Jl(l)V  EKMcr~:ow  tow Eup(l)7tUtKrov Kotvoti]trov, 
Aou~cJl~oupyo. 
Ot  opto-J.loi  -rou  KataA.oyou  SEDOC  txou':  JlOvov  evouKnKo 
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AIMS OF THE INFORMATION SHEET 
This information sheet  has  been  designed  to facilitate  the free 
movement of workers within the Community. 
In pursuance of this objective, it will assist the holder of one of the 
diplomas, certificates and/  or other qualifications listed in the table· 
in  annex A,  to  confirm  that  he  can  at  the  least  fulfil  the 
qualifications corresponding to the practical vocational require-
ments of the occupation described in  annex B at skilled worker 
level. 
LEGAL BASIS 
This  information  sheet  has  been  established  in  implementing 
Decision 85/368/EEC of the Council of 16 July 1985 concerning 
the comparability of vocational  training qualifications  between 
Member States of the European Community. 
LEGEND 
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CERTIFICATES AND 
DIPLOMAS (ANNEX A) 
I.  Community designation for the occupation in  the  various 
languages of the European Community together with  the 
SEDOC ('')  number (if included in  the SEDOC register). 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Abbreviations for the Member States: 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
DK: 
D: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgium. 
French Community. 
German-speaking Community 
Flemish Community. 
Denmark. 
Germany (FR). 
Greece. 
Spain. 
France. 
Ireland. 
Italy. 
Luxembourg. 
Netherlands. 
Portugal. 
United Kingdom. 
National code for the occupation (if applicable). 
National designation for the occupation. 
Title of the certificates, diplomas, other vocational training 
qualifications of the Member State. 
VI.  Institutions providing vocational training. 
VII.  Organizations entitled  to  award  certificates,  diplomas  or 
other qualifications. 
DESCRIPTION OF PRACTICAL VOCATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS (ANNEX B) 
I.  Community designation of the occupation with the relevant 
SEDOC number (if included in  the SEDOC register). 
II.  Description of general duties for the occupation concerned. 
III.  Detailed description of tasks. 
IV.  Remarks. 
('')  SEDOC  =  Register of occupations and professions  in  international 
exchange,  Office  for  Official  Publications  of  the  European  Com-
munities, Luxembourg. 
The SEDOC classification numbers are intended only for reference. 
FR 
OBJECTIF DE LA FICHE D'INFORMATION 
La  presente  fiche  d'information  est  destinee a  faciliter  Ia  libre 
circulation des travailleurs a  l'interieur de Ia  Communaute. 
Elle permet au detenteur d'un dipl6me, certificat et/ou autre titre, 
repris  dans  le  tableau  comparatif figurant a l'annexe A,  de  se 
preva!oir  au  moins  des  capacites  correspondant aux  exigences 
professionnelles pratiques decrites a  l'annexe B pour la profession 
concernee, qui est celle d'un travailleur qualifie. 
BASE JURIDIQUE 
Cette fiche d'information est etablie en application de Ia decision 
85/368/CEE  du  Conseil  du  16 juillet  1985  concernant  la 
correspondance des  qualifications  de  formation  professionnelle 
entre Etats membres des Communautes europeennes. 
LEGENDE 
TABLEAU COMPARATIF DES DIPLOMES (ANNEXE A) 
I.  Denomination  communautaire  de  Ia  profession  dans  les 
differentes langues de Ia Communaute europeenne et numero 
SEDOC (*)  de  Ia  profession  (si  celle-ci  est reprise dans le 
repertoire SEDOC). 
II.  Sigles des Etats membres: 
Ill. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B  (N): 
DK: 
D: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
1: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgique. 
Communaute frans:aise. 
Communaute germanophone. 
Communaute flamande. 
Danemark. 
Allemagne (RF). 
Grece. 
Espagne. 
France. 
Irlande. 
Ita  lie. 
Luxembourg. 
Pays-Bas. 
Portugal. 
Royaume-Uni. 
Code national de la profession (s'il existe). 
Denomination nationale de la profession. 
Designation  des  certificats,  dipl6mes  ou  autres  titres  de 
formation professionnelle ddivres par I'Etat membre. 
Institutions dispensant Ia  formation professionnelle. 
VII.  Organismes habilites a  ddivrer les certificats, dipl6mes ou 
titres. 
DESCRIPTION DES  EXIGENCES PROFESSIONNELLES 
PRA  TIQUES (ANNEXE B) 
I.  Denomination communautaire de  Ia  profession et numero 
SEDOC  de  Ia  profession  (si  celle-ci  est  reprise  dans  le 
repertoire SEDOC). 
II.  Description du champ d'activite de Ia  profession concernee. 
III.  Acrivires deraillees. 
IV.  Remarques. 
(")  SEDOC  =  Repertoire  des  activites  individuelles  et  professions 
enregistrees en  compensation internationale,  Office  des  publications 
officielles des Communautes europeennes, Luxembourg. 
Les  numeros du Repertoire SEDOC n'ont qu'une valeur indicative. .I 
,, 
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OBIETTIVO DELLA SCHEDA INFORMATIVA 
Con Ia  presente scheda informariva si  intenc.le  facilitare Ia  Iibera 
circolazione dei lavoratori all'interno della Comunita. 
A tal fine  Ia  presente scheda informativa permette aile  persone 
provviste d'uno dei diplomi, certificati e/o altri titoli elencati nella 
tabella comparativa di cui all'allegato A di avvalarsi per lo meno 
delle capacira corrispondenti ai requisiri professionali pratici della 
professione  descrirra  nell'allegato B  limitatamente  al  livello  di 
operaio qualificaro. 
BASE  GIURIDICA 
La presente scheda informativa e  stata predisposra in applicazione 
della  decisione  85/368/CEE  del  Consiglio  del  16 luglio  1985 
relativa  alia  corrispondenza  delle  qualifiche  di  formazione 
professionale tra gli Stati membri delle Comunira europee. 
LEGGENDA 
TABELLA COMPARATIVA DEI DIPLOMI (ALLEGATO A) 
I. 
II. 
Ill. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
Denominazione comunitaria della professione nelle diverse 
lingue della Comunira europea e numero SEDOC ('')  della 
professione (se  registrata nel repertorio SEDOC). 
Sigle degli Stari membri: 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
OK: 
0: 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgio. 
Comunira francese. 
Comunita germanofona. 
Comunira fiamminga. 
Danimarca. 
RF di Germania. 
Grecia. 
Spagna. 
Francia. 
Irlanda. 
ltalia. 
Lussemburgo. 
Paesi Bassi. 
Portogallo. 
Regno Unito. 
Codice nazionale della professione (se esisrente). 
Denominazione nazionale della professione. 
Indicazione dei certificari, diplomi o alrri ritoli di formazione 
professionale rilasciari dallo Srato membra. 
lstituzioni erogatrici di formazione professionale. 
VII.  Organismi aurorizzari a rilasciare il certificato, il diploma od 
il  titolo. 
DESCRIZIONE DEI REQUISITI PROFESSIONAL! 
PRA  TICI (ALLEGATO B) 
I.  Denominazione  comuniraria  della  professione  e  numero 
SEDOC  della  professione  (se  registrata  nel  repertorio 
SEDOC). 
II.  Descrizione del campo di artivira della professione in oggetto. 
III.  Singole mansioni. 
IV.  Osservazioni. 
(*)  SEDOC  =  Repertorio  delle  attivita  individuali  e delle  professioni 
registrate in compensazione internazionale-Ufficio delle pubblicazio-
ni  ufficiali delle Comunita europee, Lussemburgo. 
La  numerazione  del  repertorio  SEDOC  ha  carattere  puramente 
indicativo. 
NL 
DOEL VAN HET INFORMA  TIEBLAD 
Her  onderhavige  informatieblad  beoogr  het  vrije  verkeer  van 
werknemers binnen de Gemeenschap te  vergem~kkelijken. 
Her wil de houder van een van de in bijlage A genoemde diploma's, 
cerrificaten en/of andere bewijsstukken de mogelijkheid geven te 
doen gelden dat hij  op zijn minst kan voldoen aan de in bijlage B 
beschreven praktische vakeisen op het niveau van de geschoolde 
werknemer. 
JURIDISCHE BASIS 
Dir informarieblad werd opgesteld overeenkomstig her besluit van 
de  Raad  van  16 juli  1985  inzake  de  vergelijkbaarheid  van  de 
getuigschriften  van  vakbekwaamheid  tussen  Lid-Staten  van  de 
Europese Gemeenschap (85/368/EEG). 
TOELICHTING 
VERGELIJKEND OVERZICHT VAN DIPLOMA'S 
(BIJLAGE A) 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Communauraire beroepsbenaming in de verschillende talen 
van de Europese Gemeenschap en SEDOC-nummer (*)  van 
her  beroep  (indien  her  beroep  in  her  SEDOC-register 
voorkomt). 
Kenmerk van de Lid-Staten 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
OK: 
0 : 
GR: 
E: 
F: 
IRL: 
I: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Belgie. 
Franse Gemeenschap. 
Duirstalige Gemeenschap. 
Vlaamse Gemeenschap. 
Denemarken. 
Bondsrepubliek Duitsland. 
Griekenland. · 
Spanje. 
Frankrijk. 
Ierland. 
Iralie. 
Luxemburg. 
Nederland. 
Portugal. 
Verenigd Koninkrijk. 
Nationaal codenummer van het beroep (indien voor handen). 
Narionale beroepsbenaming. 
Benaming  van  de  certificaten,  de  diploma's  of  andere 
bewijssrukken van de beroepsopleiding in de Lid-Staat. 
VI.  Instellingen die de beroepsopleiding verstrekken. 
VII.  Organisaties die  bevoegd zijn  tot het verstrekken van  het 
certificaat, diploma of ander bewijsstuk van de beroepsoplei-
ding. 
BESCHRIJVING VAN PRAKTISCHE V  AKEISEN (BIJLAGE B) 
I.  EG-beroepsbenaming en  SEDOC-nummer van  het beroep 
(indien het beroep in het SEDOC-register voorkomt). 
II.  Beschrijving van het algemene taakgebied van het desbetref-
fende beroep. 
Ill.  Individuele Werkzaamheden. 
IV.  Opmerkingen. 
(*)  SEDOC  =  Register  van  de  voor  internationale  arbeidsbemiddeling 
geregistreerde individuele  werkzaamheden en  beroepen,  Bureau  voor 
officiele publikaties der Europese Gemeenschappen, Luxemburg. 
De nummers uit het SEDOC-register dienen aileen ter verwijzing. No C 209/6  Official Journal of the European Communities  14.  8.  89 
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OBIECTIVOS DA FICHA DE INFORMA\=AO 
A presente ficha de informa~ao tern como obiectivo facilitar a livre 
circula~ao dos trabalhadores no interior da Comunidade. 
Ela permite ao detentor de urn  diploma, certificado e/ou outro 
titulo incluido no quadro recapitulativo que consta do Anexo A, 
ser reconhecido,  pelo  menos, como possuidor das  capacidades 
cor-respondentes as exigencias profissionais pd.ticas descritas no 
Anexo B para a profissao em causa, ao nivel de urn  trabalhador 
qualificado. 
BASE JURiD  I  CA 
Esta ficha de informa~ao e estabelecida em aplica~ao da Decisao 
85/368/CEE do Conselho de 16 de Julho de 1985 que diz respeito a 
correspondencia de qualificar;oes de forma~ao profissional entre 
Estados-membros das Comunidades Europeias. 
LEGEND A 
QUADRO COMPARA  TIVO DOS DIPLOMAS (ANEXO A) 
I.  Denomina~ao  comunitaria  da  profissao  nas  diferemes 
linguas da Comunidade Europeia e numero SEDOC c:·)  da 
profissao (se  incluida no repert6rio SEDOC). 
II.  Siglas dos Estados-membros: 
B: 
B (F): 
B (G): 
B (N): 
OK: 
0: 
GR: 
E: 
Belgica. 
Comunidade francesa. 
Comunidade german6fona. 
Comunidade flamenga. 
Dinamarca. 
Alemanha (RF). 
Grecia. 
Espanha. 
F: 
IRL: 
1: 
L: 
NL: 
P: 
UK: 
Fran~a. 
Irlanda. 
Italia. 
Luxemburgo. 
Paises Baixos. 
Portugal. 
Reina Unido. 
Ill.  C6digo nacional da profissao (eventualmcnte). 
IV.  Denominar;ao nacional da profissao. 
V.  Dcsigna~ao dos certificados diplomas ou outros titulos de 
forma~ao profissional do Estado-membro. 
VI.  Instituir;oes que ministrarrt a  forma~ao profissional. 
VII.  Organismos habilitados a  emitir o  ccrtificado, diploma ou 
titulo. 
DESCRI\=AO DAS EXIGENCIAS PROFISSIONAIS (ANEXO B) 
I.  Designa~ao comunid.ria da profissao SEDOC da profissao 
(se estiver incluida no repert6rio SEDOC). 
II.  Descri~ao  do campo global de actividadc para a profissao em 
causa. 
III.  Actividades individuais. 
IV.  Observa~oes. 
("')  SEDOC  =  Repert6rio  das  actividades  individuais  e  profissoes 
registadas  em  compensa\ao  internacional,  Servis:o  das  Publica\oes 
Oficiais das Comunidades Europeias, Luxemburgo. 
Os numeros do Repertorio SEDOC tern apenas urn cad.cter indicativo. 14.  8.  89  Official Journ<ll  of rhc European Communities  No C 20917 
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ANEXO A 
ES 
CUADRO COMPARA  TIVO de los diplomas, cerrificados y otros rirulos de formacion profesional expedidos en cada Estado miembro (1) 
DA 
SAMMENLIGNENDE  OVERSIGT  over  cksamensbeviser,  cerrifikatcr  ellcr  andre  erhvcrvsuddannelsesbeviser  udstedt  i  de  enkelte 
medlemsstater (2) 
DE 
VERGLEICHENDE  OBERSICHT  tiber  die  in  den  Mitgliedssraaten  ausgestellten  Diplome,  Zeugnisse  und  sonstigen  beruflichen 
Befahigungsnachweise (-') 
EL 
LYrKPITIKOL niNAKAL 011tAffiJ..lO:rffiV, mcr1"011:0lTJ1tKWV Kat UAA(l)V 't"i'rAffiV  c:n:ayyc:AJ..lU't"tKl)~ C:Kn:ai8WcrTJ~  11:0U XOPTJYOUV't"at crc: Ka9c: 
Kpa-ro~ JlEA.o~ (4)  .  . '-O 
EN  ~ 
COMPARATIVE TABLE of diplomas, .certificates and other vocational training qualifications granted in each of tll~\.)'~  __ ber States(5) 
i~B  LEA U C 0 MP  ARA  TIF des d i  pi  Omes, certi  fica ts et au tm ti tees  de formation p rofcss ion nell  e dd  i  v ris d'!['s ~e  Eta  t  mem  bre ('I 
IT  ~r 
TABELLA COMPARA  TIV  A dei diplomi, certificati ed  altri attestati di  formazione profession  ale rilascf.¥! in ciascuno Stato membro (?) 
m  ~~ 
VERGELIJKEND OVERZICHT van diploma's, certificaten en andere bewijzen van beroepsoplei~  in  de afzonderlijke Lid-Staten (8) 
PT  - () 
QUADRO COMPARA  TIVO dos diplomas, certificados e outros tirulos de forma<;ao p  _  nal emitidos em cada Estado-membro (9) 
I  SEDOC: 8-45.30 
Med.nico-reparador  de  autom6viles  de  turismo  - Automekaniker  (mekaniker  ~~ret0jer) personvogne  - Kraftfahrzeugschlosser(in)/ 
Kraftfahrzeugmechaniker(in) Personenkraftwagen - M TJXUVtK6c;  E1tLGKEUUcr1:i]c;  OXTJ~··~~tronKi]c; xpi]crT)c;  - Motor mechanic - Light vehicles -
Mecanicien reparateur de vehicules de tourisme - Meccanico riparatore di veicoli a m  Vetture da turismo- Monteur motorvoertuigen (m/v)-
Personenautomobielen - Mednico de autom6veis ligeiros  _ 
II  III 
B (F)  7.53.50 
IV 
a)  Mecanique des 
moteurs ou 
Mecanicien reparateur 
d'automobiles ou 
Mecanique 
automobile ou 
Automobile ou 
Maintenance 
gara eo 
Maih  e 
automo  le  (h/f) 
b) ~ecanicien 
C'tl~tomobile (h/f) 
l ~J'il:~aragiste reparateur, 
~  mecanicien d'autos 
(moteurs a  essence/ 
moteurs Diesel) (h/f) 
(I)  DO n° C  168 de  3. 7.  1989. 
(2)  EFT nr.  C  168 af 3. 7.  1989. 
(3)  ABI.  Nr. C  168  vom 3. 7.  1989. 
(4)  EE  apt9. C  168  lTJc;  3.  7,  1989. 
(5)  OJ No C  168, 3. 7. 1989. 
v 
a)  Certificat de qualification de Ia 
4e, 5e, 6e ou 7e ae  de 
I' enseignementA~naaire 
professionn~'\r'7ificat de 
qualif\cat~~  Ia  4e  ou Se  annee 
de l'enAnement secondaire 
teca~  Brevet ou Cerrificat 
'c .  ou de cours professionnels 
c  aires inferieurs ou 
perieurs.  Diplome ou Certificat 
d'ecole ou de cours techniques 
secondaires inferieurs 
b)  Certificat de fin  de formation 
c)  Certificat d'apprentissage 
Cerrificat et diplome de 
qualification 
a) 
b) 
c) 
VI 
lnstitut ou ecole ou cours 
d'Enseignement techniques 
ou professionnels. Cours de 
promotion sociale. Cours 
professionnels du soir 
Office national de l'emploi 
Centre de formation 
professionnelle 
Centres de formation 
permanente des Classes 
Moyennes 
Centres de formation et 
perfectionnement 
profession nels 
(6)  JO n°  C  168 du 3. 7.  1989. 
(7)  GU n. C  168 del  3. 7.  1989. 
(H)  PB  nr.  C  168 van 3.  7.  1989. 
(~ )  JO n ~ C  168 de 3. 7.  1989. 
VII 
a)  Ministere de 
!'Education Nationale 
b)  Office national de 
l'emploi 
c)  Ministere de l'Executif 
de Ia  communaute 
fran~aise, 
administration de Ia 
formation permanente 
Ministere des Classes 
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SEDOC: 8-45.30 
Med.nico-reparador  de  autom6viles  de  turismo  - Automekanihr  (mekaniker  motork0retojer)  personvogne  - Kraftfahrzeugschlosser(in)/ 
Kraftfahrzeugmechaniker(in) Personenkraftwagen- MTJXUVlKO<;  ETI:lC>Kf:UUO"li]<;  OXTJIJ.UHOV  tOtronKi]<;  xpiJcrTJ<; -Motor mechanic- Light vehicles-
Mecanicien reparateur de vehicules de tourisme- Meccanico riparatore di veicoli a motore- Vetture da turismo- Monteur motorvoertuigen (m/v)-
Personenautomobielen - Mednico de autom6veis ligeiros 
II 
B  (N) 
DK 
D 
GR 
E 
F'' 
III 
7.53.50 
8.45.30 
2811 
IV 
a)  Automechanicien of 
autotechniek of 
Garage of Garage 
werktuigkunde of 
mecanicien 
b)  Hersteller 
vrachtwagens 
c)  Garagehouder 
hersteller 
Automecanicien 
(benzinemotoren/ 
dieselmotoren)  (m/v) 
Automekaniker (m/k) 
a)  Kraftfahrzeugmecha-
niker (m/w) 
b)  Kraftfahrzeugschlosser 
(m/w) 
c)  Automobilmechaniker 
(m/w) 
MTJXUVtK6<; 
£11t0l0p9ro,;i]<;  OXTJIJ.Ulrov 
IJ.E  KtVTJli]pu  (avopu<;/ 
yuvuiKu) 
8.43.20  ~~~o  de autom6viles 
10'Y-ismo (mlf) 
~c~ 
51.10.54 
50.10.66 
Mecanicien  ri~parateur de 
vehicules de tourisme 
(hlf) 
v 
a)  Kwalifikatiegetuigschrift van het 
6de leerjaar van het secundair 
onderwijs (beroeps). 
K walifikatiegetuigschrift van het 
4de of 5de leerjaar van het 
secundair onderwijs (technisch). 
Brevet of getuigschrift van de 
hoger secundaire beroepsschool of 
leergangen. Diploma of 
getuigschrift van de lager 
secundaire technische school of 
leergangen 
b)  Getuigschrift van beroepsopleiding 
c)  Getuigschrift van de leertijd -
Getuigschrift en diploma van 
scholing. 
a)  Svendebrev 
b)  Uddannelsesbevis 
a)  Prlifungszeugnis einer 
b) 
Handwerkskammer (HWK) oder 
lnnung 
+c) Prufungszeugnis einer 
Industrie- und Handelskammer 
(IHK) 
liJ.~IJ.UlO<;  IJ.TJXUV~O"(J)l£ptKi]<; 
KUUO"TJ<;  ~\,.,..) 
2.  Dwxia ~J.i:cr  .  vtKrov crxoA.rov 
3.  Dwxia K.JlTII  prov lEXVlKWV 
crxoA.dl  '"\...~ 
3.1.  T~J. 
3.2. 
K 
l£XVlKWV  UtllOKtvij,;rov 
O<;  IJ.TJXUVOAoytKOU 
4.  tuxiu crxot.rov  ~J.U9TJ•£iu<; OAE~ 
4.1. MTJXUVOT£XVhTJ  uuwKtvi],;rov 
4.2. MTJxuvon:xvhTJ MEK 
5.  flWXlU l(J)V  Ki:Vlp(J)V  KUl  l(J)V 
crxoA.rov,;uxuppu9~J.TJ<; 
~:nuyy~:A.~J.unKi]<; KUT<lpncrTJ<;  ,;ou 
OAE~  IJ.E  £11UYYEAIJ.UHKij 
EIJ.TI:Etpiu 
5. I. MTJxuvo,;~:xviwu uuwKtvi],;rov 
a)  Cerrificado de Formaci6n 
Profesional Ocupacional : 
Mecanico de autom6viles 
b)  Titulo de Tecnico Auxiliar de 
Mecanica del autom6vil 
(Formaci6n Profesional 
de grado 1) 
Rama: automoci6n. 
Profesi6n : Mecanica del automovil 
1.  CAP Mecanicien reparateur: 
Option A Voitures particulieres 
2.  BEP Automobile (Technique et 
Service) 
3.  CFP Mecanicien motoriste essence 
+  Diesel - CFP reparateur 
automobile (monteur motoriste et 
reparateur d'organes) 
CFP reparateur de materiel 
d'injections Diesel 
VI 
a)  Instituten of scholen of 
leergangen voor technisch 
of beroepsonderwijs 
Koninklijk Technisch 
Atheneum 
b)  Rijksdienst voor 
arbeidsvoorziening. Centra 
voor beroepsopleiding 
Centra voor Voortdurende  c) 
VII 
a)  Ministerie van 
Onderwijs 
Ministerie van 
Nationale Opvoeding 
b)  Rijksdienst voor 
Arbeidsvoorziening 
c)  Ministerie van de 
Vlaamse Gtjii'Nfnschap 
Admin~~WJ 
Onde:~~rmanente  Vorming van de 
Middenstand. Centra voor 
beroepsopleiding en 
beroepsvervolmaking  ~~rievan 
"'1~\!.lJd<n.rand 
a)  Erhvervsvirkso~~~ 
b)  Teknisk Skole  ('\.- ~ 
.  (""\-
Ausbildu~~~·lmd 
Teilzeitb~, 1me 
5.  Ki:vtpu KUt  crxoA.t<; 
taxuppuS~J.TJ<; 
£11UHEAIJ.UttKi]<;  KUt6.pttO"TJ~ 
tOU  OAE~ 
a)  lnstituto Nacional de 
Empleo (INEM) 
b)  lnstitutos de Formaci6n 
Profesional (IFP) 
lnstitutos Politecnicos de 
Formaci6n Profesional (IPFP) 
Secciones de Formaci6n 
Profesional (SFP) 
Centros de Formaci6n 
Profesional privados 
1.  +  2. 
a)  Formation en Lycee 
professionnel (LEP) 
b)  Centre de Formation des 
apprentis (CF  A) 
c)  Ecole Technique Privee 
3.  Cenrres AFPA (Association 
pour Ia  Formation 
Professionnelle dt:s  Adulres) 
Metalindustriens 
La:rliri.geudvalg 
a)  HWK oder Innung 
b)  +  c)  IHK 
1, 2, 3: Ynoupydo 
~:evuo)<; nutodu<; Kat 
9pTJO"KEUJ.Ull(J)V 
4, 5: Opyuvtcr~J.6<; 
an:ucrx6A.TJcrTJ<;  ~:pyatucou 
OUVUIJ.lKOU 
a)  INEM (Ministerio de 
Trabajo y Seguridad 
Social)  (MT y SS) 
b)  Ministerio de 
Educaci6n y Ciencia 
(ME  C) 
1.  + 2. 
Ministere de )'Education 
Nationale (Direction des 
Lycees et Colleges) 
3.  Ministere des Affaires 
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SEDOC: 8-45.30 
Mednico-reparador  de  autom6viles  de  turismo  - Automekaniker  (mekaniker  motork0ret0jer)  personvogne  - Kraftfahrzeugschlosser(in)/ 
Kraftfahrzeugmechaniker(in) Personenkraftwagen- MT]XUVtKoc;  emcrKwacrti]c;  OXTJI.Hhrov  tOtronKi]c;  XPTJGT]c; - Motor mechanic -Light vehicles -
Mecanicien reparateur de vehicules de tourisme- Meccanico riparatore di veicoli a motore- Vetture da turismo- Monteur motorvoertuigen (m/v)-
Personenautomobielen - Mecanico de  autom6veis ligeiros 
II 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
p 
UK 
Ill 
742.20 
13.07.24 
24 
5u3 
8432 
(lsco) 
8.43.10 
742.20 
England 
and Wales 
IV 
Motor mechanic - light 
vehicles  (m/f) 
Meccanico riparatore 
(m/f)  di veicoli a motore 
- Vetture da turismo 
Mecanicien reparateur de 
vehicules de tourisme 
(h/f) 
Monteur Personenauto-
mobielen (m/v) 
Mecanico de autom6veis 
ligeiros (h/m) 
Motor mechanic - light 
vehicles (m/f) 
v 
National Craft Certificate 
VI 
a)  Industrial Training Centre 
b)  Vocational Education 
College 
c)  Employer 
a)  Diploma di qualifica professionale  a)  lstituti professionali di Stato 
b)  Attestato di qualifica professionale  b)  Centri di formazione 
c)  Attribuzione di qualifica  professionale 
professionale  c)  Aziende 
·-411! 
'-.tlJ 
a)  Certificat d'aptitude technique et  .  ~..,- Entrepnses et cours  .  es 
professionnelle (CAP)  concomitants .  0  b)  Cei'tificat d'aptitude technique et 
~ 
professionnelle (CA TP) 
c)  Certificat de capacite manuelle 
(CCM) 
Diplom• Loedingwmn' Monteuc  ~~  ~cijf  en 
personenautomobielen  ..-.\.~oepsbegeleidend onderwijs 
Certificado de forma'fiio  pra£is~Y  Centros de Forma'fiio 
~ 
7 
Profissional 
a)  Nattonal c,~~tificate 
reqmr~ng~)r}prenticeship or a 
mm~m  \o't'3 years training 
a)  Trainingand experience (in 
b~G  Repair and Servicmg of  b) 
ehicles 
c)  e . Iftcate of competence or  c) 
ertificates of Achievement 
company and/or at off-the-
job training centres) 
Colleges for Further 
Education 
Test centres 
e)¥ 
,A~ 
742.20 
Scotland 
'~  · ~· 
Motor ....-L~-light 
vehicle;•~u: 
~& 
~~ 
742.20 
Northern 
Ireland 
Motor mechanic - light 
vehicles  (m/f) 
CAP : Certificat d'  Aptitude Professionnelle. 
BEP:  Brevet d'Etudes Professionnelles. 
CFP: Certificat de Formation Professionnelle. 
a)  National Craft Certificate 
requiring an apprenticeship or a 
minimum of 3 years 
b)  SCOTVEC National Certificate 
c) 
a) 
(Motor Vehicle Repair: Light 
Vehicles) 
Certificate of competence or 
Certificates of Achievement 
National Craft Certificate 
requiring an apprenticeship or a 
minimum of 3 years training 
a)  Training and experience (in 
company and/or at off-the-
job training centres) 
b)  Colleges for Further 
Education 
c)  Test centres 
a)  Training and experience (in 
b)  CGLI 383 Repair and Servicing of  b) 
Road Vehicles 
company and/or at off-the-
job training centres) 
Colleges for Further 
Education 
c)  Certificate of competence  c)  Nutts Corner Training 
Centre, Crumlin (Northern 
Ireland) 
VII 
Joint Certifying Body 
comprising AnCO- The 
Industrial Training 
Authority and 
Department of Education 
•I  Mini"~ 
Pubbli  zione 
b)  A~"ioni 
Re  ·o  li 
~"ew  dd Lovow 
mmisstone 
inciale 
['y- accertamento 
qualifiche 
Chambres professionnelles 
et Ministere de 
)'Education Nationale 
Stichting Beroepsopleiding 
VAM 
Ministerio do Emprego e 
Seguran-;:a Social 
Instituto do Emprego e 
Forma-;:ao Profissional 
a)  National Joint 
Council for the motor 
vehicle retail and 
repair industry 
b)  City and Guilds of 
London Institute in 
association with 
Regional Examining 
Bodies 
c)  Road Transport 
Industry Training 
Board 
a)  National Joint 
Council for the motor 
vehicle retail and 
repair industry 
b)  Scottish Vocational 
Education Council 
c)  Road Transport 
Industry Training 
Board 
a)  National Joint 
Council for the motor 
vehicle retail and 
repair industry 
b)  City and Guilds of 
London Institute 
c)  Road Transport 
Industry Training 
Board  (Northern 
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ANEXO B 
ES 
LA  DESCRIPCION DE LAS  EXIGENCIAS PROFESIONALES 
PRACTICAS, 
convenidas de comun acuerdo, se ha publicado en el Diario Oficial 
de las Comunidades europeas n° C 168 de 3. 7.  1989 
I  - PROFESION: 
Mecanico-reparador  de  autom6viles  de  turismo  SEDOC  n° 8-
45.30 
II - TAREAS: 
El mecanico-reparador (hombre o mujer) de vehiculos autom6viles 
debera ser capaz, dada su cualidad de especialista, de ejecutar, de 
manera aut6noma y bajo su propia responsabilidad, los trabajos de 
mantenimiento, reparaci6n y puesta a  punta de autom6viles de 
turismo. 
III  - ACTIVIDADES: 
Con  Ia  ayuda  de  documentaci6n  tecnica  y  con  una  racional 
utilizaci6n  de  las  herramientas  y  materiales,  respetando  la 
reglamentaci6n vigente en materia de seguridad e higiene, ei/ella 
ejecuta principalmente los seguientes trabajos, en virtud de una 
arden de reparaci6n : 
1.  Establece el diagn6stico definitivo tras un met6dico examen de 
las anomalias.  · 
2.  Determina el procedimiento de reparaci6n a seguir en base a Ia 
hoja de trabajos a realizar. 
3.  Determina el grado de desgaste y Ia utilidad de las piezas desde 
el pun  to de vista de su funcionamiento 6ptimo, de su seguridad, 
y propane las reparaciones preventivas a su juicio necesarias. 
4.  Realiza los mantenimientos sistematicos. 
5.  Ejecuta las reparaciones y cambia las piezas necesarias. 
6.  Ejecuta ajustes y reajustes de Ia mayor!  a de las partes mecanicas 
asi  como reparaciones elementales de las  partes electricas y 
electr6nicas. 
7.  Manta los accesorios que entran dentro de las tareas norm;J<\) 
del mecanico-reparador.  !\  '\,; 
8.  Controla los trabajos realizados por el!ella mismo/a. ~ 
~0~ 
DA 
I" 
BESKRIVELSE AF  KRAVENE TIL ~ISK  FAGLIG KUN-
NEN ER DENNE GENSIDIGT A  NOTE 
offentliggjort iDe Europreiske Fre~;a ers Tidende nr. C 168 af 
3. 7. 1989  ......._  ~~· 
I-FAG:  ~" 
Automekaniker  (me~niker  motorhnetojer)  - personvogne 
SEDOC nr. 8-45.30 (,{ > 
II- ARBEJDS~~DE : 
Automek~ni  erG'Nmlk)  skal som faglrert vrere i stand til pa egen 
h~nd  at u.  0  ~igeholdelses-, reparations- og justeringsarbejde 
pa person  e. 
III  - OPGA  VER: 
I henhold til teknisk dokumentation, ved rationel brug af vrerktoj 
og i  overensstemmelse med greldende sundheds- og sikkerheds-
forskrifter  skal  den  faglrerte  pa  grundlag af reparationsordren 
fortrinsvis kunne udfore folgende opgaver: 
1.  Stille  definitiv  diagnose  gennem  metodisk  undersogelse  af 
fejlene. 
2.  Fastsrette  reparationsmetoden  pa  grundlag  af  reparations-
ordren. 
3.  Fastsla slidgrad og resterende levetid for komponenter og dele 
med hensyn til optimal funktion og holdbarhed samr foresla 
forebyggende repararioner. 
4.  Foretage systemarisk vedligeholdelsesarbejde. 
5.  Udfore aile reparationer og udskifte de nodvendigc komponen-
ter og dele. 
6.  Foretage enhvcr form for jusrering pa de fleste mekaniske dele 
savel som elementrere reparationer af elektriske og elektroni-
ske komponenter samt hydmulik og pneumatik. 
7.  Foretage  montering  af  tilbehorsdele,  der  falder  ind  under 
mekanikerens normale arbejdsomrade. 
8.  Foretage kontrol af det af ham/hende udforte arbejde. 
DE  ~0 
BESCHREIBUNG  DER  EINVERNEHMLIC')ll@lfGESTELL-
TEN PRAKTISCHEN BERUFSANFORDE~GEN 
veroffentlicht  im. Amtsblatt  der  Eu~o  .ai~n Gemeinschaften 
Nr. C 168 vom 3. 7.  1989 
I- BERUF: 
Kraftfahrzeugschlosser(in)/I<.i.~fi~~rzeugmechaniker(in)  Perso-
nenkraftwagen SEDOC N r  ...... ,;~ 
II - AUFGABENBERE:X~ 
Als  Fachkraft  i~sr li.~ .  ~:aftfahrzeugschlosser(in) / Kraftfahr-
zeugmechaniker(in)  ~r  Lage,  in  eigener  Verantworrung aile 
Wartungsarbeite  ·e  Repararur- und  Nachstellarbeiten  an 
Personenkraftwage  selbsrandig auszufiihren. 
III - T1\..10<EITEN : 
Mi~ ·  il  ~~  technischen Unterlagen, unter rationellem Einsatz 
der  euge  und  unter  Beriicksichtigung  der  geltenden 
Ge  eits- und Sicherheirsvorschriften fiihrt sie aufgrund von 
.-. ~  · sanweisungen vorwiegend folgende Tatigkeiten a us: 
~  ' Stellung der endgiiltigen Diagnose durch methodische Unter-
suchung der Mangel. 
2.  Bestimmung  der  Reparaturmerhode  aufgrund  von  Arbeits-
anweisungen. 
3.  Beurteilung  von  Abnutzungsgrad  und  Resttauglichkeit  von 
Einzelteilen im Hinblick auf optimalen Betrieb, Belastbarkeit 
und vorbeugende Reparaturempfehlung. 
4.  Durchfiihrung von systematischer Wartung. 
5.  Durchfiihrung von Reparaturen und Ersatz aller notwendigen 
Einzelteile. 
6.  Durchfiihrung von Ein- und Nachstellarbeiten an den meisten 
mechanischen, elektrischen, hydraulischen und pneumatischen 
Teilen  sowie  einfacher  Reparaturen  an  elektrischen  und 
elektronischen Teilen. 
7.  Einbau  von  Zubehorteilen  im  Zusammenhang  mit  dem 
normalen Aufgabenbereich des Kraftfahrzeugmechanikers. 
8.  Oberpriifung der eigenen geleisteten Arbeit. 
EL 
H llEPirPA<I>H TQN llPAKTIKQN EllArrEAMA  TIKQN 
AllAITH:EEQN, 
7rOU  <JU~<provyt9T)KUV art6 KOtVOU,  7rOU  EK009T)K€  <J'tT)V  Ertt<JT)~TJ 
E<pTJ~Epioa trov  Eupronat:Krov  Kotvotyttrov  apt9.  C 168  crn~ 
3.7.1989 
I  - EnArrEAMA: 
MYJxavtK6c;  cntcrKcuacrtitc;  oxTJ~<itrov t8tronKitc;  xritcrTJc;  SE-
ooc apt9. 8-45.30 
II  - KAE>HKONT  A: 
0  llTJXUVlKO~  €7rl<JKEUU<Jtytc;  OXTJJl<lt(J)V  101(J)'tl.Kytc;  XPtl<JT)c; 
(avopac;  11  yuvaiKa) np£ns::t  crav  EtOtKEUJlEvoc;  s::pyas6~s::voc;, va 
EK'tEAEl UU'tOVOJlU KUl va 01EK1t€pU1IDVE1JlE rtp0<J(J)1t1Ktl  EU9UVTJ, 
s::pyacric; cruvtilpYJcrTJc;, s::m8t6p9rocrYJc; Kat pu9Jltcrrtc; crs:: q>optT)ya 
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III- EKTEJ\OYMENEL EPfALIEL: 
Me 'tll  poi]8Eta nov 'tEXVtKwv  OEOOJlEVcov  XPllCHJlOitotwv-ca~ Jlf: 
op8oA.oytK6 -cp6rro  -ca  EpyaA.cia  Kat  AaJlPO.vov-ca~ tmO\j/11  wu~ 
tcrXUOV'tf:~ KUVOVE~  uytclVTJ~ Kat  U(J(j)UActa~ EK'tf:Act  KUpico~  'tl~ 
aK6Aou8c~  EpyaaiE~ Paat/;;6JlEVO~ an~  EVWAE~  Epyaaia~: 
1.  Kavct -r11v  -rEAtKl)  ota'yvcocrll  Jlf:'ta  an6 JlE8ootKTJ  E~£-caa11 
-ccov  EAAct\j/EffiV. 
2.  npoaotopi/;;Et 'tll  JlE8ooo  Emot6p8coa11~ paat/;;6JlcVO~ an~ 
EnoA.E~ Epyaaia~. 
3.  EKnJla w  paeJlo  cp8opa~ Kat  -r11v  unoA.ol1t6JlEV11  not6-c11-ca 
-ccov  E1tlJlEpou~  E~UP'tllJlU'tffiV  ac  axta11  Jlf:  'tllV  apt<J'tll 
Actwupyia, wv UVUJlf:VOJlf:VO  xp6vo i;;roi]~ wu~  Kat Itpo-cd-
Vf:l  n~ npoAl}1t'tlKES  E1tl0top8wact~. 
4.  EK-cEAEi  aua'tllJlUnKl) auvn1pllaYJ. 
5.  ~tEKitcpatwvEt  EJttotop8c.OcrEt~ Kat avnKa8ta-ca E~ap-riJJla-ca 
6nou civat anapah11-ca. 
6.  EK-cEAci  6A.c~ n~ pu8JliaEtS -ccov 1tEptcra6-ccprov JlllXUVtKwv, 
llAEK'tptKWV,  uopaUAtKWV  f:~UP'tllJlU'tCOV  Kat  aua'tllJlU'tCOV 
U1t6  1ttca11,  Ka8wc;  Kat  aWtXElWOEl~  E1tl0top8waf:t~  'tCOV 
llAEK'tptKwv Kat  llAEnpovtKwv  E~ap'tllJla-rcov. 
7.  Tono8c-cd  E~ap-riJJla-ra  nou  avi]Kouv  a-ca  nA.aiata  -ccov 
KUVOVtKWV  KU811KOV'tffiV  WU  f:1tl0top8rowu. 
8.  EA.tyxct  n~  cpyaaicc; nou EK'tEAEaE  o  iow~. 
EN 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MUTUALLY AGREED PRACTICAL 
VOCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
published in  the Official Journal of the European Communities 
No C 168 of 3.  7.  1989 
I- OCCUPATION: 
Motor mechanic- Light vehicles SEDOC No 8-45.30 
II - DUTY:  ('""\ 
The motor mechanic (male or female) must, as a skilled worke~ 
capable  of carrying  out  on  his/her  own  maintenance,  r~f'Vle 
repair and adjustment work on light vehicles  •.  ~'-.) 
III - TASKS: 
On the basis of technical documentation, thr~·  ~}onal use of 
tools and in accordance with current health an  ·a  ltV  )egulations, 
he/she  performs  mainly  the  following  tasks  a  ~cording to  job 
instructions:  :(.,_ 
1.  Making  the  final  diagnosis  by,.._~bdical investigation  of 
defects.  .......,. 
2.  Determining  the  metho  :~~air  on  the  basis  of  job 
instructions.  ~ 
3.  Assessing  degrees  of  ~~r and  the  residual  quality  of 
components with i\.: _ ··tice_w  tli ensuring optimum functioning and 
safety, and advis~n  preventive maintenance. 
4.  Carrying out  '/  ~'itic  m~1intenance. 
5.  Carrying  ot,~ ·  airs  and  replacing  all  components  where 
6.  ~~~~-~hu~~ments as  required  to  mechanical,  electrical, 
hydra~~<l!H.i pneumatic components, as well  as elementary 
repairs t(>  electrical and electronic components. 
7.  Fixing accessories within the scope of his/her normal duties. 
8.  Checking work done hy  himself/herself. 
FR 
DESCRIPTION DFS FXlCF.Nu·.s PROFFSSIONNELLES PRA-
TIQUFS, 
cnnvL·nue'>  d'u1t  commun <lccord,  puhlit-c  ;lll .Journal officiel  des 
Corrnnunaures. enrupccnnc~ n" C  16)-l  du 3.  7.  14)-l';l 
l  - PROFESSION: 
Mecanicien  reparateur  de  vehicules  de  tourisme SEDOC  n° 8-
45.30 
II- TACHE: 
Le  mecanicien-reparateur (h/f) de vehicules de tourisme doit, en 
rant que travailleur qualifie, etre capable d'executer, d'une maniere 
autonome, et sous sa propre responsabilite, les travaux d'entretien, 
de reparation et de reglage sur les vehicules de tourisme. 
III - ACTIVITES: 
A !'aide d'une documentation  technique,  en  utilisant de  fas:on 
rationnelle l'outillage et en respectant la reglementation d'hygiene 
et de securite en vigueur, il!elle execute principalement les travaux 
suivants en se basant sur l'ordre des travaux: 
1.  Etablir le diagnostic definitif suite a  un examen  .lilile~ique  des 
defaillances.  '"",.; 
2.  Determiner Ia methode de reparation sur ~~~e  l'ordre des 
travaux. 
3.  Determiner le degre d'usure et la~u  lit~s ante des pieces du 
point de vue de leur fonctionnement  1t'rr6al, de leur viabilite, 
et proposer les reparations prev'e  . 
4.  Faire les entretiens systematiques. 
5.  E~ecut~r  les  reparation-\..~, remplacer  routes  les  pieces 
necessatres.  ..... ':"\ ~ 
6.  ~xec~ter tout  reglag_~~ plupart de_s  parties_ m_ecaniques, 
electnques,  hydrauh~- et  pneumattques,  ams1  que  des 
reparations ele  . n@)es des  parties Clectriques et Clectroni-
ques. 
7.  Installer les a  aires qui entrent dans le cadre normal des 
activites du rep  rateur. 
8.  Cont aloes travaux qu'il!elle a  executes lui/elle-meme. 
ESCRIZIONE DEI REQUISITI PROFESSIONAL! PRATICI, 
concordati di comune accordo, pubblicata nella Gazzetta ufficiale 
delle Comunira europee n. C 168 del 3. 7. 1989 
I  - PROFESSION£: 
Meccanico riparatore di veicoli a  motore - Vetture da turismo 
SEDOC n. 8-45.30 
II- COMPITO: 
Il meccanico riparatore di veicoli a  motore, in quanto operaio(a) 
qualificato  (a),  e  in  grado  di  effettuare  in  modo  autonomo  e 
responsabile gli  interventi di  manutenzione, di  riparazione e  di 
messa a punto di vetture da turismo. 
III  - MANSIONI: . 
Con l'ausilio della documentazione tecnica, utilizzando in modo 
razionale gli attrezzi e  nel rispetto dei regolamenti d'igiene e  di 
sicurezza  vigenti,  svolge  principalmente  le  seguenti  mansioni 
basandosi sull'ordine dei lavori: 
1.  Emette una diagnosi definitiva in base ad un esame metodico 
delle anomalie. 
2.  Decide  il  metoda  di  riparazione  sulla  base  dell'ordine  dei 
lavori. 
3.  Valuta  il  livello  di  usura  e  l'idoneira  residua  dei  pezzi  di 
ricamhio, tenendo conto del  !oro funzionamento  ottimale e 
della !oro sicurezza, proponendo interventi di natura preventi-
va. 
4.  Effettua gli  interventi di manutenzione ordinaria. 
5.  Effettua  le  riparazioni  e  Ia  sostituzione  di  tutti  i  pezzi  di 
ricamhio necessari. 
6.  Effcttua Ia messa a punto della maggior parte delle componenti 
mecca niche, elettriche, idrauliche e pneumatiche, le riparazioni 
pitt  semplici  delle componenti elettriche e  Ia  sostituzione di 
quelle elettroniche. 
7.  Installa gli  accessori che ricntrano nell'ambito delle ordinarie 
mansioni del riparatore. 
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NL 
BESCHRIJVING VAN DE IN ONDERLING OVERLEG OVER-
EENGEKOMEN PRAKTISCHE VAKEISEN, 
gepubliceerd in het Publikatieblad van de Europese Gemeenschap-
pen nr. C 168 van 3. 7. 1989 
I- BEROEP: 
Monteur  motorvoertuigen  (m/v)  - Personenautomobielen 
SEDOC nr. 8-45.30 
II  - FUNCTIEOMSCHRIJVING: 
De monteur motorvoertuigen (m/v)  moet, als geschoold werker, 
onder eigen verantwoordelijkheid voor de uitvoering, zelfstandig 
onderhouds-, reparatie- en afstelwerkzaamheden aan motorvoer-
tuigen kunnen verrichten. 
III  - WERKZAAMHEDEN: 
Met in achtneming van de geldende voorschriften t.a.v. veiligheid 
en  hygiene  voert  hij/zij,  aan  de  hand  van  de  technische 
documentatie en met verstandig gebruik van gereedschap, op basis 
van  reparatie-opdrachten  overwegend  de  volgende  werkzaam-
heden uit: 
PT 
DESCRI<;AO DAS EXIGENCIAS PROFISSIONAIS PRA  TICAS, 
aceites  de  comum  acordo,  publicado  no  Jornal  Oficial  das 
Comunidades Europeias n<!  C 168 de 3. 7.  1989 
I  - PROFISSAO: 
Mecanico de autom6veis ligeiros SEDOC n<.>  8-45.30 
II  - TAREFA: 
0  mecanico  de  veiculos  motorizados  (homem  ou  mulher),  na 
qualidade de trabalhador qualificado deve ser capaz de executar, 
de  modo  aut6nomo  e  sob  a  sua  propria  responsabilidade  os 
trabalhos de manuten\ao, repara\ao, substitui\ao, aj~amento  e 
regula\ao em autom6veis ligeiros  *U 
lii - ACTIVIDADES:  ~~ 
Com base em documen~a\aO  tecnica, utiliz  N  e  for~~ racional 
o  equipamento e respe1tando a reg*ua  ao de  h1g1ene  e de 
seguran\a em  vigor,  ele(a)  executa.  ·  almente os  trabalhos 
seguintes, em conformidade com as o  ns de repara\ao: 
1.  Stellen van de definitieve diagnose aan de hand van methodisch  1.  Esta?elece o  diagn6sticq_'~d~livo, ap6s exame met6dico das 
onderzoek van de gebreken.  avanas.  ~  e;  "Y 
2.  Bepalen van de  reparat.iemethode op basis van de  reparatie- 2.  Determ~na o  metodo ~para\ao  com base  nas  ordens de 
opdracht.  repara~ao.  .  (""\ 
3.  Beoordelen van slijtagegraden en kwaliteit van onderdelen in  3.  Determina o ~a  ~sgaste  e a qualidade residual das pe~as, 
verband met optimaal functioneren, duurzaamheid en preven- sob o ponto ·  t  da optimaza~ao do seu funcionamento e 
tieve reparatie-adviezen.  do seu grau de  guran~a e propoe repara~oes preventivas. 
4.  Plegen van systematisch onderhoud.  4.  Realiza R_a manuten~ao sistematica. 
5.  Verrichten van  reparaties en vervangen van a lie daar'voor in  5.  Exec~  ~ara\oes e  faz  a  substitui\ao de  todas  as  pe~as 
aanmerking komende onderdelen.  n~~~s. 
6.  Verrichten  van  afstellingen  aan  de  meeste  mechanische,  6.  P  e a regula~ao da  maior  parte  das  pe~as mecanicas, 
elektrische, pneumatische en hydraulische onderdelen en  het  .  ~  icas, hidraulicas e pneumaticas, assim como a  repara~ao 
verrichten  van  eenvoudige. reparaties  a an  de  elektrische  ~~mentar  das partes electricas. 
onderdelen.  nstala os  access6rios que fazem  normalmente parte da sua 
7.  Aanbrengen van accessoires die samenhangen met de normale  actividade.  . 
taken van de monteur.  dSJO  8.  Controla os pr6prios trabalhos que executa. 
8.  Controleren van de door hem/haar verrichte werkzaamhe~  _ 
'o~ 
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Instancias responsables de Ia  difusi6n de la ficha  informativa (Senas y teldono) 
DA 
Organer med kompetence til at udlevere informationsarket (adresse og telefonnummer) 
DE 
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EL 
Yn11pecriec;  apJ..L6DtE<;  yta  tll  8ta8ocr11  tou  EVllJ..LEpwnxou  8elvtiou  (8teu8ucr11  xat  apt9J..L6<; 
tllAE<pffivou) 
EN 
Agencies responsible for the distribution of the information sheet (address and telephone number) 
FR 
Organismes charges de ddivrer Ia  fiche d'information (adresse et n° de  teh ~phone) 
IT 
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One just like the other? 
Of some things it is said that they are the spitting image of each other.  The  same occupa-
tional descriptions in the Member States of the European Community still, however, con-
ceal different requirements, fields of activity, diplomas, certificates and training paths. 
Who knows whether an applicant has the right qualification, how to formulate a job 
description or what occupations a qualification ensures access to in other European 
countries. 
Information on subjects of this kind is provided by the communications of the EC Commis-
sion in the Official Journals of the EC.  They offer: 
•  detailed comparative overviews on vocational training qualifications: 
•  occupational descriptions, 
•  descriptions of vocational training qualifications, 
•  the offices responsible for issuing certificates, 
•  institutions which provide training 
•  descriptions of mutually agreed practical occupational requirements: 
•  descriptions of general fields of activity 
•  and individual activities. 
The  «Communications on  the comparability of vocational training qualifications between the Member States 
of the European Community» are published in the following languages: ES,  DA,  DE,  GR,  EN,  FR,  IT,  NL,  PT 
So far they are available for the following sectors: 
Construction 
Electricity  /Electronics 
Hotel and catering 
Motor vehicle repair 
Agriculture/Horticulture/Forestry 
The national distribution sources are listed on the previous page. 
OJ of EC  No.  C 292 
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OJ of EC  No.  C  83, 
Price ECU  10.50 
Price ECU  10.50 
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Price ECU  10.50 
Moreover, employers and employees can obtain information sheets from the national offices listed from page 
44 onwards  . 
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